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Preface

The need for capacity building of the PRI bodies

Even after a decade and a half of the historic amendments of the Constitution, that, firmly established the grassroots-
democracy in this country, the foremost objective of Panchayat institutions acting as self-governments remains somewhat unfulfilled,
basically, due to lack of required capability among the elected representatives and the Panchayat officials. The hesitation on the
part of the polity for full devolution of powers to the PRI bodies also stems from this aspect. Taking this into cognizance the central
and state governments have felt the need to undertake capacity building of the different stakeholders in a comprehensive and
sustainable manner so as to enable them to address their responsibilities more effectively.

In Orissa, the third generation Panchayati Raj members assumed positions in March 2007. It is imperative that in order to
perform as per people's expectations, the elected representatives and Panchayat officials need to be aware of their roles and
responsibilities to facilitate the management and delivery of services. Thus, there is a pressing need for effective training,
capacity building and handholding to enable and empower the PRIs to be active participants in the development process.
Governance can truly become a process of empowerment if the PRI leaders and functionaries are rightly equipped and guided
to manage their responsibilities.

An overview of the target population

Zilla Parishad 854

Panchayat Samiti 6234

GP-Sarpanch 6234

Naib-Sarpanch 6234

GP-Secretaries 3036

PEOs 4312

'Dakshyata' - an initiative to build capacities of the PRIs in Orissa

Project Dakshyata, an endeavor by the Panchayati Raj Department, GoO and United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) is a unique initiative for capacity building of the PRIs in Orissa. Implemented by the State Institute for Rural Development
(SIRD), the Project aims at developing an efficient, effective and reliable capacity building system for the PRIs in Orissa. The
Project period is expected to witness capacity building of more than 25,000 elected representatives and critical functionaries,
including President, Vice-President and Zilla Parishad members; Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson, and Panchayat Samiti members;
Sarpanch, Naib Sarpanch, Gram Panchayat Secretary, and Panchayat Executive Officers.

The project aims to acquaint PRI members with various procedures and processes of handling the PR structures and
systems in Orissa as per the Constitutional provisions and various programmes of the Government. It also aims to provide them
with necessary information, knowledge and skills in an easy and simple manner, enabling them to plan, implement and manage
various development programs. Its objective is to provide appropriate and necessary training to different stakeholders under the
PR system for improved governance through inter-and-intra-institutional coordination. Dakshyata also looks forward to establish
a training and capacity building system in the State to undertake large-scale capacity building of the PRIs.

It is expected that this initiative would enhance the capacity of PRI leaders and functionaries to manage and supervise the
programs with greater efficiency and effectiveness. The outcome of the Project would set standards for customized training
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programs to be undertaken in the future.

Building Partnership

To carry forward the challenging task of conducting large scale training programmes, SIRD -- an apex training institute
under the aegis of PR Department - has taken steps to partner with civil society organisations, academic institutions and development
agencies of state and national repute.

SIRD, with the help of its Consortium Partner Organisations is developing training modules and related materials based on
a well researched need assessment. Further, multi-batch trainings at nearly 100 different locations in the state would also be
conducted simultaneously in association with District Partner Organisations (logistic support organisations) in a decentralized
approach.

Developing a Pool of Trainers

A pool of State-Level and District-level trainers from across Orissa have been chosen by SIRD through a selection
process. They would be further trained to sharpen their training skills as well as enhance their knowledge base on the various
training modules developed under this Project.  Such a versatile panel of trainers, created for the first time on a wider scale like
this, would not only be serving as trainers for the project 'Dakshyata', but also be found useful for other similar large scale
capacity building necessities of the Government.

The State-Level Trainers (SLTs) would be engaged by SIRD for training and supporting the District-Level Trainers (DLTs)
and monitoring the training programs at district and block levels. The DLTs in turn would be engaged by SIRD for training the PRI
members and Panchayat officials.

Developing Standard Training Modules and Materials

Keeping this need in view, comprehensive and user-friendly training modules and materials have been developed under
the banner of SIRD engaging various Consortium Partners. Both, text based and audio visual materials would be used for the
training programs. The following basic modules would be covered during the Project period:

1. Rule and Role clarity and Responsibilities of the PRIs

2. Financial Accounts and Management

3. Transparency and Accountability

4. Social Welfare Schemes and other Line Department Schemes

5. Rural Development Schemes in PR Department

The need of ToT for the SLTs & DLTs

An analysis shows that most training programs are run with a conventional approach, which are very top-down in nature.
The training programs especially at the community level are conducted in a disseminative manner, where sharing information
through conventional lectures is considered to be good enough. As a matter of fact, not enough consideration is given to the
'learning' of the participants. As a result, numerous programs and schemes of the government do not reach out to the people
effectively because the manner in which the enabling process is carried out, it does not appeal to the people and they do not feel
involved.

While there may not be a serious lack of the subject knowledge with our trainers, there is an obvious lack of facilitation skill
with a participative approach in a majority of them. This is deep rooted in the attitude of most trainers.

Therefore, it was decided to expose all the trainers to a comprehensive ToT aimed at developing the participative facilitation
skills. In the first phase it has been planned to conduct a 3 ½ days ToT for the SLTs, who will, in turn, lead a 3-day ToT for the
DLTs. This would prepare them better to carry this flag-ship program into the community.

Accordingly, the modules and materials for the ToT have been developed with a collective effort of experts in the field and
have been placed in this book for reference. The design has been kept very practical and adequate to equip the trainer with a
participative approach. An attempt has been made to develop training materials in Oriya and the same is also annexed.

It is hoped that practicing trainers may find the materials useful for enhancing their effectiveness in facilitating training
programs.
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The concept of decentralizing capacity building on PRI and taking it closer to the community
called for a very systematic approach. In keeping with this need, it was decided to complete the
phase on 'Direct Training Skill' (DTS) before going for the thematic phase.
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The duration for these programs was set forth as 3 1/2 and 3 days respectively.

Since the duration was rather short to run a full fledged ToT, it was decided to keep the focus
basically on Participative Training Methodology. However, there were certain aspects, which needed
to be discussed to establish a basic foundation and a continuity of learning; these included sessions
on 'Training cycle', 'Adult learning' and, 'Principles of participative training'. It was also thought
prudent to brush up the 'presentation technique' of the participants with emphasis on participative
approach.

Accordingly, the program was designed and the module and materials were developed. Only
the 'must-know' sessions were planned including a full day devoted to practical task on delivery of
sessions using a chosen set of methodology.

Some more sessions of practical value were also included like 'Dealing with challenging
situations' and 'Essential activities during a training program' apart from a discussion on 'Monitoring
& Evaluation'.

The handouts, power point presentations and the assignments for the participants were
designed and developed taking care to keep them relevant and minimal and yet compact at the
same time. A lot of ideas were shared among the task force members and everyone contributed.

UNDP, under the able leadership of Shri P.K. Jena, Asst. Country Director, provided
opportunity for taking forward this initiative.

Shri Baidhar Biswal, Director, SIRD and Additional Secy, PR Dept, Govt. of Orissa provided
unstinted support for the entire project along with his valuable suggestions.

We are extremely thankful to Shri Saroj Dash, Project Manager, Dakshyata, himself a competent
trainer, who provided a lot of encouragement and guidance for developing the program.

Shri Nirmal Jyotishi, Project Associate, Dakshyata, was the inspiration behind the approach.
His experience and vision as a participative trainer helped a lot in formulating the module.

I also take this opportunity to thank the entire Dakshyata team including SIRD faculties who
have constantly provided information and support to make this an effective manual.

This work could not have been complete without the whole hearted participation of  Shri
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Shibabrata Kar and Smt Amita Bose, who contributed in many ways not only to put together
these materials but also in co-facilitating the programs with plenty of enthusiasm and
competence.

The first program, which was in a way a pilot program, generated a lot of data that
came very handy in fine tuning the program and the materials. We are indeed thankful to the
participants of the DTS programs both at the SLT and DLT phases for having shared their
valuable and time tested tips as well as for giving us the feeling that the training indeed
fulfilled their need.

An attempt was made to disseminate the DTS to the DLTs in the second phase in Oriya
vernacular. Accordingly, all handouts, assignments and power point presentations were
translated into Oriya. Although the process of translation took away some of the familiarity,
nevertheless, it was a maiden attempt at bringing many of the training-related concepts and
terms into the fold of the vernacular, which was greatly appreciated by the participants.
However, the future users of the materials may find it necessary to further improve the
language as per needs. Our thanks are due to the translators - Shri Dilip Satpathy, Shri
Pradeep Mohanty and Shri Krushna Mohan Mishra for their timely help.

The digital support extended by Shri Shantanu Srivastava in bringing the materials to
a usable and presentable form has indeed been very praise worthy.

We hope the module, materials and manual will be found useful to practitioners of
participative training. The material, however, will need to be updated progressively to keep
it fresh and relevant.

Lalatendu Rath
Program Designer and Facilitator
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Program Structure
for the State Level Trainers

Day-1
Time Topics Sub topics Methodology Materials Facl.

4.00 PM Registration Filling a format Registration format

5.00 PM Opening of Welcome Speech PP-1

Program Ice breaker Game Format A-1

introductions Self-introductions Guiding points

Pre-course questionnaire Filling a format Format A-2

Expectation sharing Cards & Delphi Coloured cards

Sharing of course objectives Lecture PP-2 & HO-1

Sharing of Program structure - do - HO-2

Setting norms Brainstorming Board & marker

Setting up 'Parking Space', Brown paper
'Feelings & Suggestions'&
'Expectations'

7.00 PM TEA BREAK

7.15 PM Training Cycle Elements of the Training cycle Lecture PP-3; HO-3

8.30 PM Closing the Day Assessing feeling Discussion

8.45 PM DINNER
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Day-2
Time Topics Sub topics Methodology Materials Facl.

9.30 AM Opening of 'Why' and 'How' of a recap Invocation 'Tips on recap'
the day Recap Discussion

10.00 Process of How adults learn Lecture and PP - 4
adult learning Principles of learning interaction HO - 4

Principles of Understanding participatory Lecture and PP- 4
participatory training interaction
training

Features of participatory Lecture PP- 4
training

11.45 TEA BREAK

12.00PM Game Trust -game Game Blindfolds

12.30 Profile of a Analysis of existing profile Brainstorming Statement cards
facilitator of participants

Profile of a participatory Lecture PP - 5
facilitator HO - 5

Trainer centered trainer vs. Lecture PP- 5
Learner centered trainer Role Play Two sets of

instructions

1.30 LUNCH BREAK

2.30 Energiser (name game)

3.00 Training Basic four methods Brainstorming HO-6
methodology Other methods followed by Group

discussion on
four methods

Process of HO-7
handling a GD

4.00 Demonstration Demonstration of the Case Study HO-8
of a method Case study method through a The case of a

Group discussion retired Principal

4.30 TEA BREAK

4. 45 Presentation Preparing for a presentation Lecture and PP- 6
skill Presentation technique Demonstration HO- 9

Non-verbal communication
Handling questions
Tips to trainers

5.45 Energiser Tips on Energisers An energizer (1-2-3-4)

6.15 Next day's task Expected output Discussion Topics
Overview of the whole process Instructions for
Norms on feedback conducting tasks
Forming groups and sub-groups (HO-10)
for next day's task
Allocation of tasks

ONT on Session plan Sample Session PP-7(word file)
plan HO-11

Format A-3

8.15 Closing the Assessment of feelings
day Giving required materials facilitation

8.30 BREAK FOR THE DAY
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Day-3

Time Topics Sub topics Methodology Materials Facl.

9.30 Recap Recap Facilitation

Collection of Session Plans Analysis & Session plans
feed back made by groups

Observation Guideline Discussion Board & marker

10.00 Preparation by groups

10.30 Presentation -1  Ice-breaker Group presentation Planned by group
Feedback

11.00 Presentation -2 Case Study Group presentation Planned by group
Feedback

12.00 TEA BREAK

12.15 Presentation -3 Energiser Group presentation Planned by group
Feedback

12.30 Presentation-4 Lecture Group presentation Planned by group
Feedback

1.30 LUNCH

2.30 Presentation -5 Role Play Group presentation Planned by group
Feedback

3.15 Presentation -6 Gr Discussion Group presentation Planned by group
Feedback

4.15 TEA BREAK

4.30 Presentation -7 Game Group presentation Planned by group
Feedback PP- profile of trner

5.15 Presentation -8 Power Point Group presentation Planned by group
Feedback

5.45 Supporting Developing a Power Point Demonstration PP/ LCD
Material

6.00 LONG BREAK

7.00- Watching Video Sharing feedback Analysis & Video coverage
9.00 feed back of the presentations

9.00 DINNER
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Day - 4
Time Topics Sub topics Methodology Materials Facl.

9.30 Opening Invocation Facilitation by
Recap of day 3 participants

Process of Assessment of feelings Writing on cards Colored cards

reflection Watching "The Race" Visual Graphics PP-8,"THE RACE"
Analysis of the 'group process' Reflecting & Blue & Red Cards
of the previous evening Writing on cards

9.45 Dealing with Identifying challenging Cards Analysis & Cards
challenging situations from previous Interaction HO -12
situations day's experience

Adding other challenging
situations Dealing with them

11.00 TEA BREAK

11.15 Tips to Essential activities in Discussion HO-13
facilitators a training program

Preparing and using Do HO-14
support materials

11.45 Monitoring & Why, Who, What, When & How Brainstorming HO - 15
Evaluation of monitoring and evaluation Using wall chart

Summarising

12.15 Writing a Process of writing a Brainstorming HO-16
training report training report

12.45 Mapping of Appoint committee for scrutiny Scutinising charts
response and of the 'program objectives', displayed on
fulfillment 'parking space',  the walls

'feelings'&
'expectations'

1.00 LUNCH BREAK

2.00 Role & Capacity building role Lecture PP-9
responsibility Other responsibilities
of SLT

2.45 Results of Presentation by appointed scrutiny
scrutiny committees on four aspect

followed by discussion

3.00 Self-assessment Trainers' competencies(K-S-A) Self analysis A- 4

3.30 Action planning Action plan for self development Filling up format A-5

3.45 Program Evaluation of program Filling up format A-6
evaluation by participants

4.15 TEA BREAK

4.30 Valedictory Program Recap "Retracing our PP-10
foot steps"

Sharing by participants

Sharing by Guests Ptcpts' Evaluations

Open house discussions

Distribution of mementoes Address list

Closing remarks by facilitator

Vote of thanks by faculty
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Training Manual
for the State Level Trainers

Day-1

D1: SESSION - I TOPIC:  Opening of the Program & Initial activities TIME: 120  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Welcoming the participants

● Creating a friendly and non- threatening environment for the participants

● Sharing expectations

● Familiarising with the objectives of the program

METHODOLOGY A scrolling message of welcome flashed on the screen

Speech, Game, Flash Card…Delphi method

MATERIALS Colored cards, Sketch pen, Adhesive tape, Push pins, Brown paper, Marker

POWER POINTS PP-1 : Welcome Message

PP-2 : Program Objectives

HANDOUTS HO-1 : Program Objectives

HO-2 : Program Schedule

ACTIVITY Game : Matching the Description

ASSIGNMENTS A-1 : Matching the Description ( The Grid)

A-2 : Pre-course Questionnaire

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Welcome ● Help the participants with "Registration" and suggest them to take seats in the training hall.

( 5 m) ● Hand out the training materials like note book and pen etc.

● Roll down of the 'Welcome message', PP-1.

● Arrival of invited guests for the inauguration (if any).

● Welcome every body with "Namaskar" and warm greetings.

● Share the overall goal of the program.

● Address by the invited guest

● State that this program would focus on the training skill and not on the theme of PRI.

● Introduction of the facilitators. This may be done by self or the co-facilitators may

introduce each other.

● Start the Ice-breaker

2. Ice Breaker ● State that the participants are now going to be given a piece of paper containing a few

( 30 m) descriptions. Their task is to find out persons in this hall, who match those descriptions and take

their name and signatures on the paper. They will have 10 minutes for the task.
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● Distribute a copy of 'The Grid' (A-1) to each of them.

● Allow some time for them to go through the instructions.

● Provide clarifications.

● Encourage them to move around and collect names and signatures.

● Stop them and call them back after 10 minutes.

● As they settle down, assess their progress in a very jovial manner.

● Ask some of them to identify persons from whom they have collected signatures.

● Assess how they feel and suggest that their participation was indeed very encouraging.

3. Self- introductions ● Suggest the participants to introduce themselves briefly following the guiding points

( 20m) ● Guiding points are to be written down on the board. These are: Name, area of work,

experience as a trainer & ToT attended earlier

4. Pre-course Questionnaire ● Distribute the format on pre-course assessment, A-2 and give clarifications.

( 10 m) ● Allow every body to complete this self reflection exercise.

● Collect the formats.

● Mention briefly that such assessment helps to learn more about the participants profile

and their learning needs.

5. Expectation Sharing ● Ask the participants to reflect on their learning needs and write down their expectations

( 20m) from the program in their note books.

● After two minutes distribute two cards and a sketch pen to each of the participants and

ask them to write down their most important expectations from the program on it in large letters.

● Suggest that they should write only one expectation on a card and may ask for more

cards if they need so.

● Collect the cards back after they write down the expectations.

● Invite four volunteers; assign each of them to collect cards from you related to

'Process of training', 'Methodology', 'Thematic areas' & 'Others'.

● Then read out the cards one by one and categorise them with the help of the volunteers.

● If necessary, discuss some of the cards briefly.

● Ask the volunteers to post the cards on the board during the break.

● State that it is time to explore how far the expectations would be taken care

of in the 'Program Objectives' set for this program.

6. Sharing of the objectives ● Then Share the objective of the program using the Power Point, PP-2.

of the program ● Help the participants reflect on how far it matches with their expectations.

( 10 m) ● If some of the expectations are seemingly not going to be covered by the training

objective discuss how it might be taken care of.

● Distribute the hand out, HO-1 and encourage them to go through the same.

● State that a program schedule has been made keeping these objectives in view."

7. Sharing of the ● Distribute the program schedule, HO-2.

program structure ● Allow them to go through it and get their agreement in general.

( 5 m) ● However, ask for their suggestions of any change in timing and topics.

8. Setting 'Norms' ● In order to bring about program ownership and to make it more participatory,

( 15 m) facilitate the house to set some ground rules or 'Norms' to be followed by every

body during the program.

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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● For effective management of the program say that some volunteers are needed

for each day to take care of overall management of the norms, logistic and process

report of each day.

● Encourage the participants to take leadership by volunteering names as

program managers.

● Write down the names on a flip chart and post it on the wall.

9. Seting up of ● Post three flip charts with the titles ''Parking Space', 'Feelings' and "Suggestions'

 'Parking Space' on the walls of the training hall and encourage the participants to use it to express

( 5 m) themselves during the breaks any time during the program.

● Now give a break with the announcement of time of reassembly in the hall.

D 1:SESSION - II TOPIC:  The Training Cycle TIME:  90  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To understand the basic elements of a training cycle

● To relate the elements to the current ToT

● Closing the Day

METHODOLOGY Discussion, Power Point

MATERIALS White board, Marker

POWER POINTS PP-3 : The elements of the Training Cycle

HANDOUTS HO-3 : The Training Cycle

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Training Cycle ● Ask the participants to describe the steps of any training program one by one.

( 60 min) ● List them down clearly on the board.

● Discuss the points, prioritise them and explain further.

● Then explain about the 'Training cycle' using the power point, PP-3.

● Go into each point carefully with examples.

● Deal with aspects like Training need analysis, Training objectives, Training design,

Session planning to develop clear understanding of the process.

● Explain that as far as this training program is concerned, the initial steps have already

been covered and now we are at the stage of training delivery.

● Distribute the handout, HO-3.

2. Closing the day ● Find out how they feel at the end of the day.

( 30 min) ● Discuss that they might have found it unusual to start the program in the

afternoon; but this approach is meant to improvise time.

● Encourage them to take interest and participate enthusiastically during the next three days.

● Remind reporting time for next morning.

● Bid them good night.

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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Day-2

D2 : SESSION - I TOPIC:  Program Recap and Process of Adult learning TIME:  135  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Opening the day with a positive note

● Recapitulation of the learning points of the previous day

● Understanding how adults learn, Andragogy and Pedagogy

● Using these principles for enhancing Participative learning approach

● Understanding the underlying principles of Participatory training

METHODOLOGY Singing of songs, sharing of thoughts and recap of the previous day

Story telling, Lecture, Power point, Role play

Statement Cards

MATERIALS Flash Cards with statement written on them as per F-1( For facilitators)

Role sheets for Role Play on TCT and LCT as per F-2

POWER POINTS PP-4 : Process of Adult learning

HANDOUTS HO-4 : Adult Learning and Participatory Training

ACTIVITY Role Play: TCT & LCT

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Program recap ● Greet the participants with a smile and "Good morning".

( 30 m) ● Ask some one to sing a song.

● Start recapitulation of the activities and learning points of the previous day.

● Encourage all participants to contribute to the list.

● Stop when you feel most of the points have been covered.

● Add some points, if you feel so.

2. Process of Adult Learning ● Start by telling a story (on adult learning), where you have learnt something from

( 60 m) your own experience in life.

● Gather a couple of similar stories from the participants and discuss how we,

the adults, learn through our experience.

● Start the power point presentation, PP-4 with the 'Learning Credo'. Discuss the

same with appropriate examples.

● Show the model of the 'Experiential learning cycle'. Explain the stages of

learning: 'Experience - Reflect - Generalise - Apply '. Connect these aspects to the

stories shared a little earlier. Connect the four aspects to training facilitation giving

appropriate examples.

● Differentiate this with child learning very briefly. Discuss Pedagogy and Andragogy.

● Distribute Hand out, HO-4.

3. Principles of ● Brainstorm a discussion about participative training process using a few controversial

Participatory Training statements written on flash cards, prepared earlier for the purpose.

( 45 m) (These are given in F-1 in the folder 'For Facilitators')
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● Ask the participants either to agree or disagree with the statements on the cards.

Probe into them as per necessity, sometimes to support, sometimes to challenge.

● Then discuss 'Participatory Training Process' and back it up with the power point.

● Give a break after discussing their return time

4. Setting up the Role play ● During the break, identify 4 participants, who you think can carry off the 4 roles in the

 for next session Role play, "TCT vs. LCT". For this, the role sheets given at F-2 of the folder "For Facilitators"

may be used.

● Keep these ready with you.

● Call the identified participants and give them their role sheets separately.

Check their understanding and ask them to be prepared to enact the roles

with appropriate dialogues with another actor, when the time comes during

the next session.

D2: SESSION - II TOPIC : Profile of a trainer TIME:  90  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Building trust with the participants

● Understanding the differences between 'Trainer centered trainer' & 'Learner centered trainer'

● Understanding the Role of a participative trainer

METHODOLOGY Lecture, Role Play

MATERIALS Blindfolds…4 nos

Role play sheets as per F-2

POWER POINTS PP-5: Profile of a trainer

HANDOUTS HO-5 : Profile of a trainer

ACTIVITY Game : Blindfold

Role Play : TCT & LCT ( F-2)

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Building trust ● Invite four volunteers to play the game and divide them into two pairs.

(30 m) ● State that one person is to lead the other from one corner of the room to the other.

However, the partner being led is to be blindfolded.

● State that the rule is that the leader and the follower cannot touch each other.

They also cannot touch any of the obstacles on the way.

● Organise blindfolding of the two persons. Check that there is no visibility.

● Rearrange the chairs and tables on their paths to create obstacles, but with a passable passage.

A few other participants can be stationed conveniently as additional obstacles.

● Suggest that all the other participants are to act as observers and should maintain silence

during the whole process.

● Set the two pairs in motion from opposite corners and observe them.

● Call them off after they reach their destinations.

● Start debriefing. First ask the followers, one by one, how they felt. Then ask the leader

and then take feedback from the observers.

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

● Add to the observations from your end. Explore parallel situation from life. Explore if they

can see the role of a PRI member and a representative of the dependant community in this

game. Discuss the significance.

● Close the activity with thanks to every one.

2. Role of a facilitator ● Start the session by asking, what roles does the trainer have?

( 60 m) ● Discuss.

● Explain the roles of a trainer using the Power point, PP-5.

● Make a simple statement about TCT and LCT and stay on that slide. State that all are

now going to witness a role play. Ask every one to observe carefully.

● Invite two pairs of pre-arranged volunteers from the house. Facilitate each pair to make

a small role play to demonstrate the approaches of a Trainer centered Trainer and a Learner

centered Trainer. Start with TCT. (This has to be pre-arranged during the break with the help

of pre-written role-sheets, F-2 )

● After the Role plays, debrief the observations and discuss the emerging points to bring

out the differences between the two approaches.

● Then explain the Roles of TCT & LCT and the principles of participatory training process

with the help of the power point.

● Distribute the hand out, HO-5 and close the session with thanks.

● Announce lunch break and time of return.

D2: SESSION- III TOPIC:  Training Methodology TIME: 120 Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Learning each other's names for better cooperation

● Familiarising with the various training methods

● Gaining deeper insight into some of the more useful methods

● Observing and learning the use of a training method

METHODOLOGY Name Game, Lecture, Brainstorming

Group Discussion

MATERIALS Flip chart paper, marker

POWER POINTS None

HANDOUTS HO-6 : Training Methodology

HO-7 : Handling a Group Discussion

HO-8 : Case study (Case of the retired Principal)

ACTIVITY Game : Name Game

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Getting to know ● Welcome everyone back to the session

everyone's name ● Play the 'Name game' starting from one end

( 30 m) ● Some one can finish it by calling out names from the opposite end

● Ensure that everybody knows the names of each other.
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SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

2. Understanding the basic ● Now start the session on participatory training methodology.

four training methods ● Through a brain storming exercise encourage the participants to share about the most common

( 60 m) methodologies that can be used during the training of Panchayat members.

● Make a list of all the methodologies on the board.

● Brainstorm the factors to take into consideration when selecting a training method.

● Then select the four important methods i.e Lecture, Group discussion, Case study analysis

and Role play which need to be better understood.

● Suggest the house to break into four small groups to explore each of the methods in

detail for 20 minutes and then make a presentation on the following points within about

3 minutes in the plenary.

● Write down the following points on the board:

1. What is the method

2. When it can be used

3. Advantages and disadvantages of the method

4. The process of using the method

● Then divide the participants into four small groups.

● Ask them to nominate the time manager, moderator and presenter.

● Show them their respective places of discussion.

● Inform that a reference hand out and material for presentation will be given in

their groups after 5 minutes.

● Now announce the time on the watch and ask them to go into the respective groups and

start their discussions.

● Monitor the groups to ensure the nominations and to see that every body is participating;

remind them about the time.

● After five minutes provide the handout on training methodology, flip chart and marker

pen to each group.

● Call them back on time.

● Facilitate the group presentations in the plenary.

● After each group's presentation ask other groups to raise any point.

● Sum up the major learning points.

● Add any missing points from your side.

● Emphasize on the "process" of each method.

● Discuss how to handle a group discussion and distribute the hand out.

● State that this method may also be dovetailed into other methods, where you feel the

need to go into small groups (like while doing Role play or Case study)

● Close the session with thanks.

3. Demonstration of a ● State that we are going to have a demonstration of how a method may be used

training method during a training program. In this case it is going to be a Case study.

(Case study) ● Ask participants to observe carefully and be prepared to share at the end of the demonstration.

( 30m) ● Go methodically step by step to conduct the demonstration by using a pre-written

case study, HO-8,the case of the Retired Principal.

● Debrief at the end and deal with any questions.

● State that this was only an example and certainly not the only method to use a case study.

It may be used in different ways too.

● Give examples hoe it can be used differently.

● Announce tea break
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D2: SESSION- IV TOPIC:  Presentation Skill TIME:  75  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Participants will understand and internalize the basic techniques of making

a presentation with a participatory approach

● They will understand the differences between 'Games', 'Energisers' and 'Ice breakers'

METHODOLOGY Interaction, Power point presentation

Demonstration

MATERIALS White board, marker, LCD projector

POWER POINTS PP-6: Presentation Technique

HANDOUTS HO-9 : Presentation Technique

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Presentation skill ● Say that they are going to have practical work the next day when they are going

( 60 m) to deliver sessions themselves. Therefore it is necessary to brush up their presentation skill.

● Discuss about "Presentation technique" using the power point, PP- 6.

● Give sufficient examples to bring about participative approach in a presentation.

● Distribute the hand out, HO-9 on effective presentation.

2. Difference between ● Discuss about the use of games, icebreakers and energisers in a training program.

games, Ice-breakers ● Encourage the participants to share some games they know, suitable to be used

& Energisers during the training of Panchayat members.

( 15 m) ● Share the factors to be considered to choose and facilitate the games and energizers.

● Announce a break after which they are going to discuss and prepare for the practical

work planned for the next day.

D2  : SESSION - V TOPIC:  Preparation for next day's tasks TIME: 135 Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Participants will understand the process to be followed for the practical tasks

the next day and what is expected of them.

They will assume responsibility for using certain topics and training methods for those tasks

They will plan for their respective sessions

METHODOLOGY Discussion, Power point,  Group work

MATERIALS None

POWER POINTS PP-7 : Sample Session Plan

HANDOUTS HO-10: Instructions for the Practice sessions

HO-11: Sample Session plan

ACTIVITY Group work : Planning for next day's task

ASSIGNMENTS A-3 : Session plan format
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SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Next day's task for ● Discuss the advantage of practice session for trainers. State that they are going to make

practice session on presentations the next day to demonstrate the use of various training methods as well as

training delivery.  icebreakers, games and energisers.

(All PRI related with ● Assign the same groups discussed on the training methodology to choose any topic of

focus on the  their choice and make a presentation plan for 20 minutes duration using the respective methods.

Sarapanch) ● Also ask each group to pick up one additional task from among Ice breakers,

( 90 m) Games and Energisers. Allocate 15 minutes for Games & Ice breaker and

10 min for Energiser.

● Encourage the Lecture group to use a small power point presentation.

● Ask the Case Study group to use one of the written case studies by GD method

(keep 2-3 alternatives ready). The CS has to be a small one.

● State that only the process is important; therefore smaller exercises should be taken

up with focus on the process rather than subject..

● Ask the Role-play group to use role-plays with written role sheets. They should plan

to use it by volunteers/ selected participants from the target group (and not by their own group).

● Suggest that all themes should be PRI specific

● For GD group, suggest topics like

1. "Actions the Sarpanch can take to enhance women's participation in Palli Sabha", or

2. "What actions can a Sarapanch take to enhance access to a govt. scheme like

Jaldhara/ NRHM/ Sarv Siksha Abhiyan" or,

3. "Actions required by the Sarpanch to enhance income generation of the members of the

local community" etc.

● Ask them to make session plans for their group presentations.

● Present the example of a filled in session plan format as a sample through LCD using PP-7

and discuss it. (This presentation is a word file, not a regular power point)

● Distribute a copy of the sample session plan, HO-11

● Distribute 2 blank formats (A-3) to each group for developing the session plans.

● Provide all clarifications

● Now, send them to their respective groups to plan and prepare.

● Monitor the group processes and help them choose their topics and develop session plans.

● Collect the session plans from each group, filled up A-3 formats, one for each presentation.

● Explain the process of conducting the tasks the next day. Explain them their roles as well

as the process of feedback as per the hand out.

● Distribute the handout, HO-10 containing instructions for conducting the tasks.

● Allow them to read it.

● Clarify doubts if any.

2. Preparation by groups ● Provide the materials required

& closing the day ● Provide any support required by the groups

( 45 m) ● Close the day with thanks to the managers and participants and encourage every body

for the over-night-task.
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Day-3

D3: SESSION - I TOPIC: Presentation by the groups ( Presentation-1) TIME: 105  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To recapitulate the major learning points of the previous day
● To appreciate their own role in the presentations in observation and feedback
● To observe and learn from a presentation (Ice breaker)
● To internalize the points for improvement from feedback and discussion in the house

METHODOLOGY Brainstorming, interactions
Making presentation, giving feedback

MATERIALS As decided by the group making the presentation,
Use of F-3, Video Camera for coverage of the presentations

POWER POINTS PP-8 : Guidelines for Observation and Feed back

HANDOUTS As decided by the group making the presentation

ACTIVITY Do

ASSIGNMENTS Do

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Opening the day ● Start the day in time with a hearty welcome in a lighter vein.
(15 m) ● Request some one to sing a song or share some interesting thought.

(This brings participation as well as it gives some time for the late comers to join in.)

2. Recap ● Then welcome the managers of the day and invite a manager of Day-1 to
( 20 m) facilitate the recapitulation of the previous day's learning points.

● He/ she can now ask the participants to share one point at a time and write them on the board.
● Close it when the house feels that almost all the points have been covered. Ask the recap

team to cover all the points in their report and submit the process document of Day-I during
the lunch time.

● Then explain why we need to recap and how it helps.
● Encourage them to share some other participatory method of facilitating the recapitulation process.

3. Understanding the ● Discuss about the role of participants other than the group making presentation as
process of Observation  the 'intended target group', 'observers', and 'learners' during each practice session.
and Feedback ● Share the observation guideline with power point, PP-8.
( 10 m) ● Discuss and set the sequence of the presentations for the whole day.

● Remind the time allocation for each group.
● Allow 15 to 20 minutes to the groups for last minute preparations.

4. Making the Presentation-1 ● Invite the first group to make their presentation.
(Ice breaker) ● Say, 'time starts now' and instruct your co-facilitator to watch time and to give a
(60 m) mild warning before 2 minutes to finish.

● Watch and observe the process minutely. Note down the key observations
(strong and weak points).
Use 'Observation format', F-3

● At the end of the presentation thank the group with a round of applause.
● Facilitate the feedback session.
● In the first round ask the observers to give their feedback. Suggest every body to mention

the strong points first and then specific suggestion to the group for improvement. Avoid using
the phrase 'Negative points'.(10 minutes)

● In the second round ask the members of the presentation group to share their feelings and
comments briefly (5 minutes).
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● Ask what they would do differently if another opportunity is given.(2 min)
● In the third round give your own feed back and provide some more tips to improve

the skill of using the method.( 3 minutes)
● Close the session with thanks and proceed for the next presentation.
● But announce a break at this point of time.

D3: SESSION - II TOPIC: Presentations 2 & 3 TIME: 90  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Observing the presentations on two more methods (Case study & Lecture methods)
Learning from feedback and discussions

METHODOLOGY Making presentation using two methods ( Case study & Lecture)
Sharing feedback

MATERIALS Use of F-4,
As decided by the groups

POWER POINTS Do

HANDOUTS Do

ACTIVITY Do

ASSIGNMENTS Do

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Pres. 2 ● Same as in Presentation - 1
(Case study) ● A few difficult situations may be created during the various presentations to see how the presenters
(60 m) are dealing with them as well as to generate data for analysis later on.

● Some participants among the observers may be secretly given some instructions to behave in
a certain manner. This may be done with the purpose of creating certain challenging situations for
the presenter groups to deal with. These may be taken up for discussion in session-1 on Day-4.

● A few suggestions are placed at F-4 in the Facilitator folder

2. Pres. 3 Same as in Presentation - 1
(Lecture) Announce Lunch break with call back time.
(60 m)

D3: SESSION- III TOPIC: Presentations 4 & 5 TIME: 90   Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Observing the presentations on two more methods (Energiser & Role play)
Learning from feedback and discussions

METHODOLOGY Making presentations using two methods (Energiser & Role play)
Sharing feedback

MATERIALS As decided by the groups

POWER POINTS Do

HANDOUTS Do

ACTIVITY Do

ASSIGNMENTS Do

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Pres. 4 Same as in Presentation - 1
(Energiser)
(30 m)

2. Pres. 5 Same as in Presentation - 1
(Role play)
(60 m)

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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D3: SESSION- IV TOPIC: Presentations 6, 7 and 8 TIME: 150  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Observing the presentations on two more methods (Group discussion & Game)
Learning from feedback and discussions

METHODOLOGY Making presentation using two methods ( Group discussion & Game)
Using any other method as per the participants' need
Sharing feedback

MATERIALS As decided by the groups

POWER POINTS Do

HANDOUTS Do

ACTIVITY Do

ASSIGNMENTS Do

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Pres. 6 Same as in Presentation - 1
(Gr. Discussion)
(60 m)

2. Pres. 7 Same as in Presentation - 1
(Game)
(45 m)

3. Pres. 8 Same as in Presentation - 1
(As required) Announce a break after which they may see the audio visual feedback through camera.
(45 m)

D3: SESSION - V TOPIC: Audio-visual feed back TIME: 75  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES To view own performances of the day.
To internalize the learning points through self analysis

METHODOLOGY Watching audio-visual output
Discussion

MATERIALS Video camera, Play back system

POWER POINTS None

HANDOUTS None

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Watching the play ● Set up the play back system
back of the video camera ● State that the participants are going to watch the performances of al the groups on the screen

● The viewing may be interrupted at any point to allow a relevant discussion
● Run the play back
● Use 'fast-forward' mode to save time and to skip over the obvious.
● Use pause depending on need to discuss some thing.
● Draw particular attention to points of participative approach or the lack of it in various presentations.

2. Closing the day ● Coming to the end of the play back ask how the participants feel at the end of this tiring day.
● Bid good night and remind reporting time for the next day.
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Day-4

D4: SESSION - I TOPIC: Managing Difficult situations TIME: 105  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To open the day and conduct a recap of the previous day's learning points.

● To look back and analyse their own group process to identify the helping and hindering factors.
● To assess the challenging situations for a trainer during a training program and gain idea about

methods of dealing with them.

METHODOLOGY Interaction, brainstorming, use of hand outs

MATERIALS White board, marker

POWER POINTS PP-9: The Race

HANDOUTS HO-12: Managing difficult situations in a training program

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Opening the day ● Start the day in time with a hearty welcome in a lighter vein.
(10 m) ● Request some one to sing a song or share some interesting thought.

(This brings participation as well as it gives some time for the late comers to join in.)

2. Recap ● Then welcome the managers of the day and invite a manager of Day-3 to
(15 m) facilitate the recapitulation of the previous day's learning points.

● He/ she can now ask the participants to share one point at a time and write them on the board.

● Close it when the house feels that almost all the points have been covered.
Ask the recap team to cover all the points in their report and submit the process
document of Day-3 during the lunch time.

● Fill in the missing points
● Then explain why we need to recap and how it helps.
● Encourage them to share some other participatory method of facilitating the recapitulation process.

3. Analysis of group process ● Show them the power point presentation on "The Race", using PP- 9.
(30 m) ● Analyse it with respect to their own group process during the day-2 and day-3 activities.

● Ask them, "What the helping factors and what were the hindering factors?"

● Encourage them and help them express their analysis.
● Ask each of them to write down their observations on two different cards: 'Helping Factors'

and 'Hindering Factors'.

● Collect the cards and ask two volunteers to post them on two different charts on the walls.

4. Dealing with ● Initiate the discussion by asking the participants to share some of the difficult situations
challenging situations they have experienced in life and how they have dealt with them.

(45 m) ● Explore difficulties faced as a trainer during session delivery on the previous day or
on any other previous occasion.

● Encourage them to share some of the difficult situations they have experienced while

training Panchayat members.
● Make a list on a flip chart.
● Explain with examples that we deal with difficult situations with some of our strengths and strategies.

● Discuss "Strengths" and "Strategies" of a trainer. List the points on the board.
● Now look at the listed situations and discuss how we may apply these strategies to deal with them.
● Distribute the hand out, HO-12.
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D4: SESSION - II TOPIC: Tips to the facilitator, Monitoring & Evaluation TIME: 120  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To enlist some of the essential activities a trainer has to perform during a

training program and understand their sequence and process
● To gain a deeper insight into the use of training aids and support materials
● To understand the significance of 'Monitoring' and 'Evaluation' with respect to training.

METHODOLOGY Discussion, lecture, use of handouts, facilitation of group work , Power point

MATERIALS White board, marker

POWER POINTS PP-10: Writing a training report

HANDOUTS HO-13: Essential activities in a training program
HO-14: Tips for the trainer

HO-15: Monitoring, Evaluation and Follow up
HO-16: Writing a training report

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Essential activities ● State that during a training program some essential activities are performed; these should
in a training program be done quite efficiently following a proper sequence and process.
(20 m) ● Brainstorm on the sequence of the initial steps while beginning a training program.

● Discuss logic and set a sequence and get the house to generally agree to it.
● Then discuss about a few tips to enhance the effectiveness of a training program.

The points for discussion are included in the same handout.

● Distribute the hand out, HO-13 and encourage them to look at it.
● Discuss the "Essential Activities" with the help of the hand out.

2. Training aids ● Brainstorm different kinds of audio and visual aids.

(20 m) ● Ask participants to explain the relevance of the audio and visual aids while facilitating a training program.
● Share the tips to use different training aids effectively.
● Distribute the hand out, HO-14.

3. Monitoring & Evaluation ● Brainstorm the significance of "Monitoring" and "Evaluation".
(30 m) ● Discuss the aspects of 'Why', 'How' and 'Who' of M & E

● Also touch upon the M&E in the follow-up phase.

● Clarify doubts and distribute the hand out, HO-15.

4. Writing a Training Report ● Ask the participants why we need to document the training process.

(30 m) ● Write down the ideas on the board.
● Similarly facilitate brainstorming to generate the process of preparing a training document.
● Bring out the steps and their chronology with the help of power point, PP-10.

● Then explain them how to prepare the training reports they need to submit as District
level Trainer under project Dakshyata.

● Clarify doubts and distribute the hand out, HO-16.

5. Mapping of fulfillment ● Facilitate the formulation of four committees with two participants in each of them and assign them
(20 m) the task of scrutinizing the following and sharing the key findings in brief in the plenary after lunch break.

1. Committee-1 will scrutinize 'expectation' cards and objective of the program and share

the status of fulfillment.
2. Committee-2 will go through the cards on 'parking space' if any and see whether all the

points have been taken care of during the program.
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3. Committee-3 will look at the cards on 'feelings' and 'suggestions' of the participants and
share the summary of findings in the plenary.

4. Committee-4 will scrutinise the 'Helping' and 'Hindering' factors and share the summary

in the plenary
● Intimate the managers of the three days to get ready with the recap of major points of the

respective days. Tell them to prepare for presenting the points in brief in the plenary after

lunch break.

D4: SESSION- III TOPIC: Understanding own role as SLT & Program evaluation TIME: 105  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Understanding own role as SLT under Project "Dakshyata"
● Assessment of the fulfillment of the expectations and objectives of the training program
● Self-assessment of learning and progress achieved during the program

● Recapitulating day wise proceedings of the program
● Evaluation of the training program by the participants

METHODOLOGY Small group presentations, Filling up of structured format

MATERIALS Filled in expectation cards of day-1, other cards and entries made in "Parking place" & "Feelings"

POWER POINTS PP-11 : Assignments of SLT under 'Daksyata'

HANDOUTS None

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS A-4: Trainer's competencies

A-5: Action Planning
A-6: Program Evaluation format

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Roles & responsibilities ● Discuss the various roles and responsibilities of the SLT, using Power point, PP-11.
of SLT ● Clarify doubts.

(30 m) (This presentation shall be made by members of the Dakshyata team)

2. Presentation of ● Start the session after lunch break with an energizer.
Scrutinizing committees ● Facilitate the committee members of the four appointed teams to make presentations of their
(15 m) findings one by one.

● Thank all the committee members after the presentation.

3. Self analysis ● Discuss about competencies required for a trainer in terms of Knowledge, Skill and Attitude.

Self-assessment and ● Distribute the format, A-4 for self evaluation on trainer's competencies.
Action planning ● Allow them time to read it and provide clarifications.
(30 m) ● Ask them to put tick marks on the bullet points where they feel they possess

the required competency.
● Then distribute the next format, A-5 'Action Planning for self-development', which draws attention

towards identification of one's deficiencies with respect to 20 identified factors and action planning

for addressing the same.
● Allow time to fill it up. If necessary, give examples of self-development.
● Leave the format with the participants as a self assessment score card on their own level

of competencies along with their own action plan.
● At this point give them back their self-assessment papers, which they had filled up on Day-1.

Let them look at it and reflect how far they were right in assessing themselves at that time.

Do not be surprised if some of them say that their self-assessment was not right.
● However, thank them for their participation.

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

4. Program Recap ● Welcome the managers of the three days to recap the day-wise coverage.
(15 m) ● Fill in the missing points, if any.

● Thank them for helping the process of 'Retracing our foot steps'.

5. Program evaluation ● Say that now we are at the end of the program. Now time has come to evaluate it formally.
(15 m) ● Distribute the evaluation format, A-6 and ask them to fill it up.

● Allow time for the same and collect it from them.

● Give a break with announcement of the time for reassembly for Valediction session.

D4: SESSION- IV TOPIC: Valediction TIME: 60 Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To look at an overall recap of the whole program
● To facilitate the participants to present their personal observations and feelings about

any aspect of the program

● To bring the program to a close

METHODOLOGY Power point presentation, discussion

MATERIALS Address list of participants and facilitators

POWER POINTS PP-12: Retracing our footsteps

HANDOUTS None

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Retracing our footsteps ● Welcome the guests to the closing session.
(10 m) ● Place the filled in evaluation formats before the guests so that they can go through it.

● Recap the program for the benefit of the participants as well as the organizers and guests
with the help of PP-12, "Retracing our footsteps".

2. Sharing by participants ● Ask some of the participants to share their feelings about the program in brief.

(25 m)

3. Sharing by guests ●  Request the guests to share their thoughts.
(10 m)

4. Sharing by facilitators ● Distribute the address list of all the participants, suggesting them to be in touch with each other.
(5 m) ● Deliver closing remarks

5. Closing remarks by ● Request the Chief guest to speak
Chief guest
(5 m)

6. Vote of thanks ● Close the program with a vote of thanks
(5 m) ● After the program, it may be necessary to prepare a confidential report on the aptitude

of the participants individually. Format at F-5 may be used for this purpose.
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Tools for Facilitators

F1. Statement Cards

LEARNING IS BASICALLY THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE LEARNER.

THE TRAINER MUST ADDRESS ALL THE EXPECTATIONS OF THE
PARTICIPANTS; AND IF SOME EXPECTATION HAS NOT BEEN MET THEN
HE/ SHE MUST KEEP QUIET ABOUT IT.

IF A TRAINER HAS GOOD KNOWLEDGE ON THE SUBJECT AND HAS GOOD
COMMUNICATION SKILL, THEN HE/ SHE NEED NOT USE ANY TRAINING
METHODOLOGY.

LEARNERS DO NOT TAKE INTEREST IN LEARNING ANYTHING UNLESS IT
IS USEFUL TO THEM.

THE PROGRESS OF A SESSION SHOULD NOT BE SLOWED DOWN
BECAUSE OF ONE OR TWO SLOW LEARNERS.

A GOOD TRAINER DOES NOT GIVE ANY OVERNIGHT TASK TO THE
PARTICIPANTS.

THE TRAINER MUST ENSURE THE COVERAGE OF THE PLANNED
COURSE MATERIAL EVEN IF IT TAKES MORE TIME THAN ANTICIPATED.

THE PARTICIPANTS WILL MONITOR AND EVALUATE THEIR OWN
PROGRESS THROUGHOUT THE TRAINING PROGRAM.

THE TRAINER SHOULD DISCOURAGE THE PARTICIPANTS FROM ASKING
ANY QUESTION IN BETWEEN A PRESENTATION.

THE TRAINER MUST MAINTAIN STRICT DISCIPLINE THROUGHOUT THE
TRAINING PROGRAM.
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F2. Role Play Sheet

Trainer Center Training Process

Role Play:  A-1

● You are a trainer with a dominating approach.

● You believe that you have the role of a teacher.

● You don't like unnecessary interruption or trivial questions.

● A participant is asking some unnecessary question in your session on "Role of PRI for development of the community."

Please deal with him strongly in accordance with the suggested characteristic.

You need to get irritated with him and teach him some discipline.

Role Play: A-2

● You are a person with a keen learning attitude.

● Therefore you have a habit of asking a lot of questions.

● In a session on "Role of PRI for development of the community" you are asking a series of questions to the trainer.

● The trainer is getting irritated with you. You may also argue with the trainer for getting your answer. You are quite
insistent.

Learner Centered Training Process

Role Play: B-1

You are a trainer with a participative approach. In your session you would like to find out if every one is with you in
the learning process. As a caring trainer you would like to find out if there is any problem. And if some one is
not able to focus, you may try to solve his/ her problem and encourage him/ her to learn.  You want to help.

In your session on 'Training Need Assessment' a participant is not clear about the concept.

Please help him/ her by finding out what is the problem and try to explain him/ her.

Role Play: B-2
● You are a participant in a training programme.

● The trainer is taking a session on 'Training Need assessment'.

But you are unable to follow the concept and you have a lot of doubts.

So, you are asking a lot of questions.

The trainer is explaining the points to you. Still then you are not able to understand very clearly.

Please behave accordingly.
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F3. Observation Sheet for Methodology

Points to observe during a presentation

Group/ Name: Topic:

Factors for observation Strengths Points for improvement

Introductions

Objective

Coming to topic

Initial brainstorming

Beginning the task

Conducting the task

Concluding the task

Debriefing

Linking back to the objective

Confidence

Body Language

Eye contact

Involving the participants

Time Management

Handling questions
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F4. Creating Difficult Situations

● Talk to your neighbour, while the presentations are on, in a low tone. Keep
repeating a few times.

● Get up and go out of the hall without taking permission from the presenter.
Come back and ask your neighbour, 'What has happened?'

● Interrupt the presenter and ask, 'When is the program going to end? I have
some urgent work."

● Please dose off in between the presentation and show an indifferent body
language.

● During the case study process, relate similar cases from your side and try
to draw the attention of the presenter and kill his time.

● Contradict the point made by the facilitator a little strongly.

● Two participants argue about taking a 'break'- one 'for' and one 'against'

● Power goes off during a power point presentation.

● Ask some difficult questions to the presenter.

● Demand a handout/ power point/ reading materials from the presenter on
the subject of discussion.
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F5. Evaluation of the Participants of the ToT on Participatory
Training

SIRD Bhubaneswar, July-2008 Group -

S.N. Name Concept Learning Commu- Facilita- Discip- Total Usability Remark
(Ptcp.Tr) Attitude nication tion Skill line as RP

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32
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HANDOUTS

GET THE MOST OUT OF THIS TRAINING PROGRAMME

❏ SUCCESS depends primarily on YOU

❏ Participate in the discussions ENTHUSIASTICALLY

❏ LISTEN carefully

❏ Share your EXPERIENCE freely

❏ APPRECIATE others' viewpoint

❏ Be PATIENT with others

❏ Be PUNCTUAL and REGULAR in attendance

❏ CONFINE your discussion to the topic

❏ PARTICIPATE actively in all LEARNING activities

❏ SPEAK only one at a time

❏ Make sufficient NOTES for future reference

HO-0: Smile
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Overall Objective of the Program
To enable the participants to enhance their ability to deliver a need based training
program using participative approach for the capacity building of the members of PRI
body in the state.

Specific Objectives of the ToT

By the end of the training program the participants will be able
to:

● Understand the basic principles of  participatory learning process

● Enhance their understanding of the methodology used in a participatory
training program

● Develop a better understanding of the process of monitoring and evaluation
in a learning program

● Appreciate their own role as a participative trainer

● Familiarise themselves with some of the essential tools and instruments used
in a training process

By the end of the training program the participants will be able
to enhance their skill to:

● Deliver a training program using participatory approach

● Use basic training methodology effectively

● Monitor and evaluate a learning process

● Prepare an action plan for their own development as a participative trainer

HO-1: Program Objective
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE FOR TOT

Date: 15th July to 18th July 2008 Venue: SIRD, Bhubaneswar

Session Duration Topic/ Activity

DAY-I
I 4.00 - 5.00 PM Reporting and registration

5.00 - 6.00 PM Inauguration of the program

6.00 - 6.15 PM Tea break

II 6.15 - 8.15 PM Ice breaker - Introduction

Initial assessment - questionnaire

Expectation sharing

Sharing Program objective

Setting norms

8.15 - 9.00 PM Training Cycle

9.00 PM Dinner

DAY-2

I 9.30 - 9.45 AM Recap

9.45 - 11.00 AM Process of adult learning

Principles of participatory training

II 11.15 - 1.00 PM Profile of a facilitator

III 2.00 - 4.00 PM Training methodology

IV 4.15 - 5.15 PM Presentation skill

5.15 - 6.15 PM Planning for next day's tasks

6.15 - 6.30 PM Reflections on the day

7.30 PM onwards Preparation for next day's task

HO-2: Program Schedule
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DAY-3

I 9.30 - 10.00 AM Recap

Guidance for observation

10.00 - 10.30 AM Setting up the presentations

10.30 - 11.30 AM Presentation 1

II 11.30 - 12.30 PM Presentation 2

12.30 - 1.30 PM Presentation 3

III 2.15  - 3.15 PM Presentation 4

3.15 -  4.00 PM Presentation 5

IV 4.15 - 4.45 PM Presentation 6

4.45 - 5.15 PM Presentation 7

5.15 - 5.45 PM Presentation 8

Evening session 5.45 - 6.45 PM L O N G   B R E A K

6.45 - 9.00 PM Feedback with video clippings

9.00 PM Dinner

DAY-4

I 9.30 - 9.45 AM Recap

9.45 - 11.45 AM Dealing with challenging situations

Monitoring and evaluation

II 11.15 - 1.00 PM Tips for the trainers

Role of SLT

III 2.00 - 3.45 PM Self-evaluation of learning

Action plan for self-development

Program evaluation

IV 4.00 - 6.00 PM Valedictory session

There will be tea breaks after sessions I and III everyday
There will be a lunch break after session II everyday

Session Duration Topic/ Activity
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TARGET GROUP

● Identification of the issue and the problem

● Identification of the target group

● Understanding their socio-cultural and educational background

● Their existing level of awareness

● What they need to know or learn with respect to the issue

● Population

TRAINING NEED ASSESSMENT

● Obtain job description.

● Identify learner needs relevant to job performance gaps.

● Determine whether training is the solution.

● Formulate the goal of training (overall competency objective).

TRAINING DESIGN

● Identify subject (content) areas.

● Construct a general training plan by content area.

● Formulate learner objectives for each session.

● Design detailed sessions, indicating training methodology.

● Design an evaluation plan and instruments.

● Develop a logistics plan for training.

● Determine follow-up activities.

PRE-TRAINING PREPARATION

● Prepare training materials (handouts, visual aids, supplies).

● Prepare training logistics (venue, tea breaks, audiovisual equipment).

● Specify and agree on roles of the training staff members.

HO-3: The Training Cycle
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Training Needs Assessment
A training needs assessment is the process of identifying the learning need of in identified target group with respect

to a specific issue. The identified need then forms the basis of developing an appropriate capacity building program for
addressing the learning gap of the target group.

Once we understand the overall context and the target groups we need to look at their existing level of performance
and behaviour. We must then specify the desired level of performance. The gap between these two levels is the learning
gap, which needs to be addressed in order to raise the level of performance of the target group to the desired level.

Why is training-needs assessment vital?

● To determine the learning gap and decide upon the learning content for bridging the gap of the target group.

● To design a training that will provide the participants with the knowledge, skills, and attitudes needed to fulfill
the learning need

● To develop suitable supporting materials to go with the training program

DELIVERY OF TRAINING

● Conduct the training event.

● Ensure the coverage of course as per plan

● Keep a close eye on the process of learning (monitoring)

● Check whether the training objectives are being met

● Check if logistic arrangements are up to the mark

POST-TRAINING EVALUATION

● At the end of the program evaluate whether the objectives have been met and to what standard

● Evaluate impact in the mid-term and long-term

FOLLOW-UP

● Take care of supervision and follow-up activities.

● Determine additional training needs.

● Plan further input as per evaluation and impact
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METHODS OF TRAINING NEED ANALYSIS

There are several methods commonly used for carrying out TNA; some of the most common are:

Methods How does it work? Pros Cons Suggested
target group

Observation Observe activities - Useful for - Subjective - Professionals
and environment with understanding of information and - Community
specific focus community situation dependent on members
(e.g. use check-list) - Quick the observer

Survey Gather information - Relatively reliable - Once started cannot - Professionals
based on a information change the format - Community
predetermined - Comparable - Takes time and members
format data collection expertise for analysis

Focus group Group discussion - Information gathered - Accuracy of information - Professionals
discussion  on specific topics/ in a relatively short dependent on - Community

issues  time the rapporteur members

Semi Interviews with partially - Information gather - Interviewers need - Professionals
structured defined format (includes beyond objective to be trained - Community
Interviewing objective data as well as data members

qualitative information)

Informal Group discussion - Gather a wide range - Subjective data, - Professional
discussion without any structure of information needs - Community

documentation skills members

Problem Target group - Reliable accurate - Good moderator - Professionals
analysis  themselves identify data required - Community

the problems and - Information gathered - Requires teaching aids members
suggest training in written form (cards, boards, etc.)

Performance Review the - Accurate - Limited to - Professionals
review performance of information employees

employees through
personal files,
supervisors'
opinions etc.

Job analysis Analysis of jobs - Accurate - Limited to - Professionals
actually performed information employees
by the employee - Identifies gaps of in - Time consuming

job description

Document Gather information - Gain insight into - Less time - Community
studies/  from existing data/ background consuming members
secondary documents information without - Requires skills
data having direct contact and time

with the target group

Case Sample case analysis - Detailed information - The selected case may - Professionals
study on a selected case not represent the - Community
analysis target group members

Questionnaire Written information - Accurate objective - Once started - Professionals
gathered in information cannot change - Community
predetermined format - Usually expressed the format members

by the target group - Takes time and
themselves expertise for analysis
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Learning Objectives
The objectives become the very basis of the training program design.  They give both the facilitator as well as the
participants a clear sense of direction and motivation.  If you can state where you want to go, then it is much easier to
decide how to get there.  The objectives serve many purposes:

When Do You Write Learning Objectives?

The Learning Objectives need to be written for the overall training program as well as for each individual session that is
included in the program. There will be two sets of objectives; Training Program Objectives and Session Objectives. The
overall training objectives will address the outcomes of the overall training program. As each session is developed,
session objectives will have to be written. This is included in the session design.

How Do You Write the Learning Objectives?

The Learning Objectives must be written from the participant's point of view and not the facilitator's. The emphasis should
be not on what you want to cover but on what you want the participants to value, understand or do with the information and
skills after the program is over.

The Learning Objectives fall into three categories:

1. Attitude Development:

Objectives that address attitude development deal with attitudes, values or feelings. These objectives are developed
to support the change in attitude or increase awareness of or sensitivity to certain issues or ideas

2. Skill Development:

Objectives for skill development deal with behavior. They are much easier to identify and to determine if they have
been met. They focus on being able to perform a task or procedure.

3. Knowledge Development:

Knowledge development objectives are related to the content or subject matter. They relate to the ability to demonstrate
key concepts, to understand the information and to analyze its applicability.

For Example: if you are implementing a 'Training of Trainers' program then the overall training program objectives could
look like this:

Attitude Development Objectives: To understand and develop a caring and respectful attitude towards
all participants.

Skill Development Objectives: To be able to design a training session using different techniques.

Knowledge Development Objectives: To be able to understand the basic concepts involved in adult
learning.

The Three Components of Learning Objectives:

To develop a good training objective, you need to communicate:

What will be done,

How it will be measured and

When it will be accomplished.

Desired Behavior (What): What action or behavior will participants demonstrate as a result of the training (Action
verbs must be used to describe).

Criteria (How measured): How will this achievement be measured?

Conditions (When): When will the result be achieved? (By the end of the training program? By the end of the
session?)
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Writing Learning Objectives - Include an Action Verb

In addition to the three components of an objective, a critical part is that the statement should contain an action verb. The
objective should also have a subject as it is focused on what the participants will do and not what the trainer will cover.
Writing the objective with an action verb and a subject, indicates that the participant will do something based on the content
that can be seen and measured as an outcome. If the facilitator cannot observe what the participant does, then how can
one evaluate if he/she is doing it correctly.

For example: By the end of the session, the participants will state at least three characteristics of a good facilitator.

Desired Behavior - will state (action verb)

Criteria - at least three characteristics

Conditions - By the end of the session

Below are sample lists of several action verbs that indicate specific actions that describe knowledge, skills and attitudes
that are stated in the training objectives. It would be good to note that verbs such as "to understand" or "to know" do not
qualify as specific action verbs to be used.

To state to explain to plan to design

To name to describe to compare to analyze

To list to choose to place in order of priority to evaluate

To write to recite to organize to identify

To  demonstrate to draw to define to develop

To show to conduct to explain to generate

To construct to evaluate to identify to prepare

To write a good learning objective you could typically begin your sentence with: By the end of this training
program…..

And continue with; Participants will be able to (action verb)

For Instance:

By the end of this training program, participants will be able to identify the three main components of a Learning Objective.

For Objectives to be useful, they must be: "SMART"

● Specific about what the participants will be able to do: They must be specific about the result, rather than
describing what the trainer will cover or the experience of the session. Specific about the conditions under
which the participants will be performing.

● Measurable: Objectives should describe exactly what the participant will be able to do at the end of the training
session.

● Action Oriented Statements: They must include specific activities that can be achieved at the end of the training
session.

● Results Oriented: Clearly worded and very specific. Descriptive about the Participants Behavior: Objectives
should not describe what the participants must know or understand but what they must do to demonstrate their
understanding, knowledge or skill.

● Time Bound: Describe the time frame for desired competence.
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The Active-learning Credo

● What I hear, I forget.

● What I hear and see, I remember a little.

● What I hear, see, and ask questions about or discuss with someone else, I begin to understand.

● What I hear, see, discuss and do, allows me to acquire knowledge and skill.

● What I teach to another, I master.
(Source: Si lberman, 1998)

Many experiments have been done to find out how much participants learn when they are listening to a trainer talking
during a lecture. These experiments show that the participants learn very little. This can be improved by using writing on
the board, diagrams and pictures. In this way the participants can see what they have to learn as well as hear it. But still
rather little is learnt. Research has shown that people learn best by doing. One remembers best what one knows better
than one remembers what one knows about. To help participants to learn, you should give them some activity to do. These
activities might be asking questions, writing reflection points, sharing thoughts in a small group, explaining an idea to a
friend (working in pairs) or to the whole class.

20/40/80 rule: Learners remember more when visuals are used to support the verbal presentation and best when they
practice the new skill. We remember 20 percent of what we hear, 40 percent of what we hear and see, and 80 percent of
what we hear, see and do.

Basic principles of learning
Principle of readiness: we learn best when we are ready to learn. This readiness can be created among learners

by helping them to realize how important the training is, why they should take it, and the benefits it should bring
them.

Principle of association: proceed from the known to the new, to start with simple steps and gradually build up to
the new and more difficult task.

Principle of involvement: for significant learning to occur, learners must be actively involved in the learning
process. A good instructor users learner involvement tools such as hands-on training, question and answer
group discussion, audiovisual aids, case problems, role playing simulations, quizzes and application exercises.

Principle of repetition: repetition aids learning, retention and recall. Application and practice are essential.

Principle of reinforcement: the more a response leads to satisfaction, the more likely it is to be learned and repeated.
Accentuate the positive and break complex task down into simple steps allowing for the successful learning of
one step to help motivate learning the next one.

HO-4: Principles of Learning
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Experience 
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or Doing 
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Reflect 

Reviewing the 
Experience 
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Conclude from the 
Experience 

 

 
Each of these stages is important.  The experience stage provides the learner/group with the opportunity to experience
and experiment. The reflect stage provides the learner/group with the time to review and think about what has happened.
The generalize stage involves putting that experience into context and deciding on the relevance of what has been learnt.
The apply stage looks at putting the newly gained knowledge into practice and how this can best be done. Throughout our
lives we are constantly experiencing new things and are therefore continually going through this cycle of learning.

Experiencing

The effectiveness of experiential learning is based on the fact that nothing is more relevant to us than ourselves through
experiencing. One's own reactions to, observations about, and understanding of something are more important than
someone else's opinion about it.

The Learning Process
Learning is a natural process. Learning can be defined as a change in behavior as a result of experience or input through
gathering of knowledge. This gathering of knowledge is achieved through experiences, whether they are practical,
through reading a book or through teaching. As learning is a natural skill, we can improve learning through positive
inputs. It is vital to understand the learning process to make learning more effective.

There are many theories connected with learning. Three most popular and important theories of learning are as discussed
follow.

1. Learning through Positive and Negative Reinforcement

The reinforcement theory is a system of learning where an individual or groups of individuals learn by being praised or
punished for any task. Positive reinforcement takes place through praise, if they complete a task successfully. A simple
example is seen when a child learns to walk and manages to walk two steps is praised. This positive feedback helps
motivate and encourages further learning. Negative reinforcement on the other hand penalizes incorrect action or learning.
For example a child learning to cross a street will be punished/ scolded if it does not pay attention to the traffic before
crossing. This negative feedback will result in the learning that they must always take care when crossing a road.

2. Cognitive Learning - The "Do it yourself" Learning

Individuals learn by finding things out for themselves. When faced with a problem, an individual is able to experiment and
come to his/her own conclusions. By learning in this way it is thought that the level of information retained is much greater.
Participative sessions and case studies provide individuals with the opportunity to learn cognitively.

3. Experiential Learning

This theory is based on learning through experience. Experiential learning occurs when a person engages in some
activity, looks back at the activity critically, abstracts some useful insight from the analysis, and puts the result to work
through a change in behavior. This process is experienced spontaneously in everyone's ordinary life. David Kolb, a
noted psychologist, described the experiential learning process in terms of the diagram below:

DAVID KOLB'S LEARNING CYCLE MODEL
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There are wide ranges of learning activities, which can be used to facilitate the "experiencing" step. Some of these are
listed below

● Role Plays & skits

● Case studies

● Films and slide shows

● Sharing descriptions of specific experiences

● Placing participants in the actual situations and requiring them to react.

● During a training session providing participants with the opportunity to train each other.

● Practicing a skill that has been theoretically taught

Reflecting

During this phase, participants share the specific experiences they had during the previous phase.  This could happen as
personal reflection or in small groups or even in a large group. The participants share both the ideas and the feelings
associated with the activity that they have experienced. During the sharing they try to link the ideas and the feelings to
create meaning out of the experience.  The facilitator's role is very important here, as he/she should help the participants
to think critically about the experience, articulate their feelings and perceptions and also understand any themes that recur
through the process.

Techniques used to facilitate the reflecting step include:

● Group sharing of feelings and thoughts from the experience

● Group discussion of trends that may show

● Generating and analyzing the data

Generalizing

This phase involves drawing conclusions from patterns and themes that have been identified.  The participants in the
experiential process are provided with the opportunity to identify similarities between the experiences within the session
and experiences from the "real world".

Activities that can be used to facilitate this step are:

● Summarizing the group/individual learning into concise statements

● Group discussions of and agreement upon definitions, concepts, key terms and statements.

● Individual and group responses to questions such as "How do you think that what you have done/read and
learned in this session relates to your real life activities"

Applying

This step in the experiential learning cycle is focused on thinking about future behavior.  The "Applying" step should
motivate the participant to think about how the learning will be concretely applied in the real world. Drawing upon the
insights they reached during this process the participants can be facilitated to incorporate the learning into their lives by
developing plans for more effective behaviour.

Some techniques that can be used to facilitate the "applying" step include:

● Individual and group response to the question "How might you use this learning to be more effective within
your specific context?"

● Developing plans of action, personal goals and strategies
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Participatory Learning through Participatory Training
Key principle of participatory learning is 'Valuing the Learners' where:

● The learner is the beginning and the end point of the learning process

● The learner's needs are the focus of the course/program/organization

● The learner is in control of the learning experience

The aim of participatory training is to involve the participants in their own learning process. Training is meant to create
change and transformation both internally and externally. It brings about change in the Knowledge, Attitudes and Skills of
the participants.

The salient features of participatory training principles are:

● The training rises out of specific needs of participants as articulated by them.

● Apart from imparting knowledge the learning also generates awareness and builds skills.

● Learning is derived from the experiences of the learners.

● Participatory training requires a learning environment where learners and their experiences are valued and
they feel psychologically secure and safe to unlearn, try their new ideas and share their experiences.

● Participation of learners in the entire training process is valued. Consequently they develop their own norms,
values and take responsibility for their own learning.

How adults learn?
"You cannot teach people anything, you can only help them discover it themselves"

- Galileo Galilee

"I want to learn, but I don't want to be taught."
… Sir Winston Churchill

Learning is a process that we all go through in both formal and informal situations of our daily life. In order to create a
learning program that is effective, we need to understand the basic foundation and principles of how adults learn. It is also
important to understand the different learning processes themselves. Take a moment to reflect on an effective learning
experience that you have had as an adult. Think about the following questions:

What was the experience?

Why was the learning so effective?

Pedagogy Vs Andragogy
We have been used to the 'Pedagogical' model of learning which has dominated our education system for a long time. In
this approach, the learning environment tends to be trainer- centered. That is, the teacher determines the course content,
delivers the course material, assesses participants, and evaluates the course with almost no input from the learners.

The pedagogical model makes the following assumptions:

● The teacher is responsible for the learning process. The learner's role is passive.

● The teacher is the expert and it is his/her role to impart this wealth of knowledge.

● People are motivated to learn because they "have to"

● Learning is "information centered" and the teacher "covers" the material.

● Motivation to learn is largely external
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During the 1960's, European adult educators coined the term "andragogy" to describe a growing field of knowledge in the
area of adult learning. Malcolm Knowles of the United States (well known expert in the field of adult education) further
developed this concept. In the andragogy approach, 'training and learning' becomes a collaborative process between
trainers and learners. It involves active learning versus passive absorption of material.

A learner-centred or andragogical approach is more active, cooperative, collaborative, and informal, and participants
are more independent and responsible for their own learning.

Most participants have had experiences in which they were shamed, embarrassed, or ridiculed during their school
or college years. Most participants with these experiences are excited and impressed with the atmosphere they find in
learner-centered programs. They find that they are treated not as children, but as adults with meaningful life experiences
that are recognized as part of the learning experience.  They have choice and power over their learning and this goes a
very long way toward motivating participants and building their self-esteem.

Difference between Pedagogy and Andragogy

Pedagogy (Trainer-centered) Andragogy (Learner-centered)

Learners are dependent Learners are independent, self-directed

Learners are externally motivated Learners are intrinsically oriented (i.e., interested
(e.g., rewards, competition, etc) in learning for learning's sake)

Learning environment is formal and Learning environment is more informal and
characterized by competitiveness and characterized by equality/mutual respect,
value judgments and cooperation

Planning and assessment is conducted Planning and assessment is a collaborative affair
solely by the trainer (i.e., trainer and participants)

Training is characterized by transmittal Training is characterized by active projects,
techniques (e.g., lectures, assigned readings) experimentation, independent study

Evaluation is accomplished mainly by Evaluation is characterized by self-assessment
external methods (e.g., grades, tests)

Differences between Children and Adults as Learners

Children Adults

Rely on others to decide what is important Decide for themselves what is important to be
to be learned. learned.

Accept the information being presented at Need to validate the information based on their
face value. beliefs and experiences

Expect what they are learning to be useful in Expect what they are learning to be immediately
their long-term future. useful.

Have little or no experience upon which to draw. Have much past experience upon which to draw.

Are relatively "clean slates". May have fixed viewpoints.

Have little ability to serve as a Have significant ability to serve as a
knowledgeable resource to teacher or knowledgeable resource to the trainer and
fellow classmates fellow learners.

Principles of Adult Learning
1. A physical and social climate of respect - An environment, which affords participants a physical and social

climate conducive to adult learning.

2. A collaborative mode of learning - The involvement of participants, facilitators, and administrators in the
design, implementation, and evaluation of the learning experience.
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3. Acting upon the experiences of the participant - Learning which takes into account the learner's past and
present experience.

4. Critical reflective thinking - Learning which involves the examination and questioning of information, values,
beliefs, and experience.

5. Problem posing and problem solving - Learning which involves examination of issues and concerns, transforms
content into problem situations, and necessitates analysis and development of solutions.

6. Learning for action - Learning in which the participant comprehends a situation, takes action, actually or
hypothetically, in that situation, reflects on the result, and then applies the insight gained to subsequent
situations.

7. Participative environment - Learning climate encourages and facilitates active interchange of ideas, content,
experience and actively involves each participant.

8. Empowering the participant - Learning which facilitates awareness on the means that one possesses to
influence or change his or her environment.

9. Self-directed learning - Learning in which the participant initiates and/or controls the learning process

The seven key factors that stimulate adult development are:

1) An environment where students feel safe and supported, individual needs and uniqueness are honored and
abilities and life achievements are acknowledged and respected.

2) An environment that fosters intellectual freedom and encourages experimentation and creativity

3) An environment where faculty treats adult students as peers--accepted and respected as intelligent experienced
adults whose opinions are listened to, honored, appreciated.

4) Self-directed learning, where students take responsibility for their own learning. They work with faculty to
design individual learning programs, which address what each person needs and wants to learn in order to
function optimally in their profession.

5) Pacing or intellectual challenge. Optimal pacing is challenging people just beyond their present level of ability.
If challenged too far beyond, people give up. If challenged too little, they become bored and learn little. Those
adults who reported experiencing high levels of intellectual stimulation--to the point of feeling discomfort--grew
more.

6) Active involvement in learning, as opposed to passively listening to lectures. Where students and instructors
interact and dialogue, where students try out new ideas in the workplace, where exercises and experiences
are used to bolster facts and theory, adults grow more.

7) Regular feedback mechanisms for students to tell faculty what works best for them and what they want and
need to learn--and faculty who hear and make changes based on student input

TIPS to facilitate - Adult Learning
● Make the first few minutes of the session attention grabbing.

● Create a supportive and friendly atmosphere in the learning room.

● Use methods that encourage the participation of all the participants.

● The methods should encourage participants to share their existing knowledge and thoughts on the subject and
then build upon this existing knowledge and experience of the participants.

● Make sure that you show a deep respect to each of your participants and that that they show the same to each
other.

● Avoid long lectures (10 minutes maximum at a stretch).

● Create opportunities for the participants to actually practice and reinforce the learned material.
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● Acknowledge each participant with a simple "thank you" for their contribution no matter how important or
unimportant you think it is.

● Learn all the participants' names and call them by their names.

FEATURES OF ADULT LEARNING
As a trainer, it is important that while planning or making a presentation one should keep the following specific features of
adult learning in mind. This will help in delivering training in a more effective manner.

Adults bring rich experience to training

Adults not only bring with them a lot of rich experience and knowledge but they are also aware of this. They are familiar
with the complexities of life, in professional as well as in social situations. Most of them are also keen to make this evident
to everyone around. Adult learners have a desire to share these experiences with others in the group and they are also
willing to invest them in the learning process in the training.

Implications for training
● These experiences can become an important source of learning for other members of the training group

through a process of sharing. On the other hand, a participant can also enhance her learning through a
process of review, unlearning and collation. Your role, therefore, is to adopt a training strategy and use
training methods that not only facilitates but also encourages recall, expression and processing of these
experiences.

● Adults want to test the learning contents of the training against what they already know. It is, therefore,
important to encourage them to ask and answer questions on the basis of their own experiences. Do not
expect them to buy your answers and views but let them undertake a critical examination of their experiences
and knowledge in light of inputs provided by you and the experiences of co-participants in similar circumstances
and situations. Let them engage in a process of reflection and discovery. In such cases, learning will be a lot
more enduring.

● As adults make an effort to learn at a significant level, they need to be supported, respected and accepted.
They become engaged and focused when training conditions are supportive. They resist and defend themselves
when environment becomes threatening or hostile.

● Provide a supporting and challenging training climate. There are times when you have to overlook mistakes
and do away with any remarks that ridicule them or put them in a spot before others group members.

● Adults do not want to look stupid or being shown up in any way. It is, therefore, critical to maintain their self-
esteem, at all times, during the program.

● Adults want feedback, for example, on how they are progressing in training, and how they can further
improve. Positive reinforcement is also needed when adults practice a new skill or competency. Therefore,
establish a system that makes it easy to receive and give feedback without hurting anyone's susceptibilities.

Adults have the ability to construct real-life situations

It is also easy for them to construct real-life situations as they have a long experience of living in real world. They are able
to revert to the situations they have encountered in life. For them learning is not abstract but a tangible phenomenon.

Adults want the training to focus on their real life situations that they encounter at their workplace or in everyday life.
They are not keen to engage in academic discussion. They want to know what immediate benefits the new learning is
going to bring them. They may be more interested the short term result rather than long term.

Implication for training

● It is important that you plan your inputs around issues or problems that are rooted in real-life situations. Take
special care to use examples and cite cases in your presentation that are realistic. The participants should be
able to identify with the situations you present.
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● Even training methods such as role-play, case studies, and audiovisual materials should focus on real-life
situations and events.

● Stay as close to the participants' life and job experiences and take care to always establish a link between
theory and practice. Emphasise application of your inputs rather than mere acquisition of knowledge. Keep
them constantly rooted to ground realities.

Adults are accustomed to being active and self-directing

Adults want to direct their own learning. They want to be given the freedom to choose what they wish to learn. They feel
that they have not only the ability to make an informed and judicious choice in the context of their learning but also have
the right to do so. They do not want to be directed and do not view the use of authority by the trainers approvingly.

Implication for training

● The participants should be given a lot of opportunities for active participation in all training activities and
contribute in a constructive way. Learning activities should be so organized that the participants have a lot of
scope to get productively engaged in their process of learning. Prepare yourself well to use training methods
that maximise bparticipation.

● Build this into the ground rules, emphasizing participation by all participants. Watch out for those who may use
participation as a tool to dominate the group, making it difficult for others to express themselves freely and
frankly.

Adults have well defined self-image
In view of their experience and background, adults generally have a well-defined self-image. They are aware of their
capabilities and achievements. In most cases, this can yield positive results for your program, as participants with an
objective self-image know what they know and what they do not know. It is also easy for them to set out their learning
objectives. They can be used as a rich resource for group learning. They are also willing learners. However, if    create
a problem of attitude in the group. Some participants may get trapped in their own experiences and knowledge, become
obdurate and closed to the learning process in the training. They may even demonstrate a noticeable resistance to
learning. They can become rigid and less persuasive to new learning.

Some participants may have an overstated sense of self-importance because of their senior positions in their
organisations. They carry that status to the training. As a result, they have their own perception of their role in the training.
And even they want the trainers and other participants to acknowledge it.

Implication for training

● Organise the training activities in a way that the informed and knowledgeable participants become an important
source of learning for other participants as well.

● Do not get intimidated by those who carry an unrealistically high self-image or engage in self-importance. In
your initial assessment of the group, try to identify such elements that have the potential of creating some
problems for training. Do not embarrass them but let them not hide.

● Make an earnest effort to overcome their resistance and bring hem into the mainstream of the program.

● Establish ground rules in a way that recognizes this problem and addresses this situation in a general way,
without making mention of specific individuals.

● Ensure that those participants, who can adversely affect the learning process, are effectively deterred from
taking control of the training or the group.

Principles of adult learning
1. Dialogue: Adult learning is best achieved through dialogue. Adults have enough life experience to dialogue

with any teacher about any subject and will learn new attitudes or skills best in relation to that life experience.
Dialogue needs to be encouraged and used in formal training, informal talks, group discussion sessions or
any situation where adults learn.
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2. Safety in environment and process: Make people feel comfortable in making mistakes. Adults are more
receptive to learning when they are both physically and psychologically comfortable.

a. Physical surroundings (temperature, ventilation, overcrowding, light) can affect learning.

b. Learning is best when there are no distractions.

3. Respect: Appreciate learners' contributions and life experience. Adults learn best when their experience is
acknowledged and new information builds on their past knowledge and experience.

4. Affirmation: Learners need to receive praise for even small attempts.

a. People need to be sure they are correctly recalling or using information they have learned.

5. Sequence and reinforcement: Start with the easiest ideas or skills and build on them. Introduce the most
important ones first. Reinforce key ideas and skills repeatedly. People learn faster when information or skills
are presented in a structured way.

6. Practice: Practice first in a safe place and then in a real setting.

7. Ideas, feelings, actions: Learning takes place through thinking, feeling, and doing and is most effective
when it occurs across all three.

8. 20/40/80 rule: Learners remember more when visuals are used to support the verbal presentation and best
when they practice the new skill. We remember 20 percent of what we hear, 40 percent of what we hear and
see, and 80 percent of what we hear, see and do.

9. Relevance to previous experience: People learn faster when new information or skills are related to what
they already know or can do.

a. Immediate relevance: learners should see how to use and apply what they have learned in their job or
life immediately

b. Future relevance: People generally learn faster when they realize that what they're learning will be
useful in the future.

10. Teamwork: Help people learn from each other and solve problems together. This makes learning easier to
apply to real life.

11. Engagement: Involve learners' emotions and intellect. Adults prefer to be active participants in learning
rather than passive recipients of knowledge. People learn faster when they actively process information,
solve problems, or practice skills.

12. Accountability: Ensure that learners understand and know how to put into practice what they have learned.

13. Motivation: Wanting to learn

a. People learn faster and more thoroughly when they want to learn. The trainer's challenge is to create
conditions in which people want to learn.

b. Learning is natural, as basic a function of human beings as eating or sleeping.

c. Some people are more eager to learn than others, just as some are hungrier than others. In one person
there are different levels of motivation.

d. All the principles outlined will help the learner become motivated.

14. Clarity

a. Messages should be clear.

b. Words and sentence structures should be familiar. Technical words should be explained and their
understanding checked.

c. Messages should be VISUAL.

15. Feedback: Feedback informs the learner in what areas s/he is strong or weak.
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There are many names for the person who facilitates guides and encourages learning among adults. A trainer is a person
who facilitates behavioural change, moderates learning among adults and guides participants of a training event to share
their experiences for transfers of knowledge and enhancement of skills. There are many names given to the trainer, i.e.
moderator, facilitator, resource person, coordinator etc, based on the requirement of that specific event.

What is the difference between a Teacher and a Trainer?

A teacher imparts knowledge to the students in a one-way process. The trainer facilitates learning in an environment
conducive to mutual sharing of experiences that results in modification in "Knowledge, Skills and attitude"; it is a two way
process. During training, not only do the participants learn from the trainer but the trainer also learns from the participants
by sharing of experiences, while in a classroom children only learn from the teacher.

What makes a good trainer?

A good trainer is someone, with whom the participants can relate easily. He is a warm and open person who possesses
a sound knowledge of the subject and is skilled in facilitation techniques for adult learning.

Characteristics of a good trainer

A good trainer is expected to possess multi-dimensional skills:

● Warm personality: has an ability to demonstrate/ acknowledge approval and acceptance of participants;

● Good communication skill: has extra ordinary communication in general and excellent listening skills in particular;

● Pleasant personality: is able to bring the participants together and built comrade ship;

● Ability to control group without damaging it;

● Facilitation skill: has a natural style that encourages generation of new ideas, sharing of knowledge, experiences
and skills of participants;

● Good organiser: is able to arrange and utilise available resources in efficient manner and make smooth
logistical arrangements.

● Conflict management skill: is ale to notice and resolve participant's conflicts, problems and issues with ease;

● Knowledgeable: has a superior knowledge of the subject matter with a good life experience.

● Understanding of Group Dynamics: has an ability to understand group dynamics and its changing need and
respond by adjusting the programme on the spot.

● Enthusiasm: is enthusiastic has plenty of energy and is able to motivate the participants for reaching the
desired objective, happily and enthusiastically;

● Flexible: one who is flexible and has a natural ability to respond to the situation as it arises and is not stuck with
preconceived notions.

HO-5: Profile of a Trainer
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● Trust in other people and their abilities.

● Self-aware: is conscious of the surroundings, both cultural and environmental;

● Confident: has confidence without arrogance or a large dose of ego;

● Creative and innovative thinking: is not only creative, but has an ability to encourage participants to experiment
with new ideas and be innovative;

● Good drawing and writing skill: should be able to draw and have legible handwriting;

There is a fine line between a trainer and a facilitator. The qualities of both are same but their functions are slightly
different. The following paragraph provides a description about the art of facilitation and the traits of the facilitator.

FACILITATION

Facilitation is an art and a craft. It is a craft as in that the facilitator must know and follow the rules, learn how to pose the
right question at the right moment and write clearly. It is also an art that requires experience and intuition since the
facilitator must create a drama, which allows the group to give all of its potential to the process. The facilitator must be able
to creatively get the group out of situations of conflict and to respond to the requirements of the group at any moment by
adopting a new technique or by accepting an idea coming from the group. Hence the facilitator should be flexible and
receptive, yet firm on the rules.

Although the facilitator should not act as a content expert on the subject of the vent, her role in events is not entirely
neutral. S/he will openly show her/his values regarding the philosophy of events and not entirely neutral. But will never
impose her/his technical position on the participants. The facilitator guides a process which brings about an understanding
of the difference in values and options and which allows everyone to accept or reject other opinions. It is this process,
which leads to consensus in which everybody, including the facilitator, has contributed.

ROLES OF A TRAINER

If you look again at that list you'll notice that effective training demands a good deal of traits in terms of personal qualities,
roles, tasks and therefore skills and knowledge. Let's review what the main roles and tasks are. We could categories the
trainer's role as those of :

 ● Tutor

 ● Coach

 ● Assessor

 ● Supervisor

 ● Counsellor

 ● Adviser or guide

 ● Trouble shooter!

 ● Training Manager

Tutor
This is the main role of the trainer working face to face with learners. It means being not simply a 'teacher' with subject-
knowledge, but someone who is able to set, adopt and use appropriate objectives, methods and techniques. The specific
tasks and skills of the tutor-trainer are as follows:

Coach
This is the task of working with each learner individually, assisting with particular difficulties in aspects of their work. The
trainer frames questions in ways that help learners to make their own deductions.

Assessor

The trainer often has a double task : to access the learners and the training. Both learners and training can be assessed-

- Continuously by informal methods such as reviews or observation, or by more formal methods such as tests
or assignments
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- At the end of training, again with similar options to those above

Supervisor

This is the task of controlling any practical work, which gives an essential insight into the real world for which the learner
is being trained. The trainer demonstrates, questions, and briefs each learner on the activity, before questions, and briefs
each learner on the activity, before questions, and briefs each learner on the activity, before circulating and giving
supportive feedback to each person.

Counsellor

This is a skill, or rather a set of skills, which any trainer needs to be able to use in most situations and tasks. The skills
include those of listening questioning, observation and attending. The trainer needs to take on the role of counsellor
whenever learners need to explore what they think or how they feel about something.

Guide

This is a role for the trainer at particular stages of learning. Whenever learners have decisions to make - or choose out
of several options in a given situation or even in brainstorming in a relatively new area, they may need help and guidance
of the trainer.

You would expect guidance to include the component of advice, but might be surprised that one of the essential skills is
counselling. In fact guidance is akin to coaching, in that direct advise is withheld until the trainer has checked the learners'
needs and interests in full- and then it is offered rather than given.

Trouble shooter!

Slightly tongue in check this one, but true. As any trainer knows, things always do go wrong when you're most pressured
and have no time to spare. You could call this the off-the cuff side of managing!

Training Manager

Many times it is observed that a trainer has to discharge the role of a Training Manager too. This means looking after a
number of Administrative and Managerial tasks besides those of a Trainer.

This is no one task, but he ability to make decisions, change techniques, and control all the factor we discussed earlier,
trivial or important. When we think about this, the whole of training is about management!

Managing skills include the ability to plan, decision making and problem solving.

Some times the role areas overlap and it becomes necessary for the trainer to be aware of their distinctive aspects. A
simple exercise goes to show the significance of the discussion:

Skills/ Tasks of a Trainer/ Training Manager

(Put a tick mark under the respective column where you think the mentioned skill is required. Put two tick marks where the
required skill is more strongly required)

Skills/ Tasks Trainer Training Manger

Subject matter expert

Communication skills: oral/ written

Understanding how people learn

Course planning

Course preparation

Training delivery

Training needs analysis

Identifying training objectives:
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● at programme level

● at organisational level

Formulating training policy

Integration of training objectives with business objectives

Resource identification (within company/ external)

Resource development

Evaluation of training programmes

Counselling

Coaching

Management

Facilitator

Consultant

Liaison within organisation

External liaison

Training technology

●  Familiarity with, as user

● Expertise in, as developer

Financial Management

Administration

Becoming A More Learner Centred Trainer
In order to make the learning process more effective it is necessary to constantly watch out for how participants learn,
rather than offering them whatever the trainer knows on the subject. Therefore the trainer must be flexible and oriented
towards the learners. But what does this mean in practice?

Let us take a look at this comparison:

The trainer-centred trainer The learner-centred trainer

Tells and informs Informs and also guides, counsels and listens

Uses conventional lectures and talks Also uses a variety of methods including discussion,
role-play, case study etc.

Knows the group of learners Knows each learner individually

Knows best; assumes that learners know nothing Knows learners have useful knowledge and
experience and makes space for it

Maintains a formal and 'cool' relationship with learners Adopts a relaxed, friendly and informal style

Assesses learners' performance Also encourages learners to assess their
own performance

Assesses the finished task Also assesses the learning achieved

Focuses on task Focuses on task and processes

Skills/ Tasks Trainer Training Manger
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The above comparison between trainer-centred and learner-centred training brings out the sensitivity required on the
part of the trainer to be learner centered and also the importance of  e being flexible. Being learner centred doesn't mean
never giving a lecture. The difference is that essentially the trainer-centred trainer is inflexible.

Luckily, none of us are totally trainer-centred. The question is more a matter of how we can become more learner-centred!

The learner - centred trainer:

● Makes learning active

● Starts from the learners' personal experience.

● Builds their expectations into training.

● Creates a non-threatening environment in which learners can explore their feelings and attitudes as well as
their ideas.

● Uses a variety of methods which take account of:

❏ Different learning styles

❏ Study problems

❏ Types of learning

❏ Processes of learning

● Counsels and guides each learner throughout the course

● Helps each person develop study skills

● Enables learners to assess their own progress

● Reinforces positive achievement

● Offers criticism, which is positive and constructive.

● Creates an environment in which trainees can learn from each other.

● Offers learning, which is relevant and achievable.

● Is able to drop the best-laid plans if necessary- and knows when to do so!

In other words, the learner-centred training becomes facilitator of learning, rather then simply an 'instructor'.
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In training, methodology is the most vital factor, which defines the approach of the training. To decide a methodology to be
used in a training mostly depends on the training design, the profile of the participants, time available, training space and
skill of the facilitator.

An inventory of some of the popular training methodology may include:

Lecture Group discussion

Case study Role play

Games Simulation

Experience sharing Observation / feed back

Structured exercise Brainstorming

Demonstration Interaction

Buzz group Quiz

Audio visual Reading material

Mock drill Action song (thematic)

Field visit Exposure trip

Lecture Method
Lecture is a very common method of instruction. In this method the lecturer or instructor does all the talking. Lecture can
be effective if the instructor makes the members of the learning group 'think through' the information as it is being
presented. This can be accomplished with the use of various teaching aids.

Lecture keeps data abstract for purposes of training and relies on several assumptions:

● That participants are motivated to learn

● That the lecturer and participants are on the same wavelength, so that there is a basis for common understanding.

● That the lecturer can hit on a speed of delivery, a set of ideas, etc.

● That the assembly of participants in the same room and atmosphere produces useful results

● That a participant can be himself, with the help of reading and informal contact, build the bridge between the
lecture and his work situation, and that intellectual understanding will influence action.

As a training method the purpose of lecture is specific and limited in imparting of knowledge and skill or influencing
behaviour. It holds its greatest promise when it is a response to questions raised by participants or thrown up in previous
discussion, field work or other exercises. Its duration is also an important factor in its effectiveness.

HO-6: Training Methodology
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Lectures may be used to introduce a new subject. The lecturer can motivate the learners while introducing a subject. With
a perfunctory outline he can set the stage for what is to follow.

A lecture can be used also by the facilitator as a summary at the end of a session. It permits the instructor to cover a great
deal of material in the least time- without any interruptions, questions or discussions. It also enables him to go directly to
the desired objective without any diversion. More often in a large group a lecture may be mandatory.

With the lecture method the individual's role in the group becomes passive. There may not be any exchange of ideas,
participation or practice on the side of the learners.

With the lecture method one has to start by motivating the individuals. The introduction should appear challenging and
stimulating. The language used should be simple, easy to understand and sentences should be short, correct. It should be
directly addressed to the class with attention on individual, so that communication of ideas takes place.

Planning of Lecture

Before embarking on preparation for lecture the trainer must answer four basic questions:

Who: Who is the audience?

Why: What is the purpose of the talk?

How long: What is the time available?

What: What is the subject matter?

Audience

Knowledge about characteristics of the audience, their background, likes and dislikes, cultural differences, level of education,
knowledge level, their attitude (friendly? curious? indifferent? hostile? skeptical?, etc.) are desirable, as it helps the
trainer/ speaker to tailor his presentation.

Purpose of Talk

The objective or end result of the talk should be clear and the approach will depend on whether the speaker wishes to

● Give general information on a subject

● Gain acceptance for a new point of view

● Change basic attitude

● Give detailed information

● Teach a particular skill

● Cover more information within a short time.

● Stimulate ideas for informed group discussion subsequently.

● Deliver a topic having a lot of data and statistics etc.

Time Available

An effective trainer is one who effectively utilizes the time he has at his disposal. It is always better to have the audience
still interested and wanting to know after a fully used time slot/ period.

Preparing the Lecture

Draft the Lecture

Prepare lecture notes, with key words highlighted. Lecture notes must be in spoken language. Check whether you would
be able to cover all the material, try out with a friend or on a tape recorder. Put approximate time frame for each subhead.
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Plan & Prepare Visual Aids

These aids make the learning more meaningful. These aids should be selected and designed properly to ensure attention
of participants and help to provide information.

Rehearse

Rehearsal is an essential step, even for an experienced lecturer. This gives a choice to the speaker to try out his
presentation and also his audiovisual aids and one, two dry runs would instill confidence in the speaker.

Delivering the Lecture
Setting the Scene

● The speaker should arrive at the appointed place in time to check all arrangements.

● Establish rapport with the participants

● Get them involved

● Create norms (questions, notes, clarifications etc)

● Set up the materials and equipments and test their proper functioning

● Use an appropriate cue sheet for coverage and time management

Posture

Take a posture convenient to, yourself (speaker), but it is advantageous to stand and speak so that everyone can see
you. A lecturer who gives equal attention to all parts of the audience is more successful since direct eye contact can win
over a day- dreamer as well. Some speakers prefer to use the lectern since it holds the notes at a standing height.

Tips for enhancing effectiveness

Facilitators can avoid making their lecture boring and monotonous by doing the following-

● Not making the whole lecture a one way communication

● Not making the communication top - down, directive and keeping the participants passive through out the
lecture.

● Asking relevant questions at the beginning and during the lecture to understand the quality of information
available with the group and to build on that.

● Providing relevant and appropriate examples and illustrations to relate to the subject and to link the subject
with field situation.

● Encouraging participants to ask more questions based on the matter communicated to them.

● Keeping eye contact with the group and not making the lecture by looking only at selected few or the front line
participants.

● Giving attention to passive participants and to find out whether the participants are able to follow what is
communicated.

GROUP DISCUSSION
Objectives

● Produce a range of options or solutions, addressing the problem

● Generate a pile of ideas by examining issues in greater depth and looking at different dimensions
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● Broaden the outlook of the participants through cross fertilisation of the ideas, based on new experiences

● Develop their skills in interpersonal communication and in expressing heir views in a clear and frank manner

● It can also help in changing attitudes. Respect for others' point of view

Setting up the groups

● Group discussion can either be organised in the total group (if the group is small) or the training group can be
divided into sub-groups

● In giving tasks to the sub-groups, you have three options:

❖ All the sub-groups may have the same topic/s or tasks

❖ Each sub-group may be given different but related or complementary topics or tasks (e.g. different
aspects of a problem or issue)

❖ Topics or tasks may be different and unrelated

● Set out the intended outcomes from the discussion, the final product that you expect from the group exercise.
This provides direction to the discussion and keep the members on track

● Give special attention to the composition of the sub-group. It should have members who can play different
roles as the discussion progresses. The size of the sub-group is also important.

● The subgroup selects its own leader to conduct the discussion

Dynamics of a discussion group
● A few individuals who are more articulate and vocal can dominate and take over the discussion. Keep a watch

on this situation.

● Some are indifferent or too lazy to stop this.

● The group may not fully perceive the objectives of the discussion and may lose focus

● Group process may get relegated to a desire to achieve results in double quick time

● Discussion can turn into an endless debate or provide an opportunity to some individuals to settle their
personal scores. Some may even participate with a view to gain attention of the group or vie for leadership.

Role of the discussion leader
● Ensure that the discussion proceeds in the right direction and the group is assisted in achieving its objectives

● Ensure appropriate environment that will stimulate participation and keep the group focused on its objectives

● Guide the discussion and not control it

● Restrain the aggressive and dominant elements and encourage the shy and the inhibited ones

● Summarize the discussion periodically

● Do not let the group into an unreal world. It must remain close to reality.

CASE STUDY METHOD
Objectives of the method

● Stimulate analytical, in-depth discussion with a view to presenting a multifaceted or an integrated perspective
of the situation for better understanding, guidance and action by the participants. They get the perspective and
points of view of those who might be involved or have understanding of the situation

● Discussion may help the group draw generalisations or working principles. This can be related to a theory or
a body of knowledge
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● This method can also be used as an exercise in decision-making or problem-solving. It develops participants'
ability to think, decide and choose appropriate course of action. They learn to respond to a problem or
situation, taking into account all circumstances rather than going by a particular approach or style

● Help develop knowledge of skills in dealing with particular situations that they may confront in their job

● As the case relates to a real life situations, participants can also get in touch with their own attitudes, values and
patterns of behaviour

● The method can enhance participants' learning about the issues raised in the case.

Guidelines for using the method
● Effectiveness of the use of the method depends on its relevance to the learning objectives of the session. Level

of the facilitator's skills in using the method and the capacity of the participants to participate meaningfully and
productively in the discussion are other crucial factors in the use of the method. .

● The facilitator should have thorough knowledge of the subject and the connected issues.

● A case study should normally be based on genuine data and real life situation; but for the purpose of training
a simulated situation may be constructed and used for analysis.

● Even if it is a real case and the outcome is already known, it is necessary to encourage the participants to look
for various options and dimensions of the issues involved. There are always different ways of looking at a
situation.

● Before the case study, introduce the subject or concepts that are likely to be discussed in the case and prepare
the group for the discussion.

Steps for writing a case study

● The first step in writing a good case study is to set out the learning outcomes as the case will be structured on
the basis of what you want to get out of this training activity.

● The next step is to identify the problem or issues that you wish to deal with in the case. It is advisable to focus
on one or two situations or problems. If you include a number of issues, the participants may get confused and
this affects discussion.

● Arrange the data and information in a logical structure or scheme. Determine opening statements for the facts
of the case. This gives you an outline and a broad framework for the case. Ensure that you highlight the issues
and the situations. If you find that two situations or problems are running concurrently, review and keep the
focus on one problem.

● You are now ready to write the first draft. Add more details and information to the outline that you have
prepared. These details should assist the participants in fully comprehending the situation as it unfolds in the
case. Avoid superfluous details. Be as specific as possible.

● Write in simple and easy language. Do not use complicated words. Write short sentences. One paragraph
leading smoothly to the following one.

● Once the body of the case is completed, you may write the introductory paragraph/so very briefly you should
spell out the parameters and the principles within which the case is to be viewed, analysed and discussed. You
should also set the scene for the case, giving relevant and adequate information on the organisation or the
individuals who constitute the subject of the case.

● Go over the case to ensure that important details are not missed.

● Revise the draft and finalise the case.

Presentation and discussion

● Help the participants analyse, individually and collectively. You can build on the points for more inputs on the
topic

● You should be fully familiar with the case. The additional materials that you may have with you will help you
clarify points raised by the participants and take the discussion forward
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● Prepare the group well for the exercise. Give them time to study and grasp the details before you start the
discussion

● You should know the group before the exercise commences. Who can play what role in the discussion?
Initiating the discussion, seeking clarifications raising queries, analysing the situation, providing insights are
some of the roles that group members can play. This will facilitate your task.

● Your skill in leading a discussion is also a crucial factor.

● Keep the group focused. Do not give opinions or viewpoints. That can freeze or block the discussion

● Be aware of your own bias.

ROLE PLAY

Objectives of the method

● For bringing about behavioural changes. Actions, behaviour and interactions that constitute a role play
become the basis of self appraisal and feedback from the participants.

● Enhances self awareness and insights into one's own behaviour

● Learning to understand others' point of view and behaviour in same situation

● Develop skills in problem-solving and decision making, especially under pressure environment

● Enhances skills in dealing with conflict-ridden and stressed situations

● Provides experience in self expression and interpersonal communication

Elements in role play

● It is a real life situation. The situation should be challenging and generate interest and involvement

● Promote interaction among the participants, playing different roles, within the framework of the objectives of the
exercise

● Although roles are defined, depending on the structure the facilitator chooses for the exercise, but there is a
lot of scope for innovation and taking initiative.

● Parameters for the exercise should be defined. Inform the participants of the do's and don'ts for playing their
roles in the exercise. Set out clearly the rules governing the role play and brief the group.

● Monitor the progress of the exercise to ensure that there are no deviations. However, take care that participants'
actions and initiative is not curbed.

● Guidelines for discussion on the exercise once the role play is concluded should be developed well before the
action commences

● Ask participants to play the role with as much realism as possible

● The role of the observers should be clearly defined. They should get proper briefing from the facilitator on
their roles. It will be desirable to provide them with written guidelines for their work.

Planning the role play

● Identify the problem/s that you wish to highlight through the exercise.

● Set out the learning outcomes.

● Develop structure for the role play

● Assign roles

● Develop materials for the exercise. This will include introduction to the role-play; setting out operating norms
and rules for the exercise; preparing role briefs; and observers' sheets.
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● Make appropriate physical arrangements for the exercise

Conducting discussion

● Draw up a structure for discussion. In what form the groups will prepare the report? "What actions, behaviours
will be highlighted? To what extent the role players will be allowed to clarify or intervene?

● Reduce threat perception. Ensure that feedback in constructive and helpful rather than critical and dan1aging
to the individuals.

● Prepare participants for analysis of their actions, behaviour

● Discussion can degenerate into unhealthy discussion. Tempers can run high. People can become defensive.
Take care of this.

● Ensure that learning points are not lost in the discussion. See that you bring them out

● Debrief them before they leave the discussion.

EXAMPLES OF ROLE PLAY

Role-(A) Sanjeevani Patnaik
Associate Programme Manager, GRAM SEVA

Theme Joint venture with the Govt., in MF intervention.

Situation Your assignment is to work out a joint venture with the Government.     In this
connection you are now going to meet the joint Secretary of the   concerned
Deptt. in his office. Your task is to put up your points, convince him about a
joint venture in a particular initiative and establish a friendly rapport with him
in the process with an eye to the future.

You must show him the benefits and goodwill the proposed venture will
generate. If he has any ill feelings towards NGO's, you shall try your best to
remove it from his mind.

Role -(B) Atul Panda, IAS
Joint Secretary, RD, Govt. of Orissa.

Theme Joint venture with an NGO for intervention in MF.

Situation Your development is spearheading a developmental initiative in MF sector in
the coastal areas of Orissa. You want to bring in micro entrepreneurship
particularly among the poor women. You have therefore mounted a number of
awareness as well as implementation programmes in the target area after the
super cyclone.

Ms. Sanjivani Patnaik, a young volunteer from an NGO has come to you to
convince you that a GO-NGO joint venture would be very beneficial. You do
not have a very good opinion about NGO's in general. Your minister also
thinks so. But CM has a different opinion.

You may like to keep your mind open, although you are not afraid of voicing
your opinion. You are cool, calculative and critical. You don't jump to
conclusions.

At the end, you may like to take time to examine the idea, or go to field for a
joint visit, depending upon your final impression of the meeting.
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PARTICIPATORY TRAINING METHODOLOGY IN BRIEF

Training Methods Advantages Limitations  Tips for use 
Brainstorming:  
 
A spontaneous 
process through which 
group members’ ideas 
and opinions on a 
subject are voiced and 
written for selection, 
discussion, and 
agreement. All 
opinions and ideas are 
valid. 

• Allows many ideas to be 
expressed quickly. 

• Encourages open-
mindedness (every idea 
should be acceptable, and 
judgment should be 
suspended) 

• Gives everyone an 
opportunity to contribute 

• Helps stimulate creativity 
and imagination 

• A good basis for further 
reflection. 

• Helps build individual and 
group confidence by finding 
solutions within the group. 

• The ideas suggested may 
be limited by participants’ 
experiences and 
prejudices. 

• People may feel 
embarrassed or if they 
have nothing to contribute.  

• Some of the group 
members may dominate, 
and others may withdraw. 

• State clearly the 
brainstorming rule that 
there is no wrong or bad 
idea. 

• Ensure a threat-free, 
non-judgmental 
atmosphere so that 
everyone feels he or she 
can contribute. 

• Ask for a volunteer to 
record brainstorming 
ideas. 

• Record ideas in the 
speaker’s own words. 

• State that the whole 
group has ownership of 
brainstorming ideas. 

• Give participants who 
haven’t spoken a 
chance to contribute. 

Buzz group : 
 
An interaction  among 
2-3 participants which 
allow participants to 
discuss 
their immediate 
reactions to information 
presented, give 
definitions, and share 
examples and 
experiences 

• Gives everyone a chance 
and time to participate 

• Makes it easier to share 
opinions, experiences, and 
information. 

• Often creates a relaxed 
atmosphere that allows trust 
to develop and helps 
participants express opinions 
freely 

• Can raise energy level by 
getting participants to talk 
after listening to information 

 

• Discussion is limited. 
• Opinions and ideas are 

limited by participants’ 
experience. 

• Participants may be 
intimidated by more 
educated participants or 
find it difficult to challenge 
views. 

• Clearly state the topic or 
question to be discussed 
along with the 
objectives. 

 
• Encourage exchange of 

information and beliefs 
among different levels of 
participants. 

Plenary or whole 
group discussion:  
 
The entire group 
comes together to 
share ideas 

• Allows people to contribute 
to the whole group 

• Enables participants to 
respond and react to 
contributions 

• Allows facilitators to assess 
group needs 

• Enables people to see what 
other group members think 
about an issue 

• Allows individuals or groups 
to summarise contents 

• Can be time consuming 
• Doesn’t give each 

participant a chance to 
contribute 

• Some individuals may 
dominate the discussion. 

• Consensus can be difficult 
if decisions are required. 

• Some group members may 
lose interest and become 
bored. 

• Contribution from a limited 
number of participants can 
give a false picture of the 
majority’s understanding of 
an issue. 

 

• Appoint someone to 
record the main points of 
the discussion. 

• Appoint a timekeeper. 
• Pose a few questions for 

group discussion. 
• Use buzz groups to 

explore a topic in depth. 
• Ask for contributions 

from participants who 
haven’t shared their 
views 
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Training Methods Advantages Limitations  Tips for use 
Small group 
discussion:  
 
The whole group is 
divided in to small 
groups of no more 
than 7 participants 
who discuss and 
summarise a given 
subject or theme.  
The group selects a 
moderator/leader a 
recorder, and/or 
someone to report to 
plenary. 

• Can be done any time and 
anywhere 

• Allows two-way 
communication 

• Lets group members learn 
each other’s views and 
sometimes makes 
consensus easier 

• Allows group members to 
take on different roles (e.g., 
leader, recorder) to practice 
facilitation techniques 

• Involves active participation 
• Helps participants to ask and 

learn about unclear aspects 
• Often let people share who 

feel inhibited in the plenary. 
• Can produce a strong sense 

of sharing or camaraderie 
• Challenges participants to 

think, learn, and solve 
problems 

• Strong personalities can 
dominate the group. 

• Some group members can 
divert the group from its 
goals. 

• Some participants may try 
to pursue their own 
agendas. 

• Conflicts can arise and be 
left unresolved. 

• Ideas can be limited by 
participants’ experience 
and prejudices. 

• Outline the purpose of 
the discussion and write 
questions and tasks 
clearly to provide focus 
and structure. 

• Establish ground rules 
(e.g., courtesy, speaking 
in turn, ensuring 
everyone agrees with 
conclusions) at the 
beginning. 

• Allow enough time for all 
groups to finish the task 
and give feedback. 

• Announce remaining 
time at regular intervals. 

• Ensure that participants 
share or rotate roles. 

• Be aware of possible 
conflicts and anticipate 
their effect on the 
group’s contribution in 
plenary. 

• Reach conclusions but 
avoid repeating points 
already presented in 
plenary. 

Role play:  
 
Imitation of a specific 
life situation that 
involves giving 
participants with details 
of the “person” they are 
asked to play 

• Helps start a discussion 
• It is lively and participatory, 

breaking down barriers and 
encourages interaction. 

• Can help participants 
improve skills, attitudes, and 
perceptions in real situations 

• It is informal and flexible and 
requires few resources 

• It Is creative 
• Can be used with all kinds of 

groups, regardless of their 
education levels 

• Possibility of 
misinterpretation 

• Reliance on goodwill and 
trust among group 
members 

• Tendency to oversimplify 
or complicate situations 

• Structure the role-play 
well,  keeping it brief and 
clear in focus. 

• Give clear and concise 
instructions to 
participants. 

• Carefully facilitate to 
deal with emotions that 
arise in the follow-up 
discussion. 

• Make participation 
voluntary. 

Case study:  
 
Pairs or small groups 
are given orally or in 
writing a specific 
situation, event, or 
incident and asked to 
analyse and solve it. 

• Allows rapid evaluation of 
trainees’ knowledge and 
skills 

• Provides immediate 
feedback 

• Increases analytical and 
thinking skills 

• It s the best realistic 
alternative to field practice 

• Sometimes all trainees 
don’t participate. 

• Make the situation, 
event or incident real 
and focused on the 
topic. 

• Initiate with simple case 
studies and gradually 
add more complex 
situations. 

• Speak or write simply. 
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Training Methods Advantages Limitations  Tips for use 
Demonstration :  
A resource person 
performs a specific 
operation or job, 
showing others how to 
do it. The participants 
then practice the same 
task. 

• Provides step-by-step 
process to participants 

• Allows immediate practice 
and feedback 

• Checklist can be developed 
to observe participants’ 
progress in acquiring the skill 

 • Explain different steps of 
the procedure. 

• Demonstrate an 
inappropriate skill, then 
an appropriate skill, and 
discuss the differences. 

• Return appropriate 
demonstration by 
participants and give 
feedback. 

• Practice. 

Game:  
A person or group 
performs an activity 
characterized by 
structured competition 
that allows people to 
practice specific skills 
or recall knowledge. 

• Entertains 
• Competition stimulates 

interest and alertness 
• It is a good energizer 
• Helps recall of information 

and skills 

• Some participants feel that 
playing games doesn’t 
have a solid scientific or 
knowledge base. 

• Facilitators should 
participate in the game. 

• Be prepared for “on the 
spot” questions because 
there is no script. 

• Give clear directions and 
adhere to allotted time. 

 

Field visit:  
Participants and 
facilitators visit a 
community setting to 
observe a task or 
procedure and 
practice. 

• Puts training participants in 
real- life work situations 

• Allows participants to reflect 
on real-life work situations 
without work pressures 

• Best format to use 
knowledge and practice 
skills 

• Time consuming 
• Needs more resources 

• Before the visit, 
coordinate with site, give 
clear directions before 
arrival, and divide 
participants into small 
groups accompanied by 
the facilitator. 

• Provide reliable 
transportation 

• Meet with those 
responsible on arrival 

• Provide opportunity to 
share experiences and 
give and receive 
feedback. 

Flash Cards:  
 
Coloured cards varying 
in shape and size allow 
participants to quickly 
classify problems to 
find 

 solutions which every 
participant decides on. 

• Allows visualisation of 
problems, ideas and 
concerns in a simple way 

• Allows everyone to 
participate 

• Gives participants who tend 
to dominate a discussion 
equal time 

• with quieter participants 

• Used more by members 
of the same organization 
to  evaluate progress and 
revise objectives and 
strategies 

• Time consuming 
• Needs more resources 

• Apply modified version 
of flash cards, if 
problems arise in 
training that can be dealt 
with quickly. 
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Training Methods Advantages Limitations  Tips for use 
Talk or presentation: 
 
Involves imparting 
information through the 
spoken word, 
sometimes 
supplemented with 
audio or visual aids 

• Is time-efficient for 
addressing a subject and 
imparting a large amount of 
information quickly 

• Facilitates structuring the 
presentation of ideas and 
information 

• Allows the facilitator to 
control the classroom by 
directing timing of questions 

• Is ideal for factual topics 
(e.g., steps on conducting 
HIV testing) 

• Stimulates ideas for 
informed group discussion 

• Lack of active participation 
• Facilitation and curriculum 

centred, essentially one- 
way learning 

• No way to use experience 
of group members 

• Can be limited by 
facilitators’ perception or 
experience 

• Can sometimes cause 
frustration, discontent, and 
alienation within the group, 
especially when 
participants cannot express 
their own experience 

• Build interest 
• Use a lead-off story or 

interesting visual that 
captures audience’s 
attention. 

• Present an initial case 
problem around which 
the lecture will be 
structured. 

• Ask participants test 
questions even if they 
have little prior 
knowledge to motivate 
them to listen to the 
lecture for the answer. 

• Maximise understanding 
and retention 
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CONTEXT

● Introduce the subject

● Raise the target issue

● Ask one or two open ended questions about the issue for brainstorming

● State that the house may now discuss the issue in small groups

TASK

● Write down the topic or the question for discussion

● Sometimes the topic may have to be broken into sub-topics

● Different sub-topics may be given to different groups

● Describe what they need to discuss in the respective groups

● Specify what output is expected from them

● Describe the system of reporting back

● Specify if presentations are expected from the groups

● Discuss and build consensus on duration of GD

● Now, divide the participants into groups

● Ask them to nominate a leader, a time manager and a presenter

● Take feedback about clarity of understanding

● Mention that materials will be provided in time

● Now, allocate syndicates or specific places for the groups

● Send them

HO-7: Methodology of Handling a Group Discussion
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MONITORING

● See that groups participate enthusiastically

● Encourage everybody to contribute

● See that group nominations are done

● Provide clarifications and ensure that they are on right track

● Provide writing material

● Notify end of time

● Call back

DEBRIEFING

● Facilitate presentation by groups one by one

● Moderate the presentations so that repetitions are avoided, time frame is observed and points are understood
by all.

● Invite questions and observations from other groups

● Summarise the learning points and add any point if needed

● Connect back to the context, our original purpose of learning

● Assess their level of feeling after participating in the process

● Thank every one and move over to the next phase
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The case of a retired Principal
A person reaches the age of superannuation and retires from an active service looking forward to a life of relaxation and
contentment. But it was not to be so for Ramahari Sahoo, who retired as the Principal of Dharmgarh Panchayat College
on 31st October. He was now waiting to get his retirement benefits. Time passed on. He thought this was only a normal
procedural delay.

But more time passed and Sri Sahoo started losing his patience. He started running to the Govt. Departments for his due.
But nothing seemed to be moving and getting his due of the Provident fund and Pension from the Education Department
became a bad dream for him. Innumerable rounds of visit to the Deptt. Of Higher Education at the capital city of Bhubaneswar
did not bring him any success.

He did not get his money, but what he got was a series of dates and promises. If he were asked to come on the next Friday,
he would religiously be there only to be told that the concerned clerk was absent. He would then hang around in the
Capital city during the weekend and come back on Monday only to discover that the concerned officer had gone on tour.
He would then be given another promise and a kind suggestion that he can contact the office over phone. He would then
come back and make calls after calls only to realize that it was all a wild goose chase. There was seemingly no light at the
end of the tunnel.

In his next visit he got a strong indication to pay up bribes. He was advised to meet a particular person in the Govt.
Treasury, who could solve his problem.

Discuss in the group and arrive at the following:

1. What are the issues involved here? (Give just three points)

2. What are the options in front of Ramahari Babu? (Give just two points)

HO-8: Example of a Case Study
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Part-I (Three basic elements)
Sometimes presenters find that achieving desired success in a presentation situation could be their most difficult and
frustrating challenge and often a source of disappointment. There are at least three difficult variables, any of which could
make a presentation a success or a disaster.

1. The group

People attend a presentation with some preconceived idea of what it will (or should) be like. If you do not deliver what they
expect, their involvement and their evaluation of your presentation may be affected.

2. The subject matter

Some subjects lend themselves more to lecture than to discussion, and vice versa. For example, Einstein's theory of
relativity cannot be discussed by people who have not even heard of it (although it could very well be the subject of
discussion among a group of physicists). On the other hand, a subject such as "How to handle a problem Employee" does
not lend itself readily to a straight lecture.

What and how much should participations know about your subject in order to discuss it intelligently or to be able to ask a
question about it?

3. The presenter

The presenter plays the role of a catalyst in the interaction between the subject matter and the group of learners. The
presenter must manipulate both the subject matter and the learners to achieve a finely tuned meshing of the two.

In deciding on the lecture-discussion mix, consider your personal talent and style, and the expectations of the participants.
For example, even if the subject matter indicates a straight lecture format, the audience may fall asleep if the presenter has
not the talent to hold an audience's attention.

If, at this point, it appears that there is no guarantee of a successful presentation, you are right. The lesson for the
presenter is simply this: Do the best possible job of preparation, aim at having the greatest number of people learn the
greatest amount and do not be disappointed if you fail to get a standing ovation!

Part-II (Some tips to improve the odds of success )
Many of the following tips may seem like common sense. And some good tips that you know about may not be mentioned
here. But the following ideas will help you avoid the most frequent pitfalls of conducting a lecture/ discussion presentation.

An impromptu quip can be a good beginning. But do not attempt a joke unless you are a natural comedian, for most of us,
humour should be spontaneous. Overly rehearsed humour is often flat when delivered.

In some instances you may be asked to introduce yourself. It is important to be brief and to establish your credibility in the
subject area. Neither tell your life story nor list all your accomplishments. Make yourself sound like an interesting person
to get to know better.

HO-9: Basics of Presentation Skill
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If you "get people on your side" at the beginning, they will stay on your side. Turning around an audience, once you have
lost it, is an uphill battle.

Get participants involved early

From the minute you take the platform, participants are wondering what you expect their role to be. Are they supposed to
sit and listen, ask questions, discuss issues and opinions, or brainstorm solutions to problem? Some presenters hope to
generate a lively group discussion but start off with a twenty-minute one-way lecture. When they finally get around to
opening the topic for discussion, they wonder why no one has anything so say or any questions to ask.

If lectures put participants in the role of listener, questions will not even enter participants heads (unless you happen to say
something with which they strongly disagree).

It you want group discussion, get people involved and talking at the beginning. Start off with a provocative question:

"What problem situations do we want to cover today? Let's make a list".

"Many people believe in X, and just as many contend that Y is best. How does this group stand? Let's hear
some opinions."

If you want more controlled lecture format, you can involve participants by getting them to do something.

Control time in lectures and discussion

How do you control time when a group either has many questions or no questions? What happens if you leave time for
questions by limiting your material and then there are no questions? How will you get through your prepared material if
the group interrupts with many questions?

Each group is different, so you will have to make adjustments during your presentation. One of the biggest mistakes is
failing to adjust the pace of your presentation. Some presenters awkwardly run out of material a half hour ahead of
schedule. More frequently, a presenter finds that he has only a few minutes left to cover the entire last half of the
presentation.

Here are some of the reasons why presenters run short of time:
● They plan too mush material in the first place. Instead of making and developing only their key points, they try

to cram everything into the allotted time.

● They get carried away answering a question and assume that their responses are of vital interest to everyone.
They waste fifteen minutes giving responses what could be made in a single sentence.

● They get sidetracked. So pleased are they to see any evidence of interest in their particular subjects (often
irrelevant) that they beat these subjects to death.

● They get carried away with the sounds of their voices and with being the centre of attention. When the
nervousness leaves and the words are flowing smoothly, they enjoy their own performances so much that they
forget to wonder if anyone is really learning anything of if they will be able to cover everything.

● They fail to properly prorate the total for each subject. They wind up with an hour of important material to cover
in fifteen minutes.

The presenter should be concerned with controlling time during the design phase. Beginning at the end of the participation,
the presenter should work backward in his presentation notes by asking. "If I am to finish by 4.00 pm where must I be at
3.30, at 3.00, etc.". These times may be indicated at various points on the presenter's notes at "flags" to either speed up
or slow down the presentation.

Getting along with the participants

Sometimes s subject matter expert inadvertently " turns off" a group of participants. His delivery style or attitude may be so
irritating that participants hear little of what is said and may even develop a real bitterness against the presenter as a
person. Here are some "dos and don'ts " to avoid this problem:

● Do not talk down to people. The role of subject matter experts does not include acting like "the" expert.
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Remember, there may be one or two who know more than you do. Do not pretend that you have all the
answers or the final word and never pretend that you know more than you really do.

● Do not talk at or to people - talk with them. Some presenters believe that they are back in school giving
classroom lectures to students. Adults resent a smarter-than-you attitude from almost anyone. Your audience
is a collection of individuals. Talk with the group as you would converse privately with any individual with
whom you are trying to develop mutual respect. It is not "you" and "they": it is "we".

● Do not embarrass anyone or allow other to. Regardless of how much a participant deserves it, never bully
anyone into having to admit that he was wrong or into losing face by being proven wrong. It is your job to
make sure that every one leaves with his ego intact.

Avoid unacceptable language. You must assume that some one in the group will feel that such comments are in bad taste.
Losing the respect of even one or two audience members is not worth it. The same applies to other slurs, sarcasm, or
humour about sensitive or controversial issues, beliefs, or groups of people.

● Do not misuse your platform. Just because you have the 'stage' for an hour or so, do not assume that you can
use it however you want. People are there for a specific purpose and will resent becoming a captive audience
for your personal opinions, interests, or expertise in areas other than the one that you have specifically been
scheduled to talk about.

● Do not take your subject or yourself too seriously. Your subject and your ego may be the most important things
in your life, but your audience probably has a more detached interest. Recognise the validity of opposing
viewpoints and the weakness of whatever you are espousing. When you make a mistake or embarrass
yourself, be the first to recognise the humour in the situation. If you are laughing, people will laugh with you,
not at you.

Generating group discussion

How do you get people to participate freely in group discussion, express their points of view, or ask questions, when they
do not understand? Probably the most important technique is to establish and maintain a very positive, non-threatening
environment from the very beginning of the session.

Imagine the typical participant just about to enter into group discussion? "Does my point of view make sense?" " Am I the
only one who doesn't understand?" Before speaking out, most participants second-guess what the reaction might be if they
do. They began analysing the situation from the moment they entered the room. They observed what kind of person you
are, as well as the character of the other participants. They listened to comments that other, bolder participants. They
listened to comments that other, bolder participants made and noticed how you and the others reacted. Based on their
conscious and unconscious evaluation of the situation, they made up their minds to either speak out or keep their mouths
shut.

People look primarily to you, as the leader of a group discussion, for most of these signals. They look for evidence that
you are the type of leader who:

● Encourages comments and questions

● Protects people's egos and self-images.

● Possesses the desire and ability to maintain a positive non-threatening environment no matter what happens.

Part-III (Tips on handling questions)
Questions have a very important role to play in establishing connectivity with the target group. In fact asking the right
questions at the right time is an art that will encourage participation. Here are a few tips:

Prepare some questions in advance

As part of your design process, prepare and phrase questions that from your knowledge of the group and subject, are
bound to stimulate a divergence of thinking, beliefs opinions, or approaches.
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Phrase questions properly

Many questions generate little thought and often can be answered with one or two words- even "yes" or "no". Phrase
questions to begin with such words as "how" and "what". Try to include in the question, the words "think" "feel" and
"believe". Here are some examples:

● "What do you think about this approach?

● "How do you feel about the new strategy?

● "What do you believe (or feel or think) should be the practice.

● "Why do you feel (or think of believe) that is the best method"

If responses are still too brief, ask participants to explain, expand or elaborate on their responses. If you get no response
whatsoever, just wait. Participants will feel the pressure of silence and some participant will speak up. Participants may just
need time to think of responses.

Avoid leading or loaded questions

If you telegraph what you think is the correct or most acceptable responses, people will feel that you are trying to
manipulate them and that any other response than the one you are "fishing for" will earn them your scorn or disapproval.

For example, this is a leading question: "Don't you agree that this is a good approach?" Ask this instead: "What is your
opinion of this approach?" Again, this is a loaded question:" Most people who know anything about this subject agree that
this is the best technique. What do you think of it?" This question is better: "What do you think of this technique?"

Reacting to responses

After asking a question, your reaction to the response can either encourage or discourage further participation. The
person responding is not the only one who will be sensitive to how you react: others will also be observing and predicting
what is likely to happen to them.

Handling a good response

Do not allow a good response (or any response) to pass without comment. No one likes having his point completely
ignored. Acknowledge its value and even expand on it: "That's a good point Anand" " We must determine whether the
benefit will justify the cost".  "As discussion continues, do not take over (or ignore) ownership of the point: "In summary,
remember Anand's point".

Sometimes participants will test the water with safe, vague, general responses. They may have more specific opinions in
mind but do not care to risk being too far off track. Do not take away their opportunity to provide good contributions by
throwing the question to someone else. Be encouraging and ask them to expand or elaborate" "Binod can you expand on
what costs and benefits we should be considering?.

Handling uninspired and dumb responses

You may be tempted to ignore them as if they were never said but sometimes silence implies endorsement. Your first
reaction may be to chuckle, explain why the person is wrong, or make a joke out of the response. A better why to handle
such a situation would be to rephrase the response, find some merit in it, and apply the response to the question: "Yes,
Sanjay, I can see how meeting an employee outside to settle a difference of opinion would be a way of resolving a conflict.
What might be some more appropriate methods?".

Handling responses that do not make sense

Many participants are poor at articulating their feelings or opinions. They need your patience and help in paraphrasing
their points. After getting a clear picture of what a participant is trying to say, ask for confirmation by saying something like
"If I understand you correctly, you are saying that …………".
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Handling questions

Most of us are tempted to show off our extensive knowledge and to answer questions directly. But if you are trying to
generate discussion, you should avoid "that final word" that closes down discussion.

If you get a question instead of a response, say something like this "Prashant, that is a good question. How would the rest
of you handle it if you were in this shoes" More  discussion is then generated. You also get time to figure out what your
response should be:

Some presenters overdo the tactic of throwing questions back to the group. A participant may be looking for your
professional opinion, you may express your thoughts while acknowledging  the validity of other opinions presented.

Handling questionable questions

Some questions can be completely irrelevant to the topic being discussed. Rather than sidetracking the current discussion,
respond with something like this: "Anand, you are way ahead of me. We will be discussing that in the next session. If I
happen to miss it, please remind me. It is a good question. If you are not planning on covering that topic, you can say, "that
is a big problem, I would really like to discuss it with you, but it does not quite fit into this topic. Can we get together at break
time?".

Handling question that you cannot answer

How do you maintain your credibility when you do not know the answer to someone's question? Actually, the credibility of
everything you have been saying is increased when you admit. "That is a good question. Unfortunately I do not have an
answer. Give me some time and I will have the answer for you. "Being confident enough to admit that you do not know
something implies that you are quite confident in what you do know.

Use body language to control discussion

Positively body language- such as smiling, making eye contact, and nodding your head- encourages the participant who
is speaking to continue. Others will also be encouraged to join in. Moving from behind the learner and sitting in a chair or
on the corner of a table signals that you are looking for a free- flowing discussion.

Part-IV (TIPS FOR THE TRAINER)

Creating the Environment:
● Post team-related quotes on the wall.

● Clip cartoons on team themes and post them around the room.

● Use color to enliven the room: flip charts, posters, tent cards, etc.

● Learn to make simple line drawings and incorporate them into your visual aids (flip charts and slides).

● Bring toys into the room related to the topic being discussed. For example, if training on problem solving, bring
in different types of puzzles and brain teasers.

Icebreaker Ideas:
● Have team members write down 3 truths and 1 lie about themselves. Then have the rest of the team guess

which is the lie.

● Have team members identify one thing others don't know about them. Then have the group guess who's who.

● Have each person identify several people on the team who are most different from themselves. Then try to find
5 things in common with those "different" people.

● Have each person share three rules they live by. Then develop rules for the team to live by.

● Write 3X5 cards with statements about teams (ex: Good teams never disagree). Distribute cards to team
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members and have them swap until they hold a card they agree with. Swapping must be done silently, without
knowing the card they will receive.

Involvement Tips:
● Use a Koosh Ball to get participation. The person with the Koosh has the floor. When they are finished

speaking, they toss the Koosh to someone else. This allows the team to direct the discussion and prevents
interruptions.

● Have individuals write one question they want answered about the topic of the meeting on a 3x5 card. Then
revisit the question at the end of the meeting and have their team mates answer the questions.

● Have individuals write down their feelings about the team on 3x5 cards. Then collect all cards and redistribute
them. Have team members read and explain the cards based on what they think the writer meant. This allows
issues and concerns to be brought forward without fear of punishment.

● When brainstorming, have team members write their ideas on post-it notes. Then have them post the notes on
a wall or flip chart and cluster related notes.

● Use chips to control talkers. Each person receives 3-5 chips, each worth up to 1 minute of floor time. When you
want to speak, you turn in a chip. When chips are gone, you cannot speak.

● Have each person draw their vision of success for the team (pictures only - no words). Then have others
explain the vision.

● Have each person complete this sentence: "One thing I need to understand on this topic is...". Then discuss
the answers.

Meeting Facilitation Tips:
● Use and post an agenda. When discussion strays, use the agenda to bring the group back.

● Use a "Parking Lot" flip chart - record side issues or those outside of the agenda on a flip chart. At the end of
the meeting, determine when those issues will be addressed.

● When you want to lead the discussion, stand front and center in the room. When you want the team to lead the
discussion, sit or stand to the side of the room. Changing position sends cues to the team and helps you
maintain control.

● Capture minutes and decisions on flip charts during the meeting.

● Set ground rules as a team and review at every meeting.

Conflict Management Tips:

● Have the team identify the criteria they will use to make a decision. Then evaluate ideas against each criteria.

● Post each position on a flip chart, with two charts per idea (one pro and one con). Have participants silently
post their ideas on the appropriate flip chart. Each idea must be no more than 5 words in length. Each person
can spend no more than 1 minute at a flip chart.

● When two people disagree, ask each to reflect the opposite position using active listening. Continue reflecting
until the other person agrees that they fully understand the position.

● Summarize the issues on which there is agreement and confirm to show progress and possibilities.

● When there appears to be agreement, confirm with each team member.

● Look for non-verbal signs of dissent and address them openly.

● Divide team into two groups. Assign each group either positive conflict behaviors or negative conflict behaviors
and have them identify five items on their assigned list. Then have groups act out the behaviors on their list
while the other group guesses. Debrief by developing a list of ground rules for conflict on the team.

● Never take sides. Instead, suggest a way for the team to overcome its roadblock.
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Tips for Ending a Session:

● Ask for one thing each person learned in the session.

● Revisit action items and assignments and confirm due dates.

● Develop a game or quiz for the team to see how many questions they can answer correctly about the meeting
content. For example, if the meeting was a "get acquainted" meeting for a new team, one question might be:
"Which person on your team has been to Graceland three times?"

● Ask each person to share one action they will take in the next week as a result of the team session.

● Have each person draw a picture of something they learned in the meeting. Then have others guess
what it is.

● Questions for Getting Feedback on How You're Doing:

● What is one thing I could do differently next time in my role as facilitator?

● What would you like me to be doing that I am not?

● What could I have done to make this meeting more productive?

● What should I be doing to make you (the team) self-sufficient (not need me)?

● What has to happen for you to rate our meetings a "10?"

Sensitivity and tact

A first-class presenter will react to his audience. He will watch them with care: coax them into concentration: enthuse them
with his message.

Sensitivity is the key. It will:

● Assist in recognising those people who would like to ask questions, but are perhaps too shy for fear of
revealing their ignorance to their colleagues.

● Keep humour as your ally and not allow you to use it to humiliate those upon whose goodwill you rely.

● Help you to know when your participants are getting restless, so that you change your style. Introduce a story,
invite your listeners to ask questions or simply say: Are there any points that need clarification so far?

● Train yourself to think ahead, so that you are not only watching your audience's reaction  to what you are
saying at the time, but thinking ahead towards your next sentence idea or change of rhythm or style.

● Try not to continue with your presentation while anyone is talking. Walk over to the disturbers of the peace,
pause.

● Smile and say: "I'm sorry to disturb you:" which is usually taken in good sprit.

Humour

● The best humour is immediate, impromptu and to the point. So whenever possible avoid the well contrived.

● To use humour, you must believe in it. If you do not believe that your joke is fully spontaneous, get rid of it.

● Humour must not only be at the right pace but in the correct place slotted in neatly. And the audience must be
warned by smile or tone or gesture, that you are joking.

● The presentation of humour requires greater confidence than any other aspect of the presenter's craft. It
comes only with practice.

The art of the pause or silence

The most useful and the least appreciated is - SILENCE.

The well timed pause shows confidence (not arrogance) and thought.
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Process
● Introduce the team

● Introduce the subject you are going to present

● Establish which target group you are now addressing

● State objective ( the learning expected to occur by the end of the task)

● Brainstorm to arouse interest of participants in the topic

● Indicate that you are going to explore the topic through a task or a method

● Then, use the methodology as planned in the 'Session Plan'

● Invite questions and discuss

● Close the task by drawing the learning and connecting it back with the initial topic

● Ask if objective has been fulfilled

Participants

Participants will have three roles to play

● As the target group being addressed by the presenters

● As the observers of the task being carried out

● As learners of learning the use of the methodology

Feedback:

● The feedback shall be given constructively, without any personal criticism

● It must be appreciated that a feedback is for the process, not to the person. Therefore a feedback should not
be taken as a personal criticism and should not be contested.

● There should be no sweeping statements like "It was good" or "It should have been more effective" or "I did
not like it" etc.

● Observations should be factual and objective; not like a personal opinion.

● If an observation is already tabled, it should not be repeated by others.

● In order to be factual, participants are advised to note down their observations during the process

Sequence

● During feedback session, the observers will speak first.

● They may identify the strengths first before suggesting the improvements

● Then the task managers will respond and add their feelings/ experiences

● Then the facilitators will put forth their observations & suggestions

HO-10: Instructions for Practical Tasks
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HO-11: Sample Session Plan

    Day-3       Session II   Topic: Profile of a Participative Trainer 
  

Duration:  20m 
 

    Session Objectives: 
To bring out the difference between a ‘Trainer centered trainer’ and a ‘Learner centered trainer’ 
To emphasise on the approach of an LCT 

 
    Time      Topics       Sub-topics Methodology    Materials 

 
1m 
 

Self-introduction Brief introduction of self/  team 
members 

Talk 

2m 
 

Traditional approach to training Brainstorming 

2m 
 

Introducing the topic 

Understanding the participatory 
approach to training 

Lecture 

White Board 
marker 

2m 
 

Trainer centered trainer Characteristics of a TCT Power Point 

3m 
 

Learner centered trainer Characteristics of an LCT Do 

2m 
 

Differences  Comparision of characteristics of TCT 
vs. LCT 

Do 

3m 
 

Merits of LCT Discussion 

1m 
 

Conclusion 

Reinforce the approach of LCT Lecture 

3m Inviting questions Dealing with questions  Discussion 

LCD 
PP 

1m Closing Thanking and clearing the deck Talk  

 
Details of  
Grp. work 

None 

Games 
 

None 

Power points 
 

PP-1: Characteristics of TCT & LCT 

Hand outs 
 

HO-1: Profile of a ‘Learner centered trainer’ 

Task for 
participants 

None 

Reading  
reference 

---- 

Any other  
points 

The power point and hand out are to be made ready in advance 
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Even the most experienced trainers can face difficulties when presenting or facilitating a session with a group. It is
important to be aware of the common problems and to understand how to address them. No one is a perfect trainer; we all
have shortcomings, which we constantly need to be aware of when managing a session.

Below are a list of the common problems and some practical responses that can be employed to get the session back on
track.

Mixed group expertise (high to low experience):
For a range of reasons, a group may have different levels of knowledge and experience. This provides specific challenges
for the facilitator. Some of the following strategies can be effective:

● Aim the content at "lower range" of the knowledge base amongst the trainees. Acknowledge the knowledge
and experience of those in the "upper range" of the group. Involve these trainees by asking them to contribute-
for example, ask them to provide examples based on their experience.

● Split the trainees into different groups based on "ability", "knowledge" or "experience". Provide specific
activities for each group and ask them to report back to the larger group.'

● Provide basic information to one group and have another group which focuses on problem solving or a case
study. Then integrate groups for a further activity.

The trainee who doesn't want to be there:
During the initial part of the session, the trainer will become aware that this person or persons would prefer not to be at the
training session. They may indicate this by being unwilling to participate in activities, talking to others, or just generally
showing disinterest. In response, the trainer can

● Ask the person how they feel about being present.

● Offer them the option of leaving the training: "It is okay by me if you don't want to stay". Usually they will choose
to stay.

● Ask them what could be done to make this session relevant to their needs. You could perhaps clarify their
objectives against the training and how the training can meet their needs.

Punctuality of the Trainees
Ensuring that trainees are punctual can be challenging. Trainees arriving late for training can delay the starting time of the
session or disrupt training which has already commenced. Other trainees should not be penalised because one or two
people do not arrive at the correct time.

● At the commencement of training it is important to stress the necessity of arriving on time to commence at the
nominated hour.

● Inform the trainees that you will commence the training session at the nominated time and will not wait for them
to arrive before you start.

● Establish group rules - most groups usually agree that punctuality is important. Peer group pressure can be
very effective in encouraging trainees to be punctual.

HO-12: Managing Difficult Situations During Training Programs
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● Ensure that all group members are aware of the timetable. Ask them if they are happy with the current timetable
and if there is any reason that they cannot arrive on time.

● Stress the importance of punctuality in any promotion or invitation letters for the course.

● Always arrive earlier than time.

Attendance:
Attendance at all the sessions and for the duration of the sessions is important. If people leave early or skip sessions, this
can slow down the progress of the group as they need time to catch up. If they have been assigned into the team for group
work, then the rest of their team are at a disadvantage. To help ensure full attendance at the training:

● At the commencement of the training, inform trainees that certificates will not be provided to trainees who do not
attend the whole course (unless they have a valid reason and only miss a small part of the training).

● If a trainee misses any segment, the trainer should brief the trainee on what they have missed when they
return.

● In the event of an emergency arising so that the trainee cannot complete the course, the trainer should
negotiate with the trainee to complete the missed segments at a future time and then obtain the certificate.

Running out of time:
Running out of time is a very common problem. It is easy to underestimate how much time you will need to teach a specific
subject. This can be especially true if there is a group activity as they frequently take longer than you expect. Also if you
are passionate or especially knowledgeable about a subject you may lose track of time as you provide case studies and
examples of personal experience to illustrate a point. You may also experience difficulties with time management if it is the
first time you have taught the particular session or training programme. Use the following strategies to keep on time:

● Keep an eye on the time. If there is no clock in the room, use your watch or borrow a watch from someone in
the group. Refer to it regularly, although discretely.

●  Use your session plan to tell you how much time to spend on each topic.

● Skip topics and refer to the reading list if it is not possible to cover all the subjects left in the time available.
Avoid skipping any planned activities as these are an important part of reinforcing the learning.

● Acknowledge the problem and negotiate with the group for an extension of time, e.g. shorten the time allocated
to breaks or lunch or work through part of the scheduled breaks or lunch. If you do not ask permission from the
group they may get angry and anxious that you have gone over time. This may be especially the case if they
are due for a break of some kind or have personal plans at the end of the day. It is also unfair to the next
presenter to take time from their session without asking their permission.

● Provide an overview of the material remaining and seek the group's clarification on what they consider to be
the most important and relevant to their work, or what is required to be covered by the host organization or
professional body.

● Offer to forward a summary of remaining material.

Equipment failure:
Virtually every trainer faces equipment failure at some time in their career. The more sophisticated the technology, the
more likely it is to malfunction or cause difficulties. Preparation is the best strategy to avoid equipment failure or to
overcome it.

● Check first that the equipment is working but sometimes equipment failure is unavoidable. Arrive early, familiarise
yourself with the equipment, especially if you have not used it before. Check the power source.

● Apologise and remain calm. Tell a joke and move on.

● Use a white board to write key points from overheads.

● Make use of any supporting handout that you may have prepared to distribute.

● If you were planning to use a video, provide an outline of video information and have group discussion.

● If you are using a PowerPoint presentation, try to have overheads as backup and your presentation printed
out as handouts that you can speak from and give copies out to trainees.
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● Know your subject so you can present without requiring equipment. A good trainer who is well prepared
should be able to present without the aid of sophisticated technology.

When aggressive participants challenge the trainer:
● Don't pre judge the participant's behaviour, as some times he/she might   behaving normally which you should

not perceive as provoking Even if whole purpose is to provoke the trainer. Don't loose your cool or get
provoked. Never get in to confrontation with the participants no trainer has ever win an argument with the
participants If you get into confrontation with them, no one in the group will empathise you.

● Before responding to any arrogant behaviour of the participant a trainer look at the reason behind such
behaviour. It may be to draw-up his/her own image before the group, to put the trainer in difficulty, or to
become the leader of the group.

● To deal such difficult situations use the group as your best source of help. Look at the body language of the
group, and seek the help from the participants to face the challenge. Put the challenge before the group.

● While responding to irrelevant questions, by simply acknowledging the questions a trainer can dilute the
aggression of the person. There is no substitute for your competency. So read a lot to have a good command
over the contents and practice enough to handle the training methods effectively, particularly when the trainees
are older than the trainer.

When the session becomes visibly uninteresting:
● Be very perceptive to the body language of the participants through out the session to sense the situations.

● Have a self-reflection on where are you either on content or on delivery style? If you find your self all right,
then look at the environment, whether it is conducive to run the session or not. If the environment seems ok,
then check with the group and find out what may be the reason. As a transparent person, ask the group
directly "Ok, I feel that the things are not moving in right direction, let us see what has gone wrong". Then seek
suggestion from the group to handle the situation and implement the suggestion.

● Build up your skill to adapt to the new requirements of the group without diluting the objective the program. A
trainer should appear to be a person of honest, transparent, and open-minded attitude.

When the participants confront each other:
● Use your pause and body language effectively to convey a lot of message to stop such confrontations.

● Convert the issue of confrontation to a group issue. More you widen the area of argument, the better you can
manage it.

● To be an effective trainer enhance self understanding of group behaviour, group psychology, adults psychology
and participants psychology as well as widen the spectrum of knowledge

Co-facilitation
● Training sessions having two trainers demonstrates company, three is crowd and four is mob.

● When two facilitators remain responsible for a training session, one act as a lead trainer while other is a
support trainer. Both should project themselves as a team. No official hierarchy should be introduced in a
training team.

● Both trainers should prepare a plan together having complimentary role of each other. The role should not be
equally divided between both the trainers. There should not be any task division.

● A co- facilitating session should plan a good package of different perspectives rather than making any
confrontation.

● Support trainer should support the lead trainer with materials, training aids, ideas, and missing points. He /she
should not contradict with the lead trainer during a session.

● The repeated intervention by the support is not good. So an agreement may be made with the co-trainer on
certain body language to understand each other.

● Don't develop attitude of arrogance in a co- facilitating session. The support trainer may feel more confident
than the lead trainer but he/ she should not demonstrate the feelings before the group.

● The lead trainer should use the group as a source of information not the support trainer.
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A. Some Essential Activities for Trainers

Sl.No Activity Steps/ Process
1 Beginning a training program Get the hall ready with adequate arrangements

Start with registration using a structured format

Providing a learner's kit ( minimum a note book and a pen and a
concept note)

Welcome the participants

Use an appropriate ice-breaker for inter-personal familiarization

Facilitate introduction of the participants

2 Using ice-breaker Any process that helps establish a non-threatening environment
and creates enthusiasm among participants is an ice breaker.

Appropriate ice-breaker may be chosen with an eye on the context

Prepare and keep materials ready

Debrief after ice-breaker to assess change in environment

3 Expectation sharing Initiate a brainstorming on the purpose of the training program

Generate and collect expectations from participants by an
appropriate method

Analyse, share and display

4 Sharing Program Objectives Present the course objective prepared in advance based on
training needs

Relate them to the expectations of the participants

Distribute a handout on program objective

5 Setting Norms Set ground rules for timing and punctuality

Build consensus on following discipline

Inform about logistics and point-persons

Include a point on giving respect to each other's opinion

Responsibility sharing for documentation, time, logistics
and floor management

Take consensus on keeping mobile phones switched off or in
vibration mode

Fix responsibility for documentation and daily recaps

HO-13: Essential Activities & Tips for the Trainer
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6 Using a 'Parking Space' Post a brown paper in the hall, where participants may post
and space for 'feelings' their contributions

and 'suggestions' These notes may be monitored from time to time and addressed as
per need

The unresolved questions or issues may be parked on "Parking
space" in the hall

Keep on adding to it whenever such a point arises

7 Pre-training and post-training tests Pre-training assessment of participants' competency in terms of
their knowledge, skil l  and att i tude through a pre-designed
questionnaire

Collect their response for analysis

Administer a fresh format of the same questionnaire for the
post-training test

Return the pre-test response sheets and allow them a comparision
of both self-evaluations.

Facilitate sharing by a few participants

8 Giving a break Generally follow the time of break

Indicate time of return to plenary

Indicate agenda after the break

9 Using energisers Energisers refresh the participants and bring about a positive
renewal apart from breaking the monotony.

Relevant learning points may be drawn

Required materials should be kept ready

10 Debriefing It is a process of summarising an experiential learning event like
Group d iscussion,  ice-breaker,  energ izer,  f ie ld  v is i t  and
games etc.

Reflect on the experience and assess the feelings of participants

Draw learning points

Reflect on the relevance and applicability of the learning points

Relate to the program objective wherever possible

11 Closing a day Facilitate reflection by the participants at their feeling-level

Assess their sense of progress

Thank the participants and encourage them to continue to take
interest in the learning process

Indicate major agenda for the next day

Remind them of any over-night-task

Logistic declarations

Bid them good night

12 Facilitating a recap Recap as a learning-reinforcement tool

Recap as a monitoring tool

Recap as a documentation

Recap as an ice breaker for the day

Sl.No Activity Steps/ Process
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B. Some Tips for Enhancing Effectiveness

Creating the environment:

● Post team-related quotes on the wall.

● Clip cartoons on team themes and post them around the room.

● Use color to enliven the room: flip charts, posters, tent cards, etc.

● Learn to make simple line drawings and incorporate them into your visual aids (flip charts and slides).

● Bring toys into the room related to the topic being discussed. For example, if training on problem solving, bring
in different types of puzzles and brain teasers.

A few ice-breaker ideas:
● Have team members write down 3 truths and 1 lie about themselves. Then have the rest of the team guess

which is the lie.

● Have team members identify one thing others don't know about them. Then have the group guess who's who.

● Have each person identify several people on the team who are most different from themselves. Then try to find
5 things in common with those "different" people.

● Have each person share three rules they live by. Then develop rules for the team to live by.

● Write 3X5 cards with statements about teams (ex: Good teams never disagree). Distribute cards to team
members and have them swap until they hold a card they agree with. Swapping must be done silently, without
knowing the card they will receive.

Enhancing participants' involvement:
● Use a Koosh Ball or a small handy material to get participation. The person with the Koosh has the floor. When

the person has finished speaking, he/she tosses the Koosh to someone else, or just passes it on to the next
person. This creates focus, improves listening, allows the team to direct the discussion and prevents
interruptions.

● Have individuals write one question they want answered about the topic of discussion on a 3x5 card. Then
revisit the question at the end and have their team mates answer the questions.

● Have individuals write down their feelings about the session on 3x5 cards. Then collect all cards and redistribute
them. Have team members read and explain the cards based on what they think the writer meant. This allows
issues and concerns to be brought forward without fear of punishment.

● When brainstorming, have team members write their ideas on post-it notes. Then have them post the notes on
a wall or flip chart and cluster related notes.

● Use chips to control talkers. Each person receives 3-5 chips, each worth up to 1 minute of floor time. When you
want to speak, you turn in a chip. When chips are gone, you cannot speak.

● Have each person draw their vision of success for the team (pictures only - no words). Then have others
explain the vision.

● Have each person complete this sentence: "One thing I need to understand on this topic is...". Then discuss
the answers.

Facilitation Tips:

● Use and post an agenda. When discussion strays, use the agenda to bring the group back.

● Use a "Parking Space" flip chart - record side issues or those outside of the agenda on a flip chart. At the end
of the discussion, determine when those issues will be addressed. These may be taken up at a suitable point.

● When you want to lead the discussion, stand front and center in the room. When you want the team to lead the
discussion, sit or stand to the side of the room. Changing position sends cues to the team and helps you
maintain control.
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● Capture minutes and decisions on flip charts during the discussions.

● Set ground rules as a team and review as planned.

Conflict Management Tips:

● Have the team identify the criteria they will use to make a decision. Then evaluate ideas against each criteria.

● Post each position on a flip chart, with two charts per idea (one pro and one con). Have participants silently
post their ideas on the appropriate flip chart. Each idea must be no more than 5 words in length. Each person
can spend no more than 1 minute at a flip chart.

● When two people disagree, ask each to reflect the opposite position using active listening. Continue reflecting
until the other person agrees that they fully understand the position.

● Summarize the issues on which there is agreement and confirm to show progress and possibilities.

● When there appears to be agreement, confirm with each team member.

● Look for non-verbal signs of dissent and address them openly.

● Divide participants into two groups. Assign each group either positive conflict behaviors or negative conflict
behaviors and have them identify five items on their assigned list. Then have groups act out the behaviors on
their list while the other group guesses. Debrief by developing a list of ground rules for conflict on the team.

● Never take sides. Instead, suggest a way for the team to overcome its roadblock.

Tips for Ending a Session:

● Ask for one thing each person learned in the session.

● Revisit action items and assignments and confirm due dates.

● Develop a game or quiz for the team to see how many questions they can answer correctly about the session
content.

● Ask each person to share one action they will take in their next program as a result of the learning in the
session.

● Have each person draw a picture of something they learned in the session. Then have others guess what it
is.

Questions for getting feedback on 'how you're doing':

Ask the group for response to open ended questions like:

● What is one thing I could do differently next time in my role as facilitator?

● What would you like me to be doing that I am not?

● What could I have done to make this meeting more productive?

● What should I be doing to make you (the participants) self-sufficient (not need me)?

● What has to happen for you to rate our session a "10" ?
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Training support materials are usually used in combination or in support of other training methods. The main objective for
using these materials is to enrich the presentation or promote the learning process. These materials add variety to the
presentation, making it interesting and easy to comprehend.

Training support materials may be of different types and forms. These can be classified into two broad categories.
● Audio-visual materials
● Printed materials

Audio-visual materials

What constitutes audio-visual materials?
● Images, pictures, graphics, diagrams, etc., presented through black and white boards, flip charts, cards,

printed chart; transparencies projected through overhead projectors; slides projected through slide
projector.

● Motion visuals including films, videocassettes, filmstrips or other materials projected through monitor or
screen.

● Models or objects for three-dimensional presentations.

● Audio materials played through cassettes or tapes.

Principles of using audio-visual materials
You must draw out a clear plan of presentation, decide on how the materials will be used and the manner in which
these could be blended or combined with verbal presentation. You must ask yourself the following questions:

● What will the presentation add to the program or the training strategy? Will it provide useful variety?

● Will the participants be able to relate to the materials? Is it appropriate to their intellectual level?

● Are the resources worth spending?

● Does it take into consideration the sensitivities of the participants?

● Will it generate a good discussion?

● Your prime concern should be relevance to the learning objectives for the training activity and the
participants should be able to see the justification for use of these materials. You may be tempted to use
these materials to generate or sustain the interest of the participants, or to do something out of the
routine. Do not use this method as a gimmick.

● Check your own ability and competency to use these materials.

● The materials should comply with the principles of adult training and consistent with the overall environment
of the program.

● Much of the success of this method depends on how it is integrated into the proposed training activity. Some
materials generate excellent discussions but some others require a lot of assistance and direction from you.

● Maintain a consistent format rather than mixing several different ones. Avoid using too many different
types of materials in one presentation.

● An important principle is that you should not overdo it otherwise it will defeat the purpose of using these
materials.

● Preview all audio-visual aids before presentation.

HO-14: Preparing and Using Training Support Materials
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Printed materials
● Handouts

● Learning aids

● Workbooks

● Instructional modules

● Assignment sheets

● Manuals

● Pamphlets

● Study guides

This list is not exhaustive and you may add more varieties of printed materials.

Considerations for developing training support materials

● The first task for you is to decide whether the training activity or the presentation that you are planning
requires support materials, and if so, what are your appropriate options. Once you have established the need,
it is imperative to make the purpose clear. The purpose should be directly related to the learning objectives for
the training activity or a presentation for which the materials will provide support.

❏ If the purpose is to prepare the participants for the training activity or your presentation, to provide a
context or some basic information on the topic likely to come up for discussion, you may choose to
prepare printed materials, such as, handouts, assignment sheets, workbooks, learning guides, etc.

❏ However, if the purpose is to emphasize certain points and help in the learning process, you are looking
for some audio or visual aids to support you in your presentation or in the training activity.

● Once you are clear about these basics, you must decide on the content of the message you wish to convey to
the participants. The following queries you need to answer.

❏ What do I want to emphasize?

❏ How can I say this so the participants grasp the key points and do not get lost in details?

❏ In what ways will the material assist in my presentation?

● One of the key considerations in deciding on the type of materials you wish to use, the message you wish to
communicate, and the content of the materials, is related to the background of the group.

❏ You need to know about the general composition of the group, status of the participants, its level of
comprehension, its sensitivities, if any, etc.

● You must be aware of the resources at your command.

❏ What equipment you will require?

❏ Do you need the support of other team members in using the support materials?

❏ What is the time allocation for the presentation?

● Prepare the content of your presentation keeping in view the support aids you are using. Remember that
support materials are there only to assist in your presentation or the training activity. These cannot be the
substitute for your inputs as a trainer or your knowledge about the subject matter.

● Decide at what point of time in your presentation, you will introduce the audio-visual aids.

● Determine the pace of putting up the support materials, keeping in view the level of comprehension of the
participants and the learning objectives.

● Make the materials attractive.

❏ In case of visual materials, ensure that they are visible to all participants.

❏ Also make sure about the clarity of voice and sound for audio materials.
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These are integral parts of a training process. While monitoring takes place during the currency of a process, evaluation
takes place as the event gets over. Evaluation may also be done in the mid-term as well  as long term. Follow up
necessarily takes place after a training program is over and its impact assessed.

MONITORING
Monitoring literally means WATCHING carefully.

It can also be referred to as tracking the key elements of the performance of the target group in terms of knowledge, skills,
attitudes and behaviour during training.

In the context of a training program, it is necessary to keep an eye on the progress of learning and to see whether it is on
the right track. The process of this 'watching' has to be continuous right through the whole process of the training program
from start to finish.

 As an ongoing assessment process, monitoring can take several forms:

● Although primarily it is an exercise to be carried out by the trainers themselves; it may include group of
learners from time to time. The mechanism of a steering committee that reviews the day's proceedings at the
end of the day is a practical example.

● Monitoring can also be done through daily or weekly reviews conducted in a somewhat more structured and
formal manner. Clearly, one has to be proactive in facilitating a training process towards fulfillment of the set
objectives by utilizing the feedback and data generated from time to time through monitoring.

● Monitoring by trainers and facilitators entails observing learning processes as they occur during a training
program. This observation can also focus on a specific individual or sub-group in order to ensure that they
participate actively in the learning processes.

WHAT to monitor

Monitoring can take place at various levels over a number of aspects, some of which may be:

● The progress of the program towards fulfillment of the set objectives

● Whether the desired learning is taking place

● Whether the qualitative and quantitative aspects are being achieved

● Whether right steps are being taken at the right time

● Whether a desired change in attitude and behaviour is indicative

WHEN to monitor

● At the beginning of the training: pre-test assessment, initial evaluation

HO-15: Monitoring, Evaluation and Follow Up
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● During training: during feedbacks and participants' responses, integrated with the process of observation,
recapitulation and structured questionnaire etc.

● After the training: performance monitoring at mid-term and long term intervals

HOW to monitor

● Knowledge - through verbal and written responses

● Skills - through observation and demonstration

● Attitudes - through observation, response to interaction, sharing of ideas

WHY to monitor

● Improve the training facilitation, methodologies, learning aids, organisation and planning

● Revise learning objectives

EVALUATION
Evaluation in training: determining whether a training has achieved the course objectives, individual improvement, and
development of the training processes

WHAT to evaluate

Whether the activities were time bound

Whether the process was systematic and objective oriented

What are the impacts on performances

Some of the important aspects evaluated in the learner's context include:

● Attitudinal change - Has the training brought about any changes in the attitudes and values of the learner?
Does the learner perceive certain significant changes in his/ her orientation to people, work, and self-etc.? Is
there a feeling of personal growth?

● Behavioral changes - Have the learners shown any behavioral changes during the training program?

● Conceptual development - Has knowledge about relevant topics increased?

● Performance changes - Has the training contributed to an improved performance? Have there been any
distinct changes in the functioning of the individual learner in the field of work?

HOW to evaluate

It is important to obtain valid and authentic information for evaluation. Individual learners have their own indicators and
standards for evaluating. Therefore, for evaluation, feedback can be sought from different sources; these may be primary
and secondary sources.

Oral sharing - participants evaluate the training in pairs, threes, or groups. A set of parameters or a questionnaire
is given to them. Each pair or small group can have a reporter, or a spokesperson. In a large
group, the trainer may take notes.

Questionnaire - is a series of written questions on a given topic. These questions are either open-ended or close-
ended. Open-ended questions do not have the answers categorized into specific scales. Close-
ended questions provide a scale (for ex-, good, satisfactory, poor)

Interview - is a face-to-face method of collecting information. Specific and concrete data can be generated
through this process. This technique can also be used in a field setting to cross-validate information
obtained through other sources.

Observation - is useful for collecting data unobtrusively in a natural setting. Data about individual performance,
group interactions and organizational culture can be collected by observation. A person observes
and notes the information needed.
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Records - are valuable sources of information for an evaluator. They provide the background information
with which the evaluator can compare the results of the post-training phase.

This provides the opportunity for crosschecking the information. Also the cost of obtaining information should be borne in
mind when choosing methods. A trade-off may be necessary between the extent of information needed and cost of
obtaining it.

Sample of a Written Evaluation Format

Program Evaluation

Your feedback is important to us. Please take a few moments to complete this evaluation form. Thank you for your valued
contribution.

Content Agree Disagree Undecided

1. The content of the program met my needs

2. I found the content relevant

3. The material was stimulating and interesting

4. I feel more confident in applying this to my workplace

5. The materials were useful for my learning

6. The assessment reflected the objectives of the program

Structure Agree Disagree Undecided

1. The program was well organised

2. The sessions were well structured

3. The balance between theory and practice worked well

4. The activities were effective in helping me learn

5. We achieved the outcomes of the program

Overall, how did you find the program?

What were the three most valuable things you got from the program?

1.

2.

3.

What is your impression about the facilitation of the program?

What had you hoped to get from the program but didn't?

What changes could you recommend for future programs?

Any other suggestions?

FOLLOW UP OF TRAINING
Follow-up of the training program is essentially meant to continue the process of learning initiated during the training
program. Each training program creates a set of knowledge and ideas, which learners try to implement in their own
situations. These efforts may require further support as follow-up.

Everything that is done by learners and trainers after the training program does not constitute follow-up. Follow-up is any
process of intervention and support provided to an individual and/ or group, to further enhance their learning process, for
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a specified period of time, following the training program. Thus follow-up implies activities carried out to support the
learning process after the training program within a given time frame.

Follow-up to a training program can be used for several purposes, including

Follow-up provides support, encouragement, knowledge and resources needed to implement the learning the learner
acquires during the training program.

It helps to define additional learning needs during the period immediately after the training program. It helps to continue the
learning process by bringing out new learning needs.

● Follow-up is also used to assess the training program and its impact on the learners, their work and their
organizations. This helps the trainers in designing future training programs.

● Follow-up provides an opportunity for the learners to consolidate their own experiences acquired during the
training program.

Methods of Follow-up

Follow-up can be conducted in different ways. It can be planned differently for each learner; it can also be done for
the entire group of learners, it can be done for a selected sub-group as well. Methods of follow-up depend on
its purpose and group of learners. Some possible methods are:

Face to face interactions among learners themselves and between learners and trainers. Example, field visits by
other learners or trainers to a site, meetings of just learners, as well as along with trainers, meetings of all
learners or a sub-group. It may also involve conducting advance training, providing additional learning
material, providing opportunity for apprenticeship, etc.

The choice of the method should depend on the needs of the learners and availability of resources. Illiterate, rural
and urban poor learners may require greater use of direct methods; project holders may be satisfied with
indirect methods only. A combination of direct and indirect methods is generally very effective.

It is important to plan for follow-up deliberately and consciously. It does not happen automatically. Broad follow-up
plans should be considered at the time of developing the design of the program. Details of the follow-up can be
again worked out at the end of the program along with the learner.
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Purpose

Documenting a training program is necessary to:

● Keep on record the details of the program.

● Use it as reference during similar programs in future.

● Assess the extent of achievement of the set objectives of the program.

● Analyse what changes are needed to bring improvements in the program next time.

Although the structure of a training report will largely depend on the type of program, a basic structure may be
followed for most reports. The focus should be on the coverage and the processes rather than such details which do
not add value to the document.

A basic structure:

Cover Page
● This should contain the title of the training program

● The date

● And the Venue

Inner page

The inner pages will be in running text covering the following:

Context:

It should feature a discussion on the concept and rationale of the training program. It may also include the approach
to the process. It may also be named as Background or Introduction.

Objective of the program:

The set objectives may be stated here.

Participants:

It may have following sub-titles:

● Total number of participants

● No. of female participants

● No. of participants from various sectors like
❏ Govt.:
❏ NGO:
❏ PRI:
❏ SHG:
❏ Community:
❏ Any other:

HO-16: Writing a Training Report
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Facilitators

Names, designations and experience of the facilitators may be reflected here.

Day-wise details:

Day-wise reports may be put into simple structure like:

Coverage of the contents:

What has been covered during the entire day may be listed here chronologically. Details may be avoided, unless felt
extremely necessary.

Process:

It is important to catch the essence of the processes followed for the major sessions. Sequence of events and the
methodology adopted may be described.

After the day-wise details, the last phase of the report may include the following:

Key learning of the program

The major points may be mentioned to suggest the achievement of the task. If any major learning could not be
achieved, the same may also be recorded.

Challenging situations

It would be useful to keep on record the difficult situations that have emerged during the program and how they were
faced. These could be various situations like intentional disturbances, difficult questions, power failure, deficiencies
in learning materials etc.

Summary of evaluations by the participants:

The filled up formats of participants' evaluations provide a lot of information about the program. These should be
summarised and put under sub-headings like:

● Topics most liked

● Overall rating of learning environment

● Overall rating of facilitators

● Overall rating of the program

● Suggestions made by the participants

Overall observation and suggestions for improvement

Here the report writer may summarise his/ her own observations besides putting forth own suggestions for future
improvements.

Annexure

This may include the following:

● The list of participants

● Program Structure

● List of Handouts, Assignments and Power points used in the program

● Some photographs

Name of the report writer

At the end the name of the report writer must be mentioned.
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Instructions:

25 descriptions have been listed here and there is a grid below with 25 boxes in it. You have to find persons from among
the participants who match these descriptions and get their names and signatures on the corresponding grid. The same
person cannot sign on your grid twice, even if he/ she matches more than one description. So, for each description you
have to find a different person. You will be asked to identify the persons, whose signatures you have collected.

Please go round the room, find the right persons and fill up your grid.

You have only 10 minutes to complete it!

1.  Name starts with G 10. Eldest in this Group 19. Does Yoga regularly
2. Youngest in this group 11. Participated in flood relief 20. Title starts with P
3. Does not take tea 12. Does not smoke 21. Is an only child of parents
4. Participated in theatre 13. Played in college Team 22. Has married his first love
5. Has participated in a rally 14. Participated in TV program 23. Can sing well
6. Cannot ride a two-wheeler 15. Knows magic 24. Can cook Chinese food
7. A strict vegetarian 16. Is a diabetic patient 25. Has attended 'Training of trainers' earlier
8. Is a full time trainer 17. Is a creative writer
9. Has conducted village-meeting 18. Has two daughters

ASSIGNMENTS

A-1: Matching the Descriptions

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25
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A trainer needs to possess several competencies. Twenty such competencies relating to a trainer's activities are listed
hereunder. With respect to each of these parameters, you may already have certain level of competency and you may still
have some learning need to improve further. Please evaluate your existing level of competency as well as your need for
further learning in respective columns in a 1 to 5 scale.

1 is the 'lowest' competency level and 5 is the 'most perfect' competency level.  For reflecting learning need, 1is the
minimum need and 5 is the maximum need. Put tick marks in the appropriate boxes.

Time: 10 minutes !

Sl.no Area of competency My existing level My need to learn

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

1 Designing a training module

2 Putting principles of adult learning into practice

3 Developing a power point presentation

4 Using learning outcomes to develop objectives

5 Facilitating a small group discussion

6 Skill to generate participation in a learning session

7 Working with a co-facilitator

8 Using experiential learning process

9 Conducting a role play

10 Using a case study in the training process

11 Demonstrating use of a flip book

12 Managing time

13 Managing a feedback session

14 Preparing a session plan

15 Planning and organising a training program

16 Using ice breakers and energisers

17 Documenting a training process

18 Handling difficult situations during a training program

19 Monitoring and evaluating learning activities

20 Debriefing during the training process

Name: Date:

A-2: Pre-Training Questionnaire
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A-3: Session Plan Format

    Day:       Session:   Topic: 
  

Duration:   
 

    Session Objectives: 
 

 
    Time      Topics       Sub-topics Methodology    Materials 

 

   

   

 

 

  

 

   

   

   

   

 

 

  

 

   

   

 

 

  

 

 
Details of  
Grp. work 

 

Games 
 

 

Power points 
 

 

Hand outs 
 

 

Task for 
participants 

 

Reading  
reference 

 

Any other  
points 
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A-4: Trainer’s Responsibilities and Competencies

Sl# Responsibilities Knowledge Skills Attitude 
1. Identification of 

trainees’ needs 
� Context of trainees and 

their work  
� Methods of needs 

assessment 
� Methodology of 

participatory training  

� Use of methods of needs 
assessment 

� Perception 
� Analysis 
� Synthesis   
 

� Learning   
� Concern for society  
� Commitment for community 

development 
� Respect for socio-cultural 

system  
2. Designing the 

training 
programme  

� Framework for defining 
training objectives 

� Content sequencing 
� Training materials 
� Resource persons  

� Designing  
� Planning 
� Language 
� Preparation of materials 

� Sensitivity to group of 
learners,  

� Content linkage and 
sequence  

� Flexibility 
3. Trainer’s 

preparation  
� Content knowledge,  
� Sources and resources for 

self-development  

� Self-learning,  
� Growth,  
� Confidence building  

� Self-strengths and 
weakness as a person and 
trainer,  

� Learning orientation  
4. Administration  � Facilities needed and 

available for training  
� Administrative  
� Managerial  
� Anticipatory  

� Learners requirements  
� Creation of participative 

learning environment  
5. Trainer’s role 

(during 
training) 

� Principles of adult learning 
� Group functioning 
� Contents training  
� Processes 
� Techniques 
� Methodology 

� Interpersonal competence 
� Communication 
� Listening 
� Involving & motivating 

learners  
� Leadership 
� Energising  
� Openness to learning 
� Group facilitation 
� Use of methods flexibly  

� Group dynamics  
� Trainer-trainee 

relationship  
� Process of adult 

learning 
� Carrying the group 

together 

6. Organising 
(during 
training) 

� Locally available facilities 
and resources  

� Organisational capability 
� Time management 
� Tact 

� Understanding Participants’ 
anxieties and concerns  

� Foresight 
7. Monitoring and 

evaluation  
� Methods of ongoing 

monitoring  
� Method of evaluation  

� Collecting and analysing 
information  

� Use of different methods 
of monitoring & evaluation  

� Remaining vigilant 
� Care for issues involving 

individual and/ or group 
� Commitment for objective  

8. Follow-up  � Follow-up framework and 
methods  

� Analytical use of methods 
� Flexibly,  
� Documentation  
 

� Potential for follow-up 
� Appreciating the support 

needed by individual and 
group in the later phase 
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A-5: Action Planning for Self Development

We have come to the end of the journey on the path of this ToT. We have transacted learning on a number of aspects of
participative training process. The objective, as discussed earlier, has been to enable you to use this learning in your
future training programs.

You may now introspect and evaluate how confident you feel about being able to use these 20 aspects in your own training
programs. Please put a tick mark at the appropriate column.

This self-evaluation process is also going to help you identify areas of need for further learning. Having identified your
weaker areas, next, indicate in a few words your action plan to bring improvement in those areas in the right hand column.

NAME: DATE:

My confidence level Sl 
No. ASPECTS OF LEARNING 

High Med Low 
My action plan to bring improvement 

in this aspect 
1 PROCESS OF BEGINNING A 

PROGRAM 
    

2 USING AN ICE BREAKER 
 

    

3 FACILITATING SHARING OF 
EXPECTATIONS 

    

4 SETTING NORMS 
 

    

5 CREATING A PARTICIPATIVE 
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

    

6 USING BRAINSTORMING  TO 
GENERATE DISCUSSION 

    

7 HANDLING A SESSION WITH 
POWER POINT 

    

8 CONDUCTING A RECAP 
 

    

9 PREPARING & USING HAND OUTS     

10 USING ENERGISERS  
 

    

11 USING GAMES  
 

    

12 USING LECTURE METHOD  
 

    

13 USING GROUP DISCUSSION 
METHOD 

    

14 USING CASE STUDY METHOD     

15 USING ROLE PLAY METHOD      

16 LEADING A FEEDBACK PROCESS     

17 CONDUCTING A DEBRIEFING     

18 MONITORING A TRAINING 
PROGRAM  

    

19 DOING A PROGRAM EVALUATION      

20 HANDLING DIFFICULT SITUATIONS 
IN TRAINING 
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A-6: Program Evaluation by Participants

Which are the topics you found 
useful? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Have the objectives of the 
training been fulfilled?  

Fully Partially Very little 

(Tick Mark) 
 

   

If partial or very little what are 
the objectives that have not been 
fulfilled? 

 

What were the stronger aspects 
you observed in the program? 

 

What were the limitations or the 
weaker aspects of the program? 

 

In your opinion which were the 
topics low on relevance? 

 

Was there any other important 
topic that should have been 
included? 

 

Were the topics understood 
properly? 

 

Which topics were relatively less 
understood? 
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(The following is optional)

………………………………………………………………………………………………….....................…………………………

Signature:

Name:

Organisation:

How was your participation? 
Did you get opportunity to 
discuss, interact and contribute?  

 

Your opinion on the time 
schedule  

Just sufficient Too tight Lot of unutilized time 

 
 

(Tick  Mark) 

   

                                  Your rating   
                                                    

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor 

Class room      

Learning Materials      

Accommodation      

Food      

Faculty      

Overall rating of the Program      

Your specific suggestions for 
enhancing the effectiveness of 
the training course  
 
 
 

 

Any other point you would like to 
mention 
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PRESENTATIONS

A  hearty  welcome  !!
to the

State  Level  Trainers of

Project DAKSHYATA

for  the  training  program on

DIRECT TRAINING SKILL
………………………………………..

Date:  From................ to .......................

SIRD, BHUBANESWAR

PP-1: A Hearty Welcome
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PP-2: Program Objectives

Slide-1

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

OF THE TOT

ON

PARTICIPATIVE TRAINER'S SKILL

Slide-2

OVERALL OBJECTIVE

To enable the participants to enhance their
ability to deliver a need based training
program using a participative approach for
the capacity building of the members of PRI
body in the state.

Slide-3

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE ToT

By the end of the training program the participants will
be able to:

 ● Understand the basic principles of  participatory
learning process

 ● Enhance their understanding of the methodology
used in a participatory training program

 ● Appreciate their own role as a participative trainer

 ● Familiarise themselves with some of the essential
tools and instruments used in a training process

Slide-4

SOME MORE OBJECTIVES…

By the end of the training program the participants will
be able to enhance their skill to:

 ● Deliver a training program with a participatory
approach

 ● Use the basic training methods effectively

 ● Assess their own areas of improvement as a
participative trainer

Slide-5

THANK YOU
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PP-3: Elements of the Training Cycle

Slide-1

ELEMENTS OF THE TRAINING CYCLE

A BRIEF DISCUSSION

Slide-2

ELEMENTS OF THE TRAINING CYCLE

1. TARGET GROUP

2. TRAINING NEED ASSESSMENT

3. TRAINING DESIGN

4. PRE-TRAINING PREPARATIONS

5. TRAINING DELIVERY

6. EVALUATION

7. FOLLOW UP

Slide-3

1. TARGET GROUP

 ● IDENTIF ICAT ION OF THE ISSUE &  THE
PROBLEM

 ● IDENTIFICATION OF THE TARGET GROUP

 ● UNDERSTANDING THEIR SOCIO-CULTURAL
AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

 ● THEIR EXISTING LEVEL OF AWARENESS

 ● WHAT THEY NEED TO DO AND KNOW WITH
RESPECT TO THE ISSUE

 ● POPULATION (Total number of people in the Target
group)

Slide-4

2. TRAINING NEED ASSESSMENT

  ● DESIRED LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE OR
BEHAVIOUR

  ● EXISTING LEVEL OF THE SAME

  ● THE LEARNING GAP

  ● METHODS OF Training Need Assessment

  ● DATA COMPILATION & ANALYSIS

  ● DECIDING UPON DEVELOPMENT GOAL

Slide-5

3. TRAINING DESIGN

  ● SETTING OBJECTIVES

  ● FINALISING CONTENT

  ● CREATING TRAINING MODULE

  ● MAKING SESSION PLANS

  ● DECIDING UPON TRAINING METHODOLOGY

  ● MONITORING & EVALUATION

Slide-6

4. PRE-TRAINING PREPARATIONS

  ● IDENTIFICATION OF RESOURCE PERSONS

  ● CONFIRMATION OF PARTICIPANTS

  ● MAKING THE VENUE READY

  ● LOGISTICS ARRANGEMENTS

  ● BUDGETING

  ● DEVELOPING TRAINING MATERIALS

  ● ADMINISTRATIVE  ARRANGEMENTS
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Slide-7

5. DELIVERY OF TRAINING

  ● OPENING THE PROGRAM

  ● DELIVERY OF SESSIONS

  ● MAINTAINING LEARNING CONTINUITY

  ● MONITORING DURING TRAINING

  ● EVALUATION AT THE END OF TRAINING

  ● DOCUMENTATION

Slide-8

6. POST-TRAINING EVALUATION

  ● SHORT TERM EVALUATION

  ● LONG TERM EVALUATION

  ● POST TRAINING UTILISATION

  ● IMPACT ASSESSMENT

  ● ASSESSING NEED FOR NEW LEARNING
OR REFRESHER PROGRAM FOR THE
TARGET GROUP

Slide-9

7. FOLLOW UP

  ● DECIDING UPON FURTHER SUPPORT
REQUIRED FOR THE TARGET GROUP

  ● NATURE OF SUPPORT

  ● EXTENSION OF THE REQUIRED SUPPORT

  ● MONITORING AND EVALUATION DURING
FOLLOW UP

Slide-10

THANK YOU !
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PP-4: Adult Learning

Slide-1

ADULT LEARNING

Principles and Process

Slide-2

The Active-learning Credo

 ●  What I hear, I forget.

 ● What I hear and see, I remember a little.

 ● What I hear, see, and ask questions about or
d i scuss  w i th  someone  e l se ,  I  beg in  to
understand.

 ● What I hear, see, discuss and do, allows me to
acquire knowledge and skill.

 ● What I teach to another, I master.

Slide-3

Basic principles of learning...I

 ● Principle of readiness
We learn best when we are ready to learn.

 ● Principle of association
Proceed from the known to the new, to start
with simple steps building up to new and more
difficult task.

 ● Principle of involvement
For significant learning to occur, learners must
be actively involved in the learning process.

Slide-4

Basic principles of learning…II

 ● Principle of repetition:
Repetition aids learning, retention and recall.
Application and practice are essential.

 ● Principle of reinforcement:
The more a response leads to satisfaction, the
more  likely it is to be learned and repeated

Slide-5

The Learning Process

 ● Learning is a natural process. We all learn
through experiences, whether or not the learning
is conscious. Therefore, posit ive input can
improve learning.

 ● Learning can be defined as the gathering of
knowledge. This gathering of knowledge is
achieved through exper iences,  reading or
teaching.

 ● It is important to understand the learning process
so that learning can be more effective

Slide-6

Three most popular and important theories of learning
are:

1. Learning through Positive and Negative
Reinforcement:

 ● In the positive reinforcement aspect an
individual or groups of individuals learn
by being praised if they complete a task
successfully.

 ● In the negative reinforcement aspect
incorrect action or learning gets punished.

The Learning Process . . .cont.
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Slide-7

2. Cognitive Learning - The "Do it yourself"
Learning

● Individuals learn by finding things out for
themselves.

● When faced with a problem, an individual
is able to experiment and come to his/ her
own conclusions.

● This way, the level of retention is much greater.

● Participative sessions and case studies
provide individuals with the opportunity to
learn cognitively.

The Learning Process . . .cont. Slide-8

3.   Experiential Learning

● Th is  i s  based  on  l ea rn ing  th rough
experience.

● It is not just the experience itself which is
important, but also the reflection and
development of new ideas that occur
because of the experience.

The Learning Process . . .cont.

Slide-9 The Learning Process . . .cont. Slide-10

LEARNING CYCLE
Experiencing
In experiential learning the activity of experiencing is l inked
to a process which also includes reflecting on the experience,
drawing conclusions and then deciding how to apply the new
learning from the experience.
To facilitate the "experiencing" some of the learning activities are:
1 . Role Plays & skits
2 . Case studies
3 . Fi lms and sl ide shows
4 . Sharing descriptions of specif ic experiences
5 . Placing participants in the actual situations and requiring

them to react.
6 . Providing participants with the opportunity to train each other.
7 . Practicing a skill that has been theoretically taught

Slide-11

Reflecting

During this phase, participants share the specific experiences they
had during the previous phase.  This could happen as personal
reflection or in small groups or even in a large group. The participants
share the ideas and feelings associated with the activity that they
have experienced.

Techniques used to facilitate the reflecting step include:

 ● Group sharing of feelings and thoughts from the
experience

 ● Group discussion of trends that may show

 ● Generating and analyzing the data

Slide-12

Generalizing

This phase involves drawing conclusions from patterns and
themes that have been identified. The participants get to identify
similarities between the experiences within the session and
experiences from the "real world".

Activities that can be used to facilitate this step are:

● Summarizing the group/ individual learning into concise
statements

 ● Group discussions of and agreement upon definitions,
concepts, key terms and statements.

 ● Individual and group responses to questions relating to
real life activities

DAVID KOLB’S LEARNING CYCLE MODEL
Experience

Having an Experience
or Doing

Apply                                                           Reflect
Planning the Reviewing the
Next steps Experience

Generalyze
Conclude from the

Experience

Learning Cycle . . .cont . Learning Cycle . . .cont .
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Slide-13

Applying

The "Applying" step should motivate the participant to think
about how the learning will be concretely applied in the real
world by developing plans for more effective behaviour.

Some techniques to facilitate the "applying" step include:

  ● Individual and group response to the question
"How might we use this learning to be more effective
within our specific context?"

  ● Developing plans of action, personal goals and
strategies

Learning Cycle . . .cont . Slide-14

Principles of Participatory Learning

Key principle of participatory learning is 'Valuing the
Learners' or "Learner-centered" education, where:

  ● The learner is the beginning and the end point of
the learning process

  ● The learner's needs are the focus of the course/
program/ organization

  ● The learner is in control of the learning experience

Slide-15

Participatory Training

 ● Training is a learning process, which involves learning
of new skills, concepts and behavior.

 ● It is one of many possible approaches to capacity
building - a term of ambiguous meaning, which might be
understood to be any methodology which strengthens
an individual or organisation's ability to perform well
and meet its objectives.

 ● Other than training the 'capacity' can be enhanced
through a variety of means including better policy
formulation, or through mentoring and coaching support,
better working environment etc.

Slide-16

The salient features of participatory training
principles are:

 ● It is participant centered.

 ● It  rises out of specific needs of participants as
articulated by them.

 ● Apart from imparting new knowledge it generates
awareness and builds skills.

 ● Learning is derived from the experiences of the
learners.

Part icipatory Training . . .cont.

Slide-17

 ● Experiential learning is crucial to participatory
training.

 ● Par t ic ipa tory  t ra in ing  requ i res  a  learn ing
environment where learners and their experiences
are valued.

 ● Participants take responsibility for their own
learning.

 ● The tra iner not  only has to bel ieve in the
pa r t i c i pa to ry  p r i nc ip l es ,  bu t  a l so  has  t o
demonstrate it as a way of life.

Part icipatory Training . . .cont. Slide-18

How adults learn

  ● We have been used to the Pedagogical model of
learning which has dominated our education
system for a long time. In a pedagogical approach,
the learning environment tends to be trainer-
centered.

  ● A learner-centred or Andragogical approach
env i ronment  i s  more  ac t i ve ,  coopera t i ve ,
collaborative, and informal, and participants are
more independent and responsible for their own
learning.
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Slide-19

Difference between Pedagogy and Andragogy
Pedagogy (Trainer-centered)
   ● Learners are dependent
   ● Learners are externally motivated (e.g. rewards,

competition, etc)
   ● Learning environment is formal and characterized by

competitiveness and value judgments
   ● Planning and assessment is conducted solely by the

trainer
   ● Training is characterized by transmittal techniques

(e.g., lectures, assigned readings)
   ● Evaluat ion is accomplished mainly by external

methods (e.g., grades, tests)

Slide-20

Andragogy (Learner-centered)

Learners are intrinsically oriented (i.e., interested in
learning for learning's sake)

   ● Learning environment is more informal and
characterized by equality/ mutual respect, and
cooperation

   ● Planning and assessment is a collaborative affair
(i.e., trainer and participants)

   ● Training is characterized by active projects,
experimentation, independent study

   ● Evaluation is characterized by self-assessment

Slide-21

Principles of Adult Learning

   ● Adult education requires a physical and social
climate of respect.

   ● A collaborative mode of learning is central to
adult education.

   ● Adult education includes and builds on the
experiences of the participant

   ● Adult education fosters critical Reflective
thinking.

Slide-22

● Problem posing and problem solving are
fundamental aspects of adult education.

● Learning for action is valued in adult
education

● Adult education is best facilitated in a
participative environment

● Adult education empowers the participant

● Self-directed learning is encouraged and
enhanced in adult education.

Slide-23

The seven key factors in stimulating adult
development are:

1.    An environment where one feels safe and
supported, individual needs abi l i t ies and
ach ievemen ts  a re  acknow ledged  and
respected.

2. An environment that fosters intellectual freedom
and encourages experimentation and creativity

3. An env i ronment  where fac i l i ta tor  t reats
participants as peers-accepted, respected and
appreciated as intelligent experienced adults

Slide-24

4.   Self-directed learning, where students take
responsibility for their own learning.

5. Pacing or intellectual challenge. Optimal pacing
is challenging people just beyond their present
level of ability.

6.    Active involvement in learning, as opposed to
passively listening to lectures.

7.    Regular feedback mechanisms for learning
improvement.

Principles of  Adult  Learning . . .cont .

Pr inciples of  Adult  Learning . . .cont . Pr inciples of  Adult  Learning . . .cont .
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Slide-25

TIPS to facilitate - Adult Learning

  ● Make the first few minutes of the session attention
grabbing.

  ● Create a supportive and friendly atmosphere in
the learning room.

  ● The methods should encourage participants to
share their existing knowledge and thoughts on
the subject and then build upon this existing
knowledge and experience of the participants.

  ● Make sure that you show a deep respect to each
of your participants and that that they show the
same to each other.

Slide-26

 ● Use methods that encourage the participation of
all the participants.

● Avoid long lectures (10 minutes maximum at a
stretch).

 ● Create opportunities for the participants to actually
practice and reinforce the learned material.

 ● Acknowledge each participant with a simple
"thank you" for their contribution no matter how
important or unimportant you think it is.

 ● Learn all the participants' names and call them
by their names.

Slide-27

Thank You

TIPS to facil i tate -  Adult Learning..  contd.
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PP-5: Profile of a Trainer

Slide-1

PROFILE OF A TRAINER

AN OVERVIEW

Slide-2

CHARACTERISTICS OF A TRAINER

A good trainer is expected to possess:

● Warm personality

● Good communication skill

● Good facilitation skill

● Organising skill

● Conflict management skill

● Monitoring and evaluation skill

Slide-3

● Good knowledge on the subject

● Understanding of Group Dynamics

● Enthusiasm

● Flexibility to adapt and apply

● Trust in people and their abilities

● Confidence

● Creativity and innovative thinking

Slide-4

Slide-5 Slide-6

Characterist ics of  . . .cont.

ROLES OF A TRAINER

 ● Tutor
 ● Coach
 ● Assessor
 ● Supervisor
 ● Counsellor
 ● Adviser
 ● Guide
 ● Trouble shooter!
 ● Training Manager
 ● Mentor

Let's talk about…

A TRAINER CENTERED TRAINER

AND

A LEARNER CENTERED TRAINER

Trainer Centered Trainer

● Tells and informs
● Uses conventional lectures and talks
● Knows the group of learners
● Knows best; assumes that learners know

nothing
● Maintains a formal and 'cool' relationship with

learners
● Assesses learners' performance
● Assesses the finished task
● Focuses on task
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That's it

     QUESTIONS  PLEASE

Slide-7 Slide-8

Slide-9 Slide-10

Slide-11 Slide-12

Learner Centred Trainer

● Informs and also guides, counsels and listens
● Also uses a var iety of  methods including

discussion, role-play, case study etc.
● Knows each learner individually
● Knows learners have useful knowledge and

experience and makes space for it
 ● Adopts a relaxed, friendly and informal style
 ● Also encourages learners to assess their own

performance
 ● Also assesses the learning achieved
 ● Focuses on task and processes

Activities of an LCT…I

● Facilitates learning, which is active & relevant

● Sta r t s  f rom the  l ea rne rs '  pe rsona l
experience.

● Builds their expectations into training.

● Creates a non-threatening environment in
which learners can explore their feelings,
attitudes as well as their ideas.

Activities of an LCT…II

● Uses a variety of methods which take into
account different learning styles

● Counse ls  and  gu ides  each  l ea rne r
throughout the course

● Facilitates learners to assess their own
progress

● Reinforces positive achievement

Activities of an LCT…III

● Offers criticism, which is positive and
constructive.

● Creates an environment in which
trainees can learn from each other.

● Sets examples

● Is able to drop the best-laid plans if
necessary- and knows when to do so!

In other words….

The 'learner-centred trainer' becomes a

'facilitator'

of learning,

rather than simply a

'Teacher'
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PP-6: Presentation Technique

Slide-1 Slide-2

Slide-3 Slide-4

Slide-5 Slide-6

PRESENTATION TECHNIQUE

SESSION OBJECTIVE

● TO APPRECIATE HOW TO PLAN AND
PREPARE FOR A PRESENTATION

● TO FAMIL IAR ISE  OURSELVES WITH THE
SUPPORTING MATERIALS

● TO LEARN ABOUT MAKING AN EFFECTIVE
PRESENTATION

● TO GAIN GREATER SELF-CONFIDENCE IN
HANDLING A SESSION

HOW TO PREPARE FOR A
PRESENTATION ?

1 . PLAN FOR THE PRESENTATION

2 . ORGANISE MATERIALS

3 . PREPARE SUPPORTING MATERIALS

4 . PRACTISE

1. PLANNING FOR THE PRESENTATION

FOUR BASIC QUESTIONS….

I . WHAT IS  THE PURPOSE OF  MY
PRESENTATION?

II. WHO IS MY AUDIENCE?

III. WHAT IS THE TIME AVAILABLE?

IV. WHAT IS THE SUBJECT MATTER?

I. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF MY PRESENTATION?

● TO IMPART KNOWLEDGE?

● TO STIMULATE ACTION?

● TO TEACH A SKILL?

● TO DISSEMINATE SOME INFORMATION?

● OR, ANY THING ELSE?

II. WHO IS MY AUDIENCE?

● COMPOSITION

● SOCIO-ECONOMIC STRUCTURE

● LEVEL OF UNDERSTANDING

● FAMILIARITY WITH THE SUBJECT

● EXPECTATIONS
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Slide-7 Slide-8

Slide-9 Slide-10

Slide-11 Slide-12

III. WHAT IS THE TIME AVAILABLE?

● HOW MUCH TIME DO I  HAVE TO MAKE MY
PRESENTATION?

● HOW SHALL I DIVIDE MY TIME ?

● HOW SHALL I MONITOR MY TIME?

● WHY PEOPLE RUN OUT OF TIME?

WHY DOES A PRESENTER RUN SHORT OF
TIME?
● HE PLANS TOO MUCH MATERIAL

● GETS CARRIED AWAY IN ANSWERING QUESTIONS

● GETS SIDE TRACKED

● PAYS TOO MUCH ATTENTION TO TRIVIAL POINTS

● GETS CARRIED AWAY WITH THE SOUND OF HIS
OWN VOICE

● ENJOYS BEING THE CENTRE OF ATTENTION

● FAILS TO INDICATE TIME IN HIS PRESENTATION-
N O T E

IV. WHAT IS MY SUBJECT?
● W H AT IS  GOING TO BE  THE CONTENT OF  MY

SUBJECT?
● IS IT CLEAR?
● IS IT CONCISE AND TO THE POINT?
● HOW DO I PREPARE FOR MY PRESENTATION?
● HOE DO I MAINTAIN CONTINUITY WITH PREVIOUS

DELIBERATIONS?
● HOW DO I  MAKE MY PRESENTATION WITH THE

AVAILABLE FACILITIES?
- PHYSICAL FACILITIES
- AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS
- SUPPORTING MATERIALS

● HOW DO I ORGANISE MY MATERIAL?

ORGANISING CONTENT... I
● ASCERTAIN  RELEVANCE
● GATHER MATERIALS AND JOT DOWN

EVERY BIT OF IDEAS & INFORMATION LIKE:
❏ ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
❏ FACTS AND FIGURES
❏ POINTS FOR  DISCUSSION
❏ QUESTIONS TO POSE
❏ EXERCISES TO ADMINISTER
❏ JOKES/ ANECDOTES TO SHARE

● REORGANISE NOTES IN THE PRIORITY OF
'MUST - SHOULD - NICE'

● WORK OUT A MORE DETAILED OUTLINE
● WRITE DOWN TEXT IN LONG HAND

ORGANISING CONTENT... II
● INTRODUCTION

❏ TELL THEM WHAT YOU ARE GOING TO TELL THEM
❏ OUTLINE THE SCOPE OF THE PRESENTATION
❏ SHOW RELEVANCE OF SUBJECT TO PARTICIPANTS
❏ KEEP INTRODUCTION BRIEF

● BODY
❏ TELL THEM
❏ CHOOSE  ONLY  A  FEW  MAIN STATEMENTS AND BUILD ON THEM

(MUST-SHOULD-NICE)
❏ BACK-UP THESE MAIN  STATEMENTS WITH  EXPERIENCE,

RESEARCH  AND INFORMATION
❏ ENRICH  WITH  SUPPORTING MATERIALS

● CONCLUSION
❏ TELL THEM WHAT YOU HAVE TOLD THEM
❏ RETRACE  CONTENTS CONCISELY
❏ REINFORCE

USING VISUAL AIDS
A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS

● PROJECTS THOUGHTS AND IDEAS VISUALLY

● GRABS ATTENTION

● DEPICTS CONTENTS

● FACILITATES COMPARISION

● REDUCES LOAD ON PRESENTER'S MEMORY

● PRESENTS NUMERICAL DATA GRAPHICALLY

● SUSTAINS  INTEREST BY  BREAKING INTO THE
VERBAL FLOW OF LECTURE

● BRINGS VARIETY

● EASY TO REMEMBER AND RECAPITULATE
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BASICS OF MAKING A PRESENTATION
● ARRANGE EVERYTHING IN PROPER ORDER

● FACE THE AUDIENCE WITH A SMILE

● INTRODUCE YOURSELF BRIEFLY

● INTRODUCE THE SUBJECT BRIEFLY

● GO OVER MATERIALS AS PER PLAN

● CONCLUDE

● INVITE QUESTIONS

● HANDLE QUESTIONS

● THANK THE PARTICIPANTS

SOME USEFUL TIPS…I

● SMILE !  IT CONNECTS !

● MAKE  SELF- INTRODUCTION  BRIEF

● GET  PARTICIPANTS  INVOLVED EARLY

● MAINTAIN WIDER EYE CONTACT

● BELIEVE IN YOURSELF & BE YOURSELF

● TALK IN A NORMAL & AUDIBLE  TONE

● PRESENT A NEAT  PERSONALITY

● MAINTAIN A POSITIVE BODY LANGUAGE

SOME USEFUL TIPS…II

● USE  SOME  HUMOUR, IF YOU CAN

● MODULATE YOUR VOICE; MAKE IT LIVELY

● AVOID MANNERISMS; IT DISTRACTS

● BE ALERT

● DO NOT USE  JARGONS; YOUR AUDIENCE MAY NOT
BE FAMILIAR WITH THEM

● USE  NOTES FOR REFERENCE ON POINTS,
EXAMPLES, QUESTIONS & TIME ETC

● TRY TO REMEMBER PARTICIPANTS' NAMES

SOME USEFUL TIPS…III

● FAMILIARISE WITH TRAINING AIDS AND USE THEM
WITH CONFIDENCE

● USE   PAUSE &  SILENCE  TO  GOOD  EFFECT

● USE RIGHT EXAMPLES AT RIGHT TIME

● INVITE  QUESTIONS

● DON'T  FORGET  TO  THANK   PARTICIPANTS

● CLEAR DECK AFTER PRESENTATION

● PRACTICE

…PRACTICE ! ……&…

     PRACTICE !!

GETTING ALONG
WITH  THE  AUDIENCE
● DO NOT TALK DOWN TO PEOPLE

- DO NOT BEHAVE LIKE 'THE EXPERT'
- DO NOT PRETEND TO KNOW MORE THAN YOU ACTUALLY

DO
● DO NOT TALK TO OR AT PEOPLE…TALK WITH THEM

- IT IS NOT 'I' AND 'YOU',…IT IS… 'WE'
● DO NOT EMBARRASS ANY ONE OR ALLOW OTHERS TO
● AVOID  UNACCEPTABLE  LANGUAGE
● DO NOT TAKE YOUR SUBJECT OR YOURSELF TOO SERIOUSLY

- YOUR EGO IS NOT  THAT IMPORTANT TO YOUR AUDIENCE
- RECOGNISE THE VALIDITY OF OPPOSING VIEWPOINTS
- SELF-DIRECTED HUMOUR IS ENJOYED BY EVERYONE

● DO NOT BE JUDGMENTAL ABOUT OTHERS

HOW TO ASK QUESTIONS ?
● ASKING THE R IGHT QUESTON GENERATES

PARTICIPATION
● PREPARE A FEW QUESTIONS TO BE ASKED AT THE

RIGHT TIME
● ASK OPEN ENDED QUESTIONS:

- BEGIN WITH 'WHAT' OR 'HOW'
- USE WORDS LIKE 'THINK', 'FEEL' OR 'BELIEVE'
- ASK  PA RTIC IPANTS TO EXPLAIN ,  EXPAND OR

ELABORATE
● SOMETIMES GIVE THEM TIME TO REFLECT
● USE PRESSURE OF SILENCE
● AVOID LEADING OR LOADED QUESTIONS LIKE:

- 'DON'T YOU AGREE THAT THIS IS VERY IMPORTANT?'
- 'ISN'T THIS THE BEST WAY TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM?'
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HOW TO FACE QUESTIONS ?
FACING A QUESTION
● CHECK TEMPTATION TO ANSWER EVERY QUESTION
● REFLECT A QUESTION AT SOME ONE IN THE HOUSE
● RESPOND TO QUESTIONS BEYOND THE TOPIC CAREFULLY
● IF YOU DO NOT KNOW SOMETHING, SAY SO
● GIVE YOURSELF TIME, IF NECESSARY
● USE THE PARKING LOT IF NEEDED

GIVING A RESPONSE
● RESPOND WITH ENCOURAGEMENT
● HANDLE WRONG RESPONSES WITH CAUTION
● PARAPHRASE  SOMEONE'S  RESPONSE CAREFULLY

THANK YOU

HAPPY PRESENTATIONS !!
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    Day-3       Session II   Topic: Profile of a Participative Trainer 
  

Duration:  20m 
 

    Session Objectives: 
To bring out the difference between a ‘Trainer centered trainer’ and a ‘Learner centered trainer’ 
To emphasise on the approach of an LCT 

 
    Time      Topics       Sub-topics Methodology    Materials 

 
1m 
 

Self-introduction Brief introduction of self/  team 
members 

Talk 

2m 
 

Traditional approach to training Brainstorming 

2m 
 

Introducing the topic 

Understanding the participatory 
approach to training 

Lecture 

White Board 
marker 

2m 
 

Trainer centered trainer Characteristics of a TCT Power Point 

3m 
 

Learner centered trainer Characteristics of an LCT Do 

2m 
 

Differences  Comparision of characteristics of TCT 
vs. LCT 

Do 

3m 
 

Merits of LCT Discussion 

1m 
 

Conclusion 

Reinforce the approach of LCT Lecture 

3m Inviting questions Dealing with questions  Discussion 

LCD 
PP 

1m Closing Thanking and clearing the deck Talk  

 
Details of  
Grp. work 

None 

Games 
 

None 

Power points 
 

PP-1: Characteristics of TCT & LCT 

Hand outs 
 

HO-1: Profile of a ‘Learner centered trainer’ 

Task for 
participants 

None 

Reading  
reference 

---- 

Any other  
points 

The power point and hand out are to be made ready in advance 

 

PP-7: Sample Session Plan
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PP-8: Guideline for Observation & Feedback
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Observation & Feedback

FEEDBACK…I

● Observations should be factual and objective;
not like a personal opinion.

● If an observation is already tabled, it should
not be repeated by others.

● In order to be factual, participants are advised
to note down their observations during the
process.

FEEDBACK…II

● It must be appreciated that a feedback is for the
process, not to the person. Therefore a feedback
should not be taken as a personal criticism and
should not be contested.

● The feedback shall be given constructively,
without any personal criticism

● There should be no sweeping statements like “It
was  good”  o r  “ I t  shou ld  have been more
effective” or “I did not like it” etc.

A Guideline

FEEDBACK…III

● During feedback session, the observers will
speak first.

● They may identify the strengths first before
suggesting the improvements

● Then the task managers will respond and add
their feelings/ experiences

● Then the fac i l i ta tors wi l l  put  for th thei r
observations & suggestions

GOOD LEARNING !
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PP-9: The Race
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The Race

Once upon a time there was an Indian rowing team

India and Japan agreed to do an annual rowing race.
Each team should contain 8 men.

Both teams worked really hard to get in the
best shape. The day the race started both teams
were in similar condition.

 ....the Japanese won by 1 mile.

The mood in the Indian team was really close to
the freezing point. The top management decided
to win the race next year.

So they established a team of analysts to observe
the situation and recommend an appropriate
solution.
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After several detailed analysis the team found
out that the Japanese had 7 rowers and only
one captain.

Of course the Indian team had 7
captains but only one rower.

Facing such critical scenario
the management showed an
unexpected wisdom: they hired
the consult ing company to
restructure the Indian team.
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After several months the consultants came up
with the conclusion that there were too many
captains and too few rowers in the Indian team.

A solution was proposed based on this analysis:
the structure of the Indian team has to be
changed!

As of today there will be only 4 captains in
the team led by 2 managers, one top-
manager and one rower.

Besides that, they suggested to improve the
rower's working environment and to give
him higher competencies.

Next year the Japanese won by 2 miles.
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The Indian team immediately displaced the rower from
the team based on his unsatisfactory performance.

Bu t  t he  bonus  award  was  pa id  to  the
management for the strong motivation the the
team showed during the preparation phase.

The consulting company prepared a new
analysis, which showed that the strategy was
good, the motivation was O.K. but the used
tool has to be improved.

Cur ren t l y  the  Ind ian  team i s
designing a new boat.
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PP-10: Writing a Training Report
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 WRITING A TRAINING REPORT

A BASIC STRUCTURE

PURPOSE OF A TRAINING REPORT

DOCUMENTING A TRAINING PROGRAM IS NECESSARY
TO:

● KEEP ON RECORD THE DETAILS  OF  THE
PROGRAM.

● USE IT  AS  REFERENCE DURING FUTURE
PROGRAMS.

● ASSESS THE EXTENT OF ACHIEVEMENT OF THE
SET OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAMS.

● ANALYSE WHAT CHANGES ARE REQUIRED TO
BRING IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROGRAM NEXT
TIME.

COVER PAGE

● TITLE OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM

● DATE & DURATION

● VENUE

● A PHOTOGRAPH MAY BE USED ON THE
COVER

INNER PAGES
● CONTEXT

- OVERALL CONCEPT
- RATIONALE
- APPROACH

● OBJECTIVE
- SET OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

● PARTICIPANTS
- NUMBER OF FEMALE & MALE PARTICIPANTS
- NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS FROM DIFERENT

SECTORS (GOVT., NGO, PRI, COMMUNITY ETC)

● FACILITATORS
- NAME, DESIGNATION, EXPERIENCE

DAY-WISE DETAILS

● COVERAGE

- SESSIONS

- TOPICS AND SUB-TOPICS

- MAJOR LEARNING POINTS

● PROCESS

- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

- PROCESS OF MAJOR EVENTS

- METHODOLOGY ADOPTED FOR MAJOR
TOPICS & SUB-TOPICS

AFTER DAY-WISE DETAILS…

● KEY LEARNING POINTS OF THE PROGRAM

● CHALLENGING SITUATIONS DURING THE PROGRAM

● SUMMARY OF EVALUATION BY PARTICIPANTS

- TOPICS MOST LIKED

- OVERALL RATING OF LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

- OVERALL RATING OF FACILITATORS

- OVERALL RATING OF THE PROGRAM

- SUGGESTIONS MADE BY THE PARTICIPANTS
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THE LAST PART…

● OVERALL OBSERVATION
- OWN OBSERVATIONS
- OPINIONS
- SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

● ANNEXURE
- LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
- PROGRAM STRUCTURE
- LIST OF HANDOUTS, ASSIGNMENTS &

POWER POINTS USED IN THE PROGRAM

● NAME OF THE REPORTER

THANK YOU !
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PP-11: Assignment for State Level Trainers under “Dakshyata”
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Assignment for

State Level Trainers

Role of State Level Trainers (SLT)

● Conducting ToT for Distr ict Level Trainers (DLT)
on  D i rec t  T ra ine rs  sk i l l  and  Themat i c  modu le
training.

● Capacity assessment /mapping of DLTs during the
ToT (DTS).

● Documen t ing  and  P repa r ing  the  TOT p rocess
report.

● Technical guidance and back up support to DLTs
as and when required.

Responsibilities of SLT

● T ime ly  de l i ve ry  o f  ou tpu t s  and  comp le t i on  o f
assignment as per the ToR of the project.

● Ensuring the overall quality of the capacity building
p rog rammes  conduc ted  f o r  t he  e l ec ted
representat ives.

● Manag ing  d i f f i cu l t  s i t ua t i on  du r ing  the  t ra in ing
programme (if any)

● Maintaining a cordial relation with the government
o f f i c i a l s ,  e l ec ted  rep resen ta t i ves ,  conso r t i um
partners, district partner NGOs, district level trainers
and the Dakshyata team.

● Mon i to r i ng  t he  qua l i t y  de l i ve ry  o f  t r a i n i ngs
conducted by the District partner NGOs.

● Monitoring the Trainers’ (DLTs) competencies during
the conduct of district trainings.

● Making services available to as a resource person
to Dist partner NGOs and SIRD as & when required.

● Document ing and Prepar ing the t ra in ing repor t
conducted by district partner NGOs.

● Any other assignment based on the project need.

Role of State Level Trainers (SLT) .. .contd.

Deliverables from SLT

● Making the services available to SIRD and Dist Partners
as resource person/monitors as and when required under
the training calendar of SIRD.

● Preparing and submitting a list of DLTs having required
knowledge, skill and attitude as a trainer to conduct district
level training programmes independently and efficiently.

● Submission of the process report within the given time
frame (2-3 days) of completion of the TOT to SIRD as per
the customized format.

● Submission of  qualitative monitoring report on training
programmes, district partners, district level trainers and also
of the training clientele group as per the prescribed format.

Conditionality

● Abide by the roles, responsibilities, deliverables, time-
line and quality mentioned in the agreed ToR.

● Engagement on purely temporary basis on proven
performance and volume of training programmes as
per the calendar of SIRD.

● Regular updation with MoRD, MoPR, Govt. of Orissa,
programmes and policies in consultation with SIRD.

● Monitoring and Trainer assignments are independent
of each other.

● Monitoring assignment is to be conducted for one day,
preferably on the 2nd day of the training programme.
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Provisional payment structure

Sl. Description Amount (Rs.) Responsible
No. party

1. Facilitating TOT/Training of Dist Rs. 1000 per day SIRD/UNDP/Dist
partners/resource person to SIRD Partner NGO
(honorarium)

2. Monitoring of Training Rs. 1000 for 1 day SIRD/Dist Partner
(honorarium) NGO

3. TA (to & fro) per trip (Express Bus Rs. 400/- SIRD/Dist Partner
Fair / 2nd Class Sleeper)

4. Boarding (During Travel) per trip Rs. 200/- per trip SIRD/Dist Partner

5. Boarding during training Rs. 100/- per day To be borne by
monitoring Dist. Partners

6. Lodging At Dist. Partner Place To be arranged
by Dist. Partners.

Slide-7 Slide-8

Slide-9 Slide-10

Thank You & Good Luck

● Not related to District Partner NGO in any capacities
for which monitoring assignment is given.

● Prior intimation (1-week, well in advance) to SIRD
in case of difficulties/pre-occupation in undertaking
assignment .

● The reports  relating to monitoring prepared by SLT
treated as documents of SIRD, not to be shared
with anybody other than SIRD.

● Final payment  will be released after submission
and  ce r t i f i ca t i on  o f  r epo r t s  by  compe ten t
authorit ies.

● SIRD reserves right to cancel the contract/ToR
without giving prior notice.

● SIRD cer t i f i ca t ion  as  SLT wi l l  be  g iven a f te r
completion of TOT on both “DTS” and “Module
training.”

● Cer t i f i ca te  o f  App rec ia t i on  w i l l  be  g i ven  fo r
conduct of successful completion of assignments.

Condit ional i ty  . . .contd. Condit ional i ty  . . .contd.
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PP-12: Retracing our Footsteps
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RETRACING OUR FOOTSTEPS

LET US LOOK AT
HOW WE HAVE MOVED

THROUGH THIS JOURNEY

WE STARTED WITH…

• AN ICEBREAKER…

– “MATCHING THE DESCRIPTIONS”

• PRE-COURSE SELF ASSESSMENT

• EXPECTATION SHARING

• SHARING OF PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

• SETTING A FEW NORMS FOR OURSELVES

• HOISTING OUR ‘PARKING SPACE’, ‘FEELINGS’ &
‘SUGGESTIONS’

FIRST STEP…

• TRAINING CYCLE

– TARGET GROUPS

– TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

– TRAINING DESIGN

– PRE-TRAINING PREPARATION

– DELIVERY OF TRAINING

– MONITORING & EVALUATION

– FOLLOW UP

NEXT STEP…

• WE DISCUSSED ABOUT THE PRINCIPLES OF
ADULT LEARNING

– EXPERIENCING-REFLECTING-
GENERALISING-APPLYING

• PARTICIPATORY LEARNING PROCESS

– BRAINSTORMING THROUGH A FEW
STATEMENT CARDS

• PROFILE OF A PARTICIPATORY TRAINER

– TRAINER CENTERED TRAINER VS.
LEARNER CENTERED TRAINER

AND THEN…

WE PLAYED A GAME

• WE DID A ‘TRUST’ GAME USING THE BLINDFOLDS
AND CONCLUDED THAT:

– WE DEPEND ON OTHERS &  OTHERS
DEPEND ON US.

– INTER-DEPENDABIL ITY   NEEDS TO BE
RESPECTED AND RESPONDED TO.

– ELECTED MEMBERS LIKE THOSE OF THE
PRI BODIES CARRY THE TRUST OF THE
COMMUNITY

– USEFUL AS A LEARNING TOOL AT THE
NEXT LEVEL OF TRAINING PROGRAM

THEN WE CAME TO…

TRAINING METHODOLOGY

• WE L ISTED DOWN A  NUMBER OF  TRAIN ING
METHODS

• IN A GROUP DISCUSSION WE EXPLORED FURTHER
DETAILS OF FOUR USEFUL METHODS:

– LECTURE

– GROUP DISCUSSION

– CASE STUDY

– ROLE PLAY
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NEXT…

PRESENTATION TECHNIQUE
• PLANNING FOR A PRESENTATION

– RELEVANCE-AUDIENCE-TIME-FACILITIES

• ORGANISING CONTENT
– INTRODUCTION-BODY-CONCLUSION
– MUST-SHOULD-NICE

• SUPPORTING MATERIALS
– PRINTED MEDIUM–AUDIO VISUAL MEDIUMS

• MAKING A PRESENTATION

• SOME TIPS

• GETTING ALONG WITH THE AUDIENCE

• HANDLING QUESTIONS

THEN WE PLANNED FOR…

NEXT DAY’S TASK

WE DISCUSSED ABOUT…

• OBJECTIVE OF THE TASK

• PROCESS TO BE FOLLOWED

• SESSION PLANNING

• GUIDELINE FOR THE TASKS

• FORMATION OF GROUPS

• ASSIGNMENTS

• SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

AND THE NEXT DAY…

PRESENTATION BY GROUPS

• ICE BREAKER

• LECTURE

• ROLE PLAY

• GAME

• CASE STUDY

• ENERGISER

• GROUP DISCUSSION

• HANDLING POWER POINT

OUR EXPERIENCE…

• WE MADE PRESENTATIONS USING
DIFFERENT METHODOLOGY WITH
GREATER FOCUS ON THE PROCESS

• WE OBSERVED

• WE SHARED OUR FEEDBACK

• WE ENHANCED OUR LEARNING

• WE WATCHED OURSELVES ON THE VIDEO
AND IDENTIFIED AREAS FOR
IMPROVEMENT

• GAINED GREATER INSIGHT AS
PARTICIPATIVE  FACILITATORS

NEXT DAY, THAT IS,

TO-DAY…
• WE EXPRESSED OUR FEELINGS

• ANLYSED OUR GROUP PROCESS AFTER WATCHING
“THE RACE”

• DISCUSSED ABOUT “HANDLING CHALLENGING
SITUATIONS IN TRAINING”. WE IDENTIFIED OUR
STRENGTHS AND DISCUSSED STRATEGY TO DEAL
WITH THESE STUATIONS

• WE DISCUSSED ABOUT THE PROCESS OF MONITORING
– WHY-WHAT-WHEN-HOW

• AND THE …PROCESS OF EVALUATION
– WHY-WHAT-WHEN-HOW

AND DISCUSSED ABOUT…

• SOME ESSENTIAL ACTIVITIES

• SUPPORTING MATERIALS

• TRAINER’S COMPETENCIES ON

– KNOWLEDGE-SKILL-ATTITUDE

• THEN  THE APPOINTED COMMITTEES
SCRUTINISED THE DISPLAYED NOTES IN THE
‘PARKING SPACE’, ‘FEELINGS & SUGGESTIONS’
& ‘EXPECTATIONS’

• THEY PRESENTED THEIR FINDINGS AND WE
DISCUSSED ABOUT THE COMPLIANCES
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FOLLOWED BY …

• A PRESENTATION ON ‘OUR ROLE AS STATE
LEVELTRAINERS ( SLT)’

• MAPPING OUR SELF-CONFIDENCE AS
PA RTIC IPAT IVE  FACIL ITATORS THROUGH
”LOOKING FORWARD”

• SELF EVALUATION OF LEARNING

• ACTION PLANNING FOR SELF DEVELOPMENT

• PROGRAM EVALUATION

ALONG THE PATH
WE SHARED…

• A NUMBER OF ENERGISERS

• A FEW GAMES

• SOME OF OUR EXPERIENCES

• A LOT OF SONGS & JOKES

• A FEW YAWNS….

• AND A LOT OF FUN !!

• BUT THIS IS NOT THE END

• IT IS ONLY THE BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY…

BEST WISHES
TO ALL JOURNEY-MATES

LET US TAKE ‘DAKSHYATA’ FORWARD…

LET US TAKE ORISSA FORWARD !!
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Program Structure
for the District Level Trainers

Day-1

Time Topics Sub topics Methodology Materials Facl. 
9.00AM Registration  Filling a format Registration 

format 
 

Welcome Speech PP-1  
Ice breaker  Game Format A-1  
introductions Self-

introductions 
Guiding points  

Pre-course questionnaire Filling a format Format A-2  
Expectation sharing Cards & Delphi Coloured cards  
Sharing of course objectives Lecture PP-2 & HO-1  
Sharing of Program structure do HO-2  
Setting norms Brainstorming Board & marker  

10.00 Opening  
of Program  

Setting up ‘Parking Space’, 
‘Feelings & Suggestions’& 
‘Expectations’ 

 Brown paper  

11.00  T E A   B R E A K 
11.15 Role of DLT Roles & responsibilities of the 

District Level Trainers 
Lecture   

11.45 Training Cycle Elements of the Training cycle Lecture PP-3; HO-3  

Process of adult 
learning 
 

How adults learn 
Principles of learning 
 

Lecture and 
interaction 
 

PP – 4 
HO – 4 
 

 
 
 

 12.30 PM 

Principles of 
participatory training 

Understanding participatory 
training 

Lecture and 
interaction 

PP- 4  

 Profile of a trainer Profile of a participatory 
facilitator 
Trainer centered trainer  vs 
Learner centered trainer 
 

Lecture & 
interaction 
Role Play 

PP-5 
 
HO-5 

 

1.30 L U N C H    B R E A K 
2.30  Building Trust Trust –game  Game Blindfolds 

 
 

Brainstorming 
followed by 
Group 
discussion on 
four methods 

HO-6 
 
 
 

 3.00 Training 
methodology 

Basic four methods 
Other methods 

Process  
of handling a 
GD 

HO-7  
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4.00 T E A    B R E A K 
4. 15 Presentation skill Preparing for a presentation 

Presentation technique 
Non-verbal communication 
Handling questions 
Tips to trainers 
 

Lecture and 
Demonstration 
 

PP- 6 
HO- 9 

 

5.15 Use of Ice breakers, 
Games & Energiser 

Understanding of Ice-breakers, 
Games and energisers 
Tips on using an energisers 
 

An energizer  (1-2-3-4)  

6.00 E V E  N I N G    B R E AK 
Expected output 
Overview of the whole process 
Norms on feedback 
Forming groups and sub-
groups for next day’s task 
Allocation of tasks 

Discussion Topics  
Instructions for 
conducting tasks 
(HO-10) 
 

  6.15 Next day’s task 

ONT on Session plan Sample Session 
plan 

PP-7(word file) 
HO-11 
 

 

7.30 Group plans Groups work on their 
presentations for the next day 
 

Group work Format A-3  

8.30 Closing the day Assessment of feelings  
Giving required materials 

facilitation   

9.00 PM B R E A K  F O R    T H E   D A Y 

 
Day-2

Time Topics Sub topics Methodology Materials Facl. 
Recap Facilitation   
Collection of Session 
Plans 

Analysis & feed back Session plans 
made by groups 

 
9.30  Recap 

 

Observation Guideline Discussion Board & marker    

10.00 Preparation by groups and setting up presentations 
10.30  Presentation -1  Ice-breaker Group presentation 

Feedback  
Planned by 
group 

 

11.15 T E A   B R E A K 
11.30  Presentation -2 Case Study Group presentation 

Feedback  
Planned by 
group 

 

12.30 Presentation -3 Lecture 
 

Group presentation 
Feedback  

Planned by 
group 

 

1.30 L U N C H   B R E A K 
2.30 Presentation -4 Energiser Group presentation 

Feedback 
  

3.00 Presentation -5 Role Play  Group presentation 
Feedback 

Planned by 
group 

 

4.00 T E A   B R E A K 
4.15 Presentation -6 Group discussion Group presentation 

Feedback 
  

 5.15 Presentation -7 Game Group presentation 
Feedback  

Planned by 
group 
PP- profile of 
trainer 
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6.00 Presentation -8 Power Point 
 

Group presentation 
Feedback  

Planned by 
group 

 

6.45 Closing the day Assessing feelings 
Thanking every one 

   

9.00 D I N N E R 

 

Day-3

Tim e Topics Sub topics M ethodology M aterials Facl. 
9 .30   O pe n ing  

 
In vo ca tion  
R eca p  o f day  3  

F acilita tion  b y 
pa rtic ip an ts 

 
 

 

9 .45  P rocess o f re fle ction  A sse ssm e nt o f fee lin gs  W riting  on  ca rd s C o lo red  ca rd s  

10 .0 0   D ea ling  w ith  
ch a llen g in g  s itu a tion s  
 

Id en tify ing  ch a llen g in g  s itu a tions  
from  prev iou s d ay ’s  e xp erien ce  
A dd ing  o th er ch a llen g in g  s itu a tio ns  
D ea ling  w ith  the m  

C ard s 
A na lys is  &  
In te rac tion   

C ard s                   
 
H O  –12  

 

10 .4 5  E sse n tia l a ctiv it ies  S om e o f the  essen tia l a ctiv itie s  in  the  
tra in ing  p rocess  
S om e tips  to  the  tra in e rs to  e nha nce  
e ffec tiven ess 

B ra in sto rm in g  
 
D iscuss io n  

H O -  

11 .0 0  T  E  A     B  R  E  A  K  
E nha nc ing  p artic ip a tio n  in  a  tra in in g  
p rog ram   

D iscuss io n  H O -13   11 .1 5  T ips  to  fac ilita to rs 
 

P rep aring  an d  u s in g  tra in in g  sup p o rt 
m ate ria ls  

D o   H O -14   

12 .0 0P M  M on ito r ing  &   
E va lua tion  

W hy , W ho , W h at, W hen  &  H ow  o f 
m on ito r ing  a nd  eva lu a tion  

B ra in sto rm in g  
U sin g  w a ll ch art 
S um m a ris ing  

H O  –  1 5   

12 .4 5  W riting  a  tra in in g  
re po rt 

P rocess o f w riting  a  tra in in g  rep ort B ra in sto rm in g  H O -16   

1 .15  M ap p in g  o f resp on se  
an d  fu lf illm en t 

A ppo in t co m m ittee  fo r scru tin y o f th e  
‘p rog ra m  o b jective s ’,  
‘p a rk ing  space ’,   
‘fe e ling s ’&   
‘e xp ecta tio ns ’ 
 

S cu tin is in g  cha rts  
d isp layed  on  th e  
w a lls  

  

1 .30  L  U  N  C  H    B  R  E  A  K  

2 .30  R esu lts  o f sc ru tiny  P resen ta tion  by  ap po in ted  
co m m ittee s o n  fou r a sp ects  fo llo w e d 
by  d iscuss ion  

P resen ta tion  by  
ap po in ted  
co m m ittee s 

  

3 .00  S e lf-asse ssm e nt T ra in ers ’ com pe te ncies (K -S -A ) S e lf an a lys is  A - 4   

3 .15  A ctio n  p la nn ing  A ctio n  p la n  fo r se lf de ve lop m en t F illin g  u p  fo rm a t  A -5   

3 .30  P rog ram  R ecap  P resen ta tion  by  m an age rs  o f 
re sp ective  d ays 

P resen ta tion  
D iscuss io n  

  

3 .45  P rog ram  e va lua tio n  E va lua tion  o f p rog ram  b y p artic ip a n ts  F illin g  u p  fo rm a t A -6   

4 .00  T  E  A    B  R  E  A  K  
P rog ram  R ecap  
 

“R e trac ing  ou r  
fo o t s te ps ” 

P P -10  
 

 

S haring  b y p artic ip an ts     

S haring  b y G ues ts    P tcp ts ’ 
E va lua tion s 

 

O pe n  h ou se  d iscu ss ion s    
D is tr ibu tio n  o f m em e nto es   A ddress lis t  

C los ing  re m a rks b y fac ilita to r                                

4 .15  V a le d ic to ry   

V o te  o f th anks b y facu lty            
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Training Manual
for the District Level Trainers

Day-1

D1 : SESSION - I TOPIC: Opening of the Program & Initial activities TIME: 120  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Welcoming the participants

● Creating a friendly and non- threatening environment for the participants

● Sharing expectations

● Familiarising with the objectives of the program

METHODOLOGY A scrolling message of welcome flashed on the screen

Speech, Ice breaker, Flash Card…Delphi method

MATERIALS Colored cards with single letters written on them (Oriya poem, Misu mora deha…),

Sketch pen, Adhesive tape, Push pins, Blank colored cards, Brown paper, Marker, LCD Projector

POWER POINTS PP-1 : Welcome Message

PP-2 : Program Objectives

HANDOUTS HO-1 : Program Objectives

HO-2 : Program Structure

ACTIVITY Game : Ice breaker ( First two lines of a famous Oriya poem)

ASSIGNMENTS A-2 : Pre-course Questionnaire

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Welcome ● Rolling down of the 'Welcome message', using PP-1.

(5 min) ● Arrival of invited guests for the inauguration

● Welcome every body with "Namaskar" and a few words of greetings.

● Share the overall goal of the program.

● Address by the invited guest

● State that this program would focus on the training skill and not on the theme of PRI.

● Introduction of the facilitators.

● Start the Ice-breaker

2. Ice Breaker ● Start with a story that you happened to meet Mr. Pradhan, a Headmaster of a school

(30 min) and an old friend of yours, this morning. He sounded worried that the annual day is at

hand; but the teacher, who had devised a game for the students, has suddenly gone on

leave, leaving behind a few cards with just a letter written on each of them. Mr. Pradhan

was at a loss what clue the cards contain.
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● Now tell the participants, "I have assured Mr. Pradhan that we shall give him the

clue with your help and he has given me those cards for finding the right solution".

● Then distribute the cards, one to each participant. Cards contain one letter each of

the first two lines of a famous poem, "Mi-su mo-ra de-ha e de-sha ma-ti-re; de-sha

ba-si cha-li ja-a-ntu pi-thi-re". This contains 24 letters. If there are more participant

 then we may add the name of the poet, "Go-pa-ba-ndhu-da-sha", which has

another 6 letters.

● If the number of participants falls in between this, then some of the participants may

be given two cards.

● Without suggesting any thing further, observe what they do. Encourage them to get up and mingle

with each other.

● Caution them not to give their own cards to any one.

● Make a gesture of talking to Mr. Pradhan loudly from your cell phone, assuring him that your

learned friends are on the job right now and that the clue is expected soon. Make sure every

one listens your conversastion.

● If the progress is slow, then say that you have suddenly remembered, Mr. Pradhan had

mentioned that it may be two lines of a poem.

● Usually they will be able to put it together now.

● Ask them to take position in sequence of the letters and read it aloud.

● Express appreciation and call Mr. Pradhan over phone and tell him the two lines.

● Congratulate the participants.

● Ask some one to sing it like a song.

● Express your deep appreciation for the team work.

● Collect the cards back from them.

● Assess how they feel and suggest that their participation was indeed very encouraging.

3. Introductions ● Suggest the participants to introduce themselves briefly following the guiding points

(15 m) ● Guiding points are to be written down on the board. These are: Name, area of work, experience

as a trainer & ToT attended earlier

● Ask them to be very brief.

4. Pre-course assessment ● Distribute the format on pre-course assessment (A-2) and give clarifications.

(10m) ● Allow every body to complete this self reflection exercise.

● Collect the formats.

● Mention briefly that such assessment helps to learn more about the participants

profile and their learning needs.

5. Expectation Sharing ● Ask the participants to reflect on their learning needs and write down their expectations

(25 m) from the program in their note books.

● After 2 minutes distribute one card and a sketch pen to each participant and ask them to

write down their most important expectation from the program on it in large letters.

● Collect the cards back.

● Then read out the cards one by one and categorise them with the help of three or four volunteers.

● If necessary, discuss some of the cards briefly.

● Ask the volunteers to post the cards on the board.

● State that it is time to explore the expectations with respect to the 'Program Objectives'

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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6. Sharing of ● Then Share the objective of the program using the PowerPoint.

Program Objectives ● Help the participants reflect on how far it matches with their expectations.

(10 m) ● If some of the expectations are seemingly not going to be covered by the training objective

discuss how it might be taken care of.

● Distribute the hand out and encourage them to go through the same.

● State that a program schedule has been made keeping these objectives in view.

7. Sharing of ● Distribute the program schedule.

program Structure ● Allow them to go through it and get their agreement in general.

(5 m) ● However, ask for their suggestions of any change in timing and topics.

8. Setting 'Norms' ● In order to bring about program ownership and to make it more participatory, facilitate the

(15 m) house to set some ground rules or 'Norms' to be followed by every body during the program.

● For effective management of the program say that some volunteers are needed for each day

to take care of overall management of the norms, logistic and process report of each day.

● Encourage the participants to take leadership by volunteering names as program managers.

● Write down the names on a flip chart and post it on the wall.

9. Setting up of ● Post three flip charts with the titles ''Need to be Discussed', 'Feelings' and "Suggestions'

'Parking Space' on the walls of the training hall and encourage the participants to use it to express themselves

(5 m) during the breaks.

● Now give a break with the announcement of time of reassembly in the hall.

10. Setting up the Role ● During the break, identify 4 participants, who you think can carry off the 4 roles in the Role play,

play for next session  "TCT vs. LCT". For this, the role sheets given at F-1 of the folder "For Facilitators" may be used.

● Keep these ready with you.

● Call the identified participants and give them their role sheets separately. Check their understanding

and ask them to be prepared to enact the roles with appropriate dialogues with another actor, when

the time comes during the next session.

D1: SESSION - II TOPIC: Role of DLT,  Training Cycle and Principles of Adult Learning TIME: 135  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To understand the role and responsibilities the participants have under the

project 'Dakshyata'

● To understand the basics of the Training Cycle and its components

● To internalize the principles of adult learning

● To realize the significance of participative approach in a training activity

METHODOLOGY Lecture, Power point presentation, discussion, Role play

MATERIALS White board, marker, Role sheets given at F-1, LCD Projector

POWER POINTS PP-3 : Assignments of DLT

PP-4 : Elements of the Training Cycle

PP-5 : Adult Learning principles

PP-6 : Profile of a trainer

HANDOUTS HO-3: Elements of the Training Cycle

HO-4: Principles of Learning

HO-5: Profile of a Trainer

ACTIVITY Role Play : TCT vs. LCT

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Role of DLT under ● Welcome every body to the session.

project Dakshyata ● Share the topics to be discussed during the session.

(30 m) ● To begin with, encourage some of the participants to share about their understanding

about "Project Dakshyata" and note down their responses on the board.

● Then explain in detail about the project, its stakeholders, and the role of District level trainers

using the power point, PP-3.

● Clarify doubts, if any.

● Close the session with thanks.

2. Training Cycle ● Ask the participants to describe the steps of any training program one by one.

(45 m) ● List them down clearly on the board.

● Discuss the points, prioritise them and explain further.

● Then explain about the 'Training cycle' using the power point, PP- 4.

● Explain that as far as this training program is concerned, the initial steps have already

been covered and now we are at the stage of training delivery.

● Distribute the handout, HO-3.

3. Principles of ● Start by telling a story (on adult learning), where you have learnt something from your own

Adult learning experience in life.

(60 m) ● Gather a couple of similar stories from the participants and discuss how we, the adults, learn

through our experience.

● Show the model of the 'Experiential learning cycle' using PowerPoint, PP-5. Explain the

stages of learning: 'Experience - Reflect - Generalise - Apply '. Connect these aspects to the

stories shared a little earlier. Differentiate this with child learning very briefly.

● Connect the four aspects to training facilitation giving appropriate examples.

● Explain roles of a trainer using the Power point.

● Make a simple statement about TCT and LCT and stay on that slide.

● Invite two pairs of volunteers from the house. Facilitate them to make a small role play to

demonstrate the approaches of a Trainer centered Trainer and a Learner centered Trainer.

(This has to be pre-arranged during the break, using the Role sheets given at F-1 in the folder,

"For Facilitators")

● Take observations and discuss the points.

● Then explain the Roles of TCT & LCT and the principles of participatory training process with the

help of the power point.

● Revisit the discussion points during the session and clarify doubts.

● Distribute the hand out, HO-4 & HO-5 and close the session with thanks.

● Announce Lunch break and time of return to the plenary

D1: SESSION- III TOPIC: Participatory Training Methodology TIME: 90  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Energising the participants with a game where they understand the necessity

of building trust between a leader and a follower

● Understanding about some of the more useful training methods and their process

METHODOLOGY Game, brainstorming, Group discussion

MATERIALS Blind folds, White board, Flip chart papers, markers

POWER POINTS None
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HANDOUTS HO-6: Participatory Training Methodology

HO-7: Handling a Group discussion

ACTIVITY Game : Blind fold

Gr. work : Group Discussion

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Building Trust ● Welcome the group back to the session.

(30 m) ● Facilitate the trust game with four pairs of volunteers.

● Discuss the learning points.

● Explore the relevance of this game for the PRI members

2. Participatory Training ●  Then start the session on participatory training methodology.

Methodology ● Through a brain storming exercise encourage the participants to share about the most

(60 m) common methodologies that can be used during the training of Panchayat members.

● Make a list of all the methodologies on the board.

● Brainstorm the factors to take into consideration when selecting a training method.

● Then select the four important methods i.e Lecture, Group discussion, Case study analysis

and Role play which need to be better understood.

● Suggest the house to break into four small groups to explore each of the methods in detail

for 20 minutes and then make a presentation on the following points within about 3 minutes in the plenary.

● Write down the following points on the board:

1. What is the method

2. When it can be used

3. Advantages and disadvantages of the method

4. The process of using the method

● Then divide the participants into four small groups.

● Ask them to nominate the time manager, moderator and presenter.

● Show them their respective places of discussion.

● Inform that a reference hand out and material for presentation will be given in their groups after 5 minutes.

● Now announce the time on the watch and ask them to go into the respective groups and start

their discussions.

● Monitor the groups to ensure the nominations and to see that every body is participating;

remind them about the time.

● After five minutes provide the handout, HO-6 on training methodology, flip chart and marker

pen to each group.

● Call them back on time.

● Facilitate the group presentations in the plenary.

● After each group's presentation ask other groups to raise any point.

● Sum up the major learning points.

● Add any missing points from your side.

● Emphasize on the "process" of each method.

● Discuss how to handle a group discussion and distribute the hand out, HO-7.

● State that this method may also be dovetailed into other methods, where you feel the

need to go into small groups (like while doing Role play or Case study)

● Close the session with thanks.

● Announce a tea break
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D1: SESSION- IV TOPIC: Presentation Skill TIME: 105  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Participants will understand and internalize the basic techniques of making a

presentation with a participatory approach

● They will understand the differences between 'Games', 'Energisers' and 'Ice breakers'

● Participants will learn each other's name better

METHODOLOGY Interaction, Power point presentation

Demonstration

MATERIALS White board, marker, LCD projector

POWER POINTS PP-7 : Presentation Skill

HANDOUTS HO-8 : Presentation Skill

ACTIVITY Game : Name Game

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Presentation Skill ● Say that they are going to have practical work the next day when they are going to deliver

(60 m) sessions themselves. Therefore it is necessary to brush up their presentation skill.

● Discuss about "Presentation technique" using the power point.

● Give sufficient examples to bring about participative approach in a presentation.

● Distribute the hand out on effective presentation.

2. Use of Games, ● Play the name game.

Energisers & ● Discuss about the use of games, icebreakers and energisers in a training program.

Ice breakers ● Encourage the participants to share some games they know, suitable to be used during

(45 m) the training of Panchayat members.

● Share the factors to be considered to choose and facilitate the games and energizers.

● Announce a break after which they are going to discuss and prepare for the practical

work planned for the next day

D1: SESSION - V TOPIC: Preparation for next day's tasks TIME: 75   Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Participants will understand the process to be followed for the practical tasks the next day

and what is expected of them.

They will assume responsibility for using certain topics and training methods for those tasks

They will plan for their respective sessions

METHODOLOGY Discussion, Power point,  Group work

MATERIALS None

POWER POINTS PP-8 : Sample Session Plan

HANDOUTS HO-9: Instructions for the Practice session

ACTIVITY Group work : Planning for next day's task

ASSIGNMENTS A-3 : Blank formats for Session Planning
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SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Next day's task ● Discuss the advantage of practice session for trainers.

for practice session ● Assign the same groups discussed on the training methodology to choose any topic of their

on training delivery.  choice and make a presentation plan for 20 minutes duration using the respective methods.

(All PRI related with ● Also ask each group to pick up one additional task from among Ice breakers,

focus on the Games and Energisers. Allocate 15 minutes for Games & Ice breaker and 10 min for Energiser.

Sarapanch) ● Encourage the Lecture group to use a small power point presentation.

(60 m) ● Ask the Case Study group to use one of the written case studies by GD method

(keep 2-3 alternatives ready). The CS has to be a small one.

● State that only the process is important; therefore smaller exercises should be taken up.

● Ask the Role-play group to use role-plays with written role sheets. They should plan to

use it by volunteers/ selected participants from the target group (and not by their own group).

● Suggest that all themes should be PRI specific

● For GD group, suggest topics like

1. "Actions the Sarpanch can take to enhance women's participation in Palli Sabha", or

2. "What actions can a Sarapanch take to enhance access to a govt. scheme like

Jaldhara/ NRHM/ Sarv Siksha Abhiyan" or,

3. "Actions required by the Sarpanch to enhance income generation of the members

of the local community" etc.

● Ask them to make session plans for their group presentations.

● Share the example of a filled in session plan format as a sample through power point, PP-8.

● Distribute 2 blank formats (A-3) to each group for developing the session plans.

● Provide all clarifications

● Now, send them to their respective groups to plan and prepare.

● Monitor the group processes and help them choose their topics and develop session plans.

● Collect the session plans from each group.

● Distribute the hand out on instructions for practice sessions, HO-9. Allow them to read it.

● Clarify doubts if any.

2. Preparation by groups ● Provide the materials required

(45 m) ● Close the day with thanks to the managers and participants and encourage every body for

the over-night-task.
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Day-2

D2 : SESSION - I TOPIC: Presentation by the Groups TIME: 105  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To recapitulate the major learning points of the previous day

● To appreciate their own role in the presentations in observation and feedback

● To observe and learn from a presentation (Ice breaker)

● To internalize the points for improvement from feedback and discussion in the house

METHODOLOGY Brainstorming, interactions

Making presentation, giving feedback

MATERIALS As decided by the group making the presentation

F-2 : Presentation Observation Sheet, LCD Projector

POWER POINTS PP-9 : Guidelines for Observation and Feed back

HANDOUTS As decided by the group making the presentation

ACTIVITY Do

ASSIGNMENTS Do

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Opening the day ● Start the day in time with a hearty welcome in a lighter vein.

(15 m) ● Request some one to sing a song or share some interesting thought. (This brings participation

as well as it gives some time for the late comers to join in.)

2. Recap ● Then welcome the managers of the day and invite a manager of Day-1 to facilitate the

(20 m) recapitulation of the previous day's learning points.

● He/ she can now ask the participants to share one point at a time and write them on the board.

● Close it when the house feels that almost all the points have been covered. Ask the recap

team to cover all the points in their report and submit the process document of Day-I during the

lunch time.

● Then explain why we need to recap and how it helps.

● Encourage them to share some other participatory method of facilitating the recapitulation process.

3. Understanding the ● Discuss about the role of participants other than the group making presentation as the

process of Observation  'intended target group', 'observers', and 'learners' during each practice session.

and Feedback ● Share the observation guideline with power point, PP-9.

(10 m) ● Discuss and set the sequence of the presentations for the whole day.

● Remind the time allocation for each group.

● Allow 15 to 20 minutes to the groups for last minute preparations.

4. Making the ● Invite the respective group to make their presentation.

Presentation-1 ● Say, 'time starts now' and instruct your co facilitator to watch time and to give a mild

(Ice breaker) warning at 2 minutes to finish.

(60 m) ● Watch and observe the process minutely. Note down the key observations

(strong and weak points using format F-2 given at "For Facilitators").

● At the end of the presentation thank the group with a round of applause.

● Facilitate the feedback session.

● In the first round ask the observers to give their feedback. Suggest every body to mention

the strong points first and then specific suggestion to the group for improvement. Avoid using

the phrase 'Negative points'.(10 minutes)
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● In the second round ask the members of the presentation group to share their feelings and

comments briefly (5 minutes).

● Ask what they would do differently if another opportunity is given.(2 min)

● In the third round give your own feed back and provide some more tips to improve the

skill of using the method.( 3 minutes)

● Close the session with thanks and proceed for the next presentation.

D2: SESSION - II TOPIC: Presentations 2 and 3 TIME: 120  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Observing the presentations on two more methods (Case study & Lecture methods)

Learning from feedback and discussions

METHODOLOGY Making presentation using two methods ( Case study & Lecture)

Sharing feedback

MATERIALS As decided by the groups

F-3 : Suggestions for Creating difficult situations

POWER POINTS Do

HANDOUTS Do

ACTIVITY Do

ASSIGNMENTS Do

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Pres. 2 Same as in Presentation - 1

(Case study) In order to create a challenging situation for the group presenting the method, it is a good idea to

(60 m) orchestrate a little disturbance through the other participants, using instructions given at F-3,

in the folder, "For Facilitators".

2. Pres. 3 Same as in Presentation - 1

(Lecture) Announce Lunch break with call back time

(60 m)

D2: SESSION- III TOPIC: Presentations 4 & 5 TIME: 90   Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Observing the presentations on two more methods (Energiser & Role play)

Learning from feedback and dicussions

METHODOLOGY Making presentations using two methods (Energiser & Role play)

Sharing feedback

MATERIALS As decided by the groups

POWER POINTS Do

HANDOUTS Do

ACTIVITY Do

ASSIGNMENTS Do

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1 Pres. 4 Same as in Presentation - 1

(Energiser)

(30 m)

2. Pres. 5 Same as in Presentation - 1

(Role play)

(60 m)

D2: SESSION- IV TOPIC: Presentations 6, 7 & 8 TIME:  165  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Observing the presentations on two more methods (Group discussion & Game)

Learning from feedback and discussions

METHODOLOGY Making presentation using two methods ( Group discussion & Game)

Using any other method as per the participants' need

Sharing feedback

MATERIALS As decided by the groups

POWER POINTS Do

HANDOUTS Do

ACTIVITY Do

ASSIGNMENTS Do

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Pres. 6 Same as in Presentation - 1

(Gr. Discussion)

(60 m)

2. Pres. 7 Same as in Presentation - 1

(Game)

(45 m)

3. Pres. 8 Same as in Presentation - 1

(As required)

(45 m)

4. Reflections on the day ● Thank every body for their sincere effort put into the practice sessions.

(15 m) ● Find out how they feel at the end of this tiring day.

● Summarize the Learning points and close the day with thanks.
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Day-3

D3 : SESSION - I TOPIC: Dealing with Challenging situations and Essential activities TIME: 90  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To open the day and conduct a recap of the previous day's learning points.

● To assess the challenging situations for a trainer during a training program and gain idea

about methods of dealing with them.

● To enlist some of the essential activities a trainer has to perform during a training program

and understand their sequence and process

METHODOLOGY Interaction, brainstorming, use of hand outs

MATERIALS White board, marker

POWER POINTS None

HANDOUTS HO-10: Managing difficult situations in a training

HO-11: Essential activities in a training program

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Opening the day ● Start the day in time with a hearty welcome in a lighter vein.

(10 m) ● Request some one to sing a song or share some interesting thought. (This brings participation as

well as it gives some time for the late comers to join in.)

2. Recap ● Then welcome the managers of the day and invite a manager of Day-2 to facilitate the

(15 m) recapitulation of the previous day's learning points.

● He/ she can now ask the participants to share one point at a time and write them on the board.

● Close it when the house feels that almost all the points have been covered. Ask the recap

team to cover all the points in their report and submit the process document of Day-I during

the lunch time.

● Fill in the missing points

● Then explain why we need to recap and how it helps.

● Encourage them to share some other participatory method of facilitating the recapitulation process.

3. Taking note of 'Feelings' ● Then distribute a card each to the participants and encourage them to express their "Feelings"

(5 m) at the moment on the card.

● Collect and post them on the respective wall chart.

4. Dealing with ● Initiate the discussion by asking the participants to share some of the difficult situations

challenging situations  they have experienced in life and how they have dealt with them.

(45 m) ● Explore difficulties faced as a trainer during session delivery on the previous day or on any

other previous occasion.

● Encourage them to share some of the difficult situations they have experienced while

training Panchayat members.

● Make a list on a flip chart.

● Explain with examples that we deal with difficult situations with some of our strengths and strategies.

● Discuss "Strengths" and "Strategies" of a trainer. List the points on the board.

● Now look at the listed situations and discuss how we may apply these strategies to deal with them.

● Distribute the hand out, HO-10.
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5. Essential activities ● State that during a training program some essential activities are performed; these should be

in a training program done efficiently following a proper process.

(15 m) ● Brainstorm on the sequence of the initial steps while beginning a training program.

● Distribute the hand out and encourage them to look at it.

● Discuss the "Essential Activities" with the help of HO-11

● Close the session and announce a break

D3: SESSION - II TOPIC: Tips to the Facilitator, Monitoring & Evaluation TIME: 135  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● To gain a deeper insight into the use of training aids and support materials

● To understand the significance of 'Monitoring' and 'Evaluation' with respect to training.

● To assess the fulfillment of various expectations and objectives of this training program

METHODOLOGY Discussion, lecture, use of handouts, facilitation of group work, Power point

MATERIALS White board, marker, LCD Projector

POWER POINTS PP-10: Writing a training report

HANDOUTS HO-12: Tips for the trainer

HO-13: Monitoring, Evaluation and Follow up

HO-14: Writing a training report

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Using  Training aids & ● Brainstorm different kinds of audio and visual aids.

support materials ● Ask participants to explain the relevance of the audio and visual aids while facilitating a

(45 m) training program.

● Share the tips to use different training aids effectively.

● Distribute the hand out.

2. Monitoring & Evaluation ● Brainstorm the significance of "Monitoring" and "Evaluation".

(45 m) ● Discuss the aspects of 'Why', 'How' and 'Who' of M & E

● Also touch upon the M&E in the follow-up phase.

● Distribute the hand out.

3. Writing a Training Report ● Ask the participants why we need to document the training process.

(30 m) ● Write down the ideas on the board.

● Similarly facilitate brainstorming to generate the process of preparing a training document.

● Bring out the steps and their chronology with the help of power point.

● Then explain them how to prepare the training reports they need to submit as District level Trainer

under project Dakshyata using Power point.

● Clarify doubts and distribute the hand out.

4. Mapping of fulfillment ● Facilitate the formulation of three committees with two participants in each of them and assign

(15 m) them the task of scrutinizing the following and sharing the key findings in brief in the plenary

after lunch break.

1. Committee-1 will scrutinize expectation cards and objective of the program and share

the status of fulfillment.

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS
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SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

2. Committee-2 will go through the cards on parking space if any and see whether all the

points have been taken care of during the program.

3. Committee-3 will look at the cards on feelings and suggestions of the participants and

share the summary of findings in the plenary.

● Intimate the managers of the three days to get ready with an overall recap of the program,

called "Retracing our Footsteps". Tell them to present the points in brief.

● Announce lunch break and time of return.

D3: SESSION- III TOPIC: Program Evaluation TIME: 90  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES ● Assessment of the fulfillment of the expectations and objectives of the training program

● Self-assessment of learning and progress achieved during the program

● Evaluation of the training program by the participants

METHODOLOGY Small group presentations, Filling up of structured format

MATERIALS Filled in expectation cards of day-1, other cards and entries made in "Parking place" & "Feelings"

POWER POINTS None

HANDOUTS None

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS A-4: Trainer's competencies

A-5: Action Planning

A-6: Program Evaluation format

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

 1. Presentation of ● Start the session after lunch break with an energizer.

Scrutinizing committees ● Ask the committee members to make the presentations of their findings one by one

(30 m) ● Thank all the committee members after the presentation.

2. Self analysis ● Discuss about competencies required for a trainer in terms of Knowledge, Skill and Attitude.

Self-assessment and ● Distribute the format, A-4 for self evaluation on trainer's competencies.

Action planning ● Allow them time to read it and provide clarifications.

(30 m) ● Ask them to put tick marks on the bullet points where they feel they possess the required competency.

● Then distribute the next format, A-5, which draws attention towards identification of one's

deficiencies and action planning for addressing the same.

● Allow time to fill it up. If necessary, give examples of self-development.

● Leave the format with the participants as a self assessment score card on their own level

of competencies along with their own action plan.

3. Program Recap ● Welcome the managers of the three days to recap the day-wise coverage.

(15 m) ● Fill in the missing points, if any.

● Thank them for helping the process of 'Retracing our foot steps'.

4. Program evaluation ● Say that now we are at the end of the program. Now time has come to evaluate it formally.

(15 m) ● Distribute the evaluation format, A-6 and ask them to fill it up.

● Allow time for the same and collect it from them.

● Give a break with announcement of the time for reassembly for Valediction session.
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D3: SESSION- IV TOPIC: Valedictory TIME: 60  Min

LEARNING OBJECTIVES To look at an overall recap of the whole program

To facilitate the participants to present their personal observations and feelings about any aspect of the program

To bring the program to a close

METHODOLOGY Power point presentation, discussion

MATERIALS Address list of participants and facilitators

LCD Projector

POWER POINTS PP-11: Retracing our footsteps

HANDOUTS None

ACTIVITY None

ASSIGNMENTS None

SUB-TOPICS PROCESS

1. Retracing our ● Welcome the guests to the closing session.

footsteps ● Place the filled in evaluation formats before the guests so that they can go through it.

(10 m) ● Recap the program for the benefit of the participants as well as the organizers and guests

with the help of PP-11.

2. Sharing by participants ● Ask some of the participants to share their feelings about the program in brief.

(25 m)

3. Sharing by guests ●  Request the guests to share their thoughts.

(10 m)

4. Sharing by facilitators ● Distribute the address list of all the participants, suggesting them to be in touch with each other.

(5 m) ● Deliver closing remarks

5. Closing remarks ● Request the Chief guest to speak

by Chief guest

(5 m)

6. Vote of thanks ● Close the program with a vote of thanks

(5 m)
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F1. Training Process Role Play

Trainer Center Training Process

Role Play:  A-1

● You are a trainer with a dominating approach.

● You believe that you have the role of a teacher.

● You don't like unnecessary interruption or trivial questions.

● A participant is asking some unnecessary question in your session on "Role of PRI for development of the community."

Please deal with him strongly in accordance with the suggested characteristic.

You need to get irritated with him and teach him some discipline.

Role Play: A-2

● You are a person with a keen learning attitude.

● Therefore you have a habit of asking a lot of questions.

● In a session on "Role of PRI for development of the community" you are asking a series of questions to the trainer.

● The trainer is getting irritated with you. You may also argue with the trainer for getting your answer. You are quite
insistent.

Learner Centered Training Process

Role Play: B-1

You are a trainer with a participative approach. In your session you would like to find out if every one is with you in
the learning process. As a caring trainer you would like to find out if there is any problem. And if some one is
not able to focus, you may try to solve his/ her problem and encourage him/ her to learn.  You want to help.

In your session on 'Training Need Assessment' a participant is not clear about the concept.

Please help him/ her by finding out what is the problem and try to explain him/ her.

Role Play: B-2
● You are a participant in a training programme.

● The trainer is taking a session on 'Training Need assessment'.

But you are unable to follow the concept and you have a lot of doubts.

So, you are asking a lot of questions.

The trainer is explaining the points to you. Still then you are not able to understand very clearly.

Please behave accordingly.

Tools for Facilitators
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F2. Points to Observe during a Presentation

Group/ Name: Topic:

Factors for observation Strengths Points for improvement

Introductions

Objective

Coming to topic

Initial brainstorming

Beginning the task

Conducting the task

Concluding the task

Debriefing

Linking back to the objective

Confidence

Body Language

Eye contact

Involving the participants

Time Management

Handling questions
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F3. Creating Difficult Situations

● Talk to your neighbour, while the presentations are on, in a low tone. Keep
repeating a few times.

● Get up and go out of the hall without taking permission from the presenter.
Come back and ask your neighbour, 'What has happened?'

● Interrupt the presenter and ask, 'When is the program going to end? I have
some urgent work."

● Please dose off in between the presentation and show an indifferent body
language.

● During the case study process, relate similar cases from your side and try
to draw the attention of the presenter and kill his time.

● Contradict the point made by the facilitator a little strongly.

● Two participants argue about taking a 'break'- one 'for' and one 'against'

● Power goes off during a power point presentation.

● Ask some difficult questions to the presenter.

● Demand a handout/ power point/ reading materials from the presenter on
the subject of discussion.
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE FOR TOT  (For the District Level Trainers)

Date: 12th to 14th August 2008 Venue: SIRD, Bhubaneswar

Session Duration Topic/ Activity

DAY-I
I 9.00 AM Reporting and registration

10.00 AM Welcoming the participants

Ice breaker - Introduction

Initial assessment - questionnaire

Expectation sharing

Sharing Program objective

Setting norms

II 11.15 AM Role of DLT under Project Dakshyata

11.45 AM Training Cycle

12.30 PM Principles of Adult Learning

III 2.30 PM Participatory Training Methodology

4.15 PM Presentation Skill

5.45 PM Use of Games and Energisers

IV 6.30 PM Preparations for tasks of next day

7.30 PM Planning & Preparation by the Groups

DAY-2

I 9.30 AM Recap

Guidance for observation

10.00 AM Setting up the Presentations

10.30 AM Presentation 1

II 11.30 AM Presentation 2

12.30 PM Presentation 3

III 2.30 PM Presentation 4

3.00 PM Presentation 5

IV 4.15 PM Presentation 6

5.15 PM Presentation 7

6.00 PM Presentation 8

6.30 PM Reflections on the day

HO-2: Program Schedule
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Session Duration Topic/ Activity

DAY-3

I 9.30 AM Recap

9.45 AM Dealing with challenging situations

10.45 AM Essential activities in a training program

II 11.15 AM Tips for the facilitators

12.00 Noon Monitoring & Evaluation

12.45 PM Documentation & Report Writing

1.15 PM Mapping of Fulfillment

III 2.30 PM Presentations on mapping of fulfillment

3.00 PM Self-evaluation of learning

3.15 PM Action plan for self-development

3.30 PM Day-wise ‘Program Recap’

3.45 PM Program Evaluation

IV 4.30 PM Valedictory session

5.30 PM Closing of program

There will be tea breaks after sessions I and III everyday
There will be a lunch break after session II everyday
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ASSIGNMENTS

A-1: Registration Format

Training of Trainers on Direct Trainer Skills for District Level Trainers

Project Dakshyata
State Institute for Rural Development

Venue:

ToT No. ............... Batch No................ Date ................ to ................

Sl. No. Reg. No. Name Signature

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Registration-in-Charge
(Signature)

(Date)
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PRESENTATIONS

A  hearty  welcome  !!
to the

District  Level  Trainers of

Project DAKSHYATA

for  the  training  program on

DIRECT TRAINING SKILL
………………………………………..

Date:  From................ to .......................

SIRD, BHUBANESWAR

PP-1: A Hearty Welcome
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PP-3: Assignments for DLTs under Dakshyata

Slide-1 Slide-2

Slide-3 Slide-4

Slide-5 Slide-6

Assignment for

District Level Trainers

Role of District Level Trainers (DLT)

● Conducting  the district level trainings as Trainer
/ Facil i tator.

● Preparation of training process report.

● Making services available to district partner as
and when required by SIRD.

● Any other assignment as and when required.

Responsibilities of DLT

● Timely delivery of outputs and completion of assignment
as per the ToR of the project.

● Ensuring the overall quality of the capacity building
programmes conducted for the elected representatives.

● Managing difficult situation during the training programme.
(if any)

● Maintaining a cordial  relat ion with the government
officials, elected representatives, district partner NGOs,
consortium partners, state level trainers, SIRD and the
Dakshyata team.

● Ensuring proper utilization/availability of training and
teaching materials during the programme.

Deliverables from DLT

● To conduct 2 1/2 days of physical  t raining to
the  pa r t i c ipan ts  a t  t he  d i s t r i c t  l eve l  and  to
facilitate in the ITP training

● Submission of the process report along with the
list of participants within the given time frame
(2-3 days) of completion of the TOT to SIRD as
per the customized format.

● Countersigning the report of the district partner
where  the i r  se rv i ces  have  been  ava i l ed  as
trainer/facilitator.

Conditionality

● Abide by the roles,  responsibi l i t ies,  del iverables,
timeline and quality mentioned in the agreed Terms
of Reference.

● Not  re la ted  to  the  D is t r i c t  Par tne r  NGO in  any
capac i t i es  f o r  wh i ch  he  has  been  ass igned  t o
facil itate the District Level Trainings.

● Engagement on purely temporary basis on proven
performance and volume of training programmes as
per the calendar of SIRD.

● Making  the  serv ices   ava i lab le  to  S IRD/D is t r i c t
Partner NGOs as facil itator as and when required.
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Slide-7 Slide-8

Slide-9 Slide-10

Thank You & Good Luck

● Prior intimation (1-week, well in advance) to SIRD
in case of difficulties/pre-occupation in undertaking
assignment .

● The training process reports  prepared by DLT to
treated as documents of SIRD, not to be shared
with others without prior permission.

● The honorar ium for  the assignment would be
reimbursed by the district partner NGO on completion
of assignment at their end.

Condit ional i ty . .  contd.

Provisional payment structure

● SIRD reserves right to cancel the contract/ToR
without giving prior notice.

● SIRD certification as DLT will be given after
completion of TOT on both “DTS” and “Module
training.”

● Certif icate of Appreciation wil l  be given for
conduct  of  successfu l  complet ion of
assignments.

Condit ional i ty . .  contd.

Sl. Description Amount (Rs.) Responsible
No. party

1. Facilitating District Rs. 2500 per training District
Training (Honorarium) of 3 days Partner

2. TA (to & fro) per trip As per actuals District
(Express Bus Fare / Partner
2nd Class Sleeper)

3. Lodging & Boarding At District To be arranged
Partner Place by District

Partners
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PP-8: Sample Session Plan

    Day-3       Session II   Topic: Profile of a Participative Trainer 
  

Duration:  20m 
 

    Session Objectives: 
To bring out the difference between a ‘Trainer centered trainer’ and a ‘Learner centered trainer’ 
To emphasise on the approach of an LCT 

 
    Time      Topics       Sub-topics Methodology    Materials 

 
1m 
 

Self-introduction Brief introduction of self/  team 
members 

Talk 

2m 
 

Traditional approach to training Brainstorming 

2m 
 

Introducing the topic 

Understanding the participatory 
approach to training 

Lecture 

White Board 
marker 

2m 
 

Trainer centered trainer Characteristics of a TCT Power Point 

3m 
 

Learner centered trainer Characteristics of an LCT Do 

2m 
 

Differences  Comparision of characteristics of TCT 
vs. LCT 

Do 

3m 
 

Merits of LCT Discussion 

1m 
 

Conclusion 

Reinforce the approach of LCT Lecture 

3m Inviting questions Dealing with questions  Discussion 

LCD 
PP 

1m Closing Thanking and clearing the deck Talk  

 
Details of  
Grp. work 

None 

Games 
 

None 

Power points 
 

PP-1: Characteristics of TCT & LCT 

Hand outs 
 

HO-1: Profile of a ‘Learner centered trainer’ 

Task for 
participants 

None 

Reading  
reference 

---- 

Any other  
points 

The power point and hand out are to be made ready in advance 
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PP-10: Writing a Training Report
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 WRITING A TRAINING REPORT

A BASIC STRUCTURE

PURPOSE OF A TRAINING REPORT

DOCUMENTING A TRAINING PROGRAM IS NECESSARY
TO:

● KEEP ON RECORD THE DETAILS  OF  THE
PROGRAM.

● USE IT  AS  REFERENCE DURING FUTURE
PROGRAMS.

● ASSESS THE EXTENT OF ACHIEVEMENT OF THE
SET OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAMS.

● ANALYSE WHAT CHANGES ARE REQUIRED TO
BRING IMPROVEMENTS IN THE PROGRAM NEXT
TIME.

COVER PAGE

● TITLE OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM

● DATE & DURATION

● VENUE

● A PHOTOGRAPH MAY BE USED ON THE
COVER

INNER PAGES
● CONTEXT

- OVERALL CONCEPT
- RATIONALE
- APPROACH

● OBJECTIVE
- SET OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAM

● PARTICIPANTS
- NUMBER OF FEMALE & MALE PARTICIPANTS
- NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS FROM DIFERENT

SECTORS (GOVT., NGO, PRI, COMMUNITY ETC)

● FACILITATORS
- NAME, DESIGNATION, EXPERIENCE

DAY-WISE DETAILS

● COVERAGE

- SESSIONS

- TOPICS AND SUB-TOPICS

- MAJOR LEARNING POINTS

● PROCESS

- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

- PROCESS OF MAJOR EVENTS

- METHODOLOGY ADOPTED FOR MAJOR
TOPICS & SUB-TOPICS

AFTER DAY-WISE DETAILS…

● KEY LEARNING POINTS OF THE PROGRAM

● CHALLENGING SITUATIONS DURING THE PROGRAM

● SUMMARY OF EVALUATION BY PARTICIPANTS

- TOPICS MOST LIKED

- OVERALL RATING OF LEARNING
ENVIRONMENT

- OVERALL RATING OF FACILITATORS

- OVERALL RATING OF THE PROGRAM

- SUGGESTIONS MADE BY THE PARTICIPANTS
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THE LAST PART…

● OVERALL OBSERVATION
- OWN OBSERVATIONS
- OPINIONS
- SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

● ANNEXURE
- LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
- PROGRAM STRUCTURE
- LIST OF HANDOUTS, ASSIGNMENTS &

POWER POINTS USED IN THE PROGRAM

● NAME OF THE REPORTER

THANK YOU !
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PP-11: Retracing our Footsteps
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RETRACING OUR FOOTSTEPS

LET US LOOK AT
HOW WE HAVE MOVED

THROUGH THIS JOURNEY

The Program
● THIS WAS THE FIFTH BATCH OF THE TRAINING ON

DIRECT TRAINING SKILL FOR THE DISTRICT LEVEL
TRAINERS.

● A TOTAL OF 62 DLT PARTICIPANTS WERE DISTRIBUTED
INTO TWO GROUPS.

● THERE WERE TWO FACILITATORS (SLT) FOR EACH
BATCH

● THE PROGRAMS WERE OBSERVED BY AN OBSERVER
IN EACH PROGRAM, WHO ALSO PROVIDED HAND
HOLDING SUPPORT AS AND WHEN NEEDED

● PROGRAMS RAN SIMULTANEOUSLY AT
– SIRD CONFERENCE HALL
– SIRD HALL NO.1

WE STARTED WITH…

THEN WE CAME TO…

TRAINING METHODOLOGY

● WE L ISTED DOWN A  NUMBER OF  TRAIN ING
METHODS

● IN A GROUP DISCUSSION WE EXPLORED FURTHER
DETAILS OF FOUR USEFUL METHODS:

– LECTURE

– GROUP DISCUSSION

– CASE STUDY

– ROLE PLAY

● AN ICEBREAKER…

● PRE-COURSE SELF ASSESSMENT

● EXPECTATION SHARING

● SHARING OF PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

● SETTING A FEW NORMS FOR OURSELVES

● HOISTING OUR WALL PAPERS FOR  ‘PARKING
SPACE’, ‘FEELINGS’ & ‘SUGGESTIONS’

FIRST STEP…

● A PRESENTATION ON ‘OUR ROLE AS
DISTRICT LEVELTRAINERS ( DLT)’

● TRAINING CYCLE

– TARGET GROUPS

– TRAINING NEEDS ASSESSMENT

– TRAINING DESIGN

– PRE-TRAINING PREPARATION

– DELIVERY OF TRAINING

– MONITORING & EVALUATION

– FOLLOW UP

NEXT STEP…

● WE DISCUSSED ABOUT THE PRINCIPLES
OF ADULT LEARNING

– EXPERIENCING-REFLECTING-
GENERALISING-APPLYING

● PARTICIPATORY LEARNING PROCESS

● PROFILE OF A PARTICIPATORY TRAINER

– TRAINER CENTERED TRAINER VS.
LEARNER CENTERED TRAINER
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NEXT DAY WE DISCUSSED…

PRESENTATION TECHNIQUE
● PLANNING FOR A PRESENTATION

– RELEVANCE-AUDIENCE-TIME-FACILITIES

● ORGANISING CONTENT
– INTRODUCTION-BODY-CONCLUSION
– MUST-SHOULD-NICE

● SUPPORTING MATERIALS
– PRINTED MEDIUM–AUDIO VISUAL MEDIUMS

● MAKING A PRESENTATION

● SOME TIPS

● GETTING ALONG WITH THE AUDIENCE

● HANDLING QUESTIONS

THEN WE PLANNED FOR…

NEXT DAY’S TASK

WE DISCUSSED ABOUT…

● OBJECTIVE OF THE TASK

● PROCESS TO BE FOLLOWED

● SESSION PLANNING

● GUIDELINE FOR THE TASKS

● FORMATION OF GROUPS

● ASSIGNMENTS

● SEQUENCE OF EVENTS

AND THEN…

PRESENTATIONS MADE BY GROUPS

● ICE BREAKER

● LECTURE

● ROLE PLAY

● GAME

● CASE STUDY

● ENERGISER

● GROUP DISCUSSION

● HANDLING POWER POINT

OUR EXPERIENCE…

● WE MADE PRESENTATIONS USING DIFFERENT
METHODOLOGY WITH GREATER FOCUS ON THE
PROCESS

● WE OBSERVED THE PRESENTAIONS

● WE SHARED OUR FEEDBACK

● WE ENHANCED OUR LEARNING

● GAINED GREATER INSIGHT AS PARTICIPATIVE
FACILITATORS

● WE ALSO DISCUSSED ABOUT THE CONCEPT
OF ‘TIME-BANK OF LIFE’  AND THE CONCEPT
OF TIME MANAGEMENT

NEXT DAY, THAT IS,

TO-DAY…

● WE SHARED OUR LEARNING POINTS

● DISCUSSED ABOUT “HANDLING CHALLENGING
SITUATIONS IN TRAINING”, WHERE WE IDENTIFIED
OUR STRENGTHS AND D ISCUSSED OUR
STRATEGIES TO DEAL WITH THESE STUATIONS

● WE D ISCUSSED ABOUT THE PROCESS OF
MONITORING

– WHY-WHAT-WHEN-HOW

● AND THE …PROCESS OF EVALUATION

– WHY-WHAT-WHEN-HOW

AND DISCUSSED ABOUT…

● SOME ESSENTIAL ACTIVITIES

● SUPPORTING MATERIALS

● THEN  THE APPOINTED COMMITTEES SCRUTINISED
THE DISPLAYED NOTES IN THE ‘PARKING SPACE’,
‘FEELINGS & SUGGESTIONS’ & ‘EXPECTATIONS’

● THEY PRESENTED THEIR  F INDINGS AND WE
DISCUSSED ABOUT THE COMPLIANCES

● AT THE END OF  THE INPUT WE D ID  A  SELF
EVALUATION OF LEARNING…AND

● AN ACTION PLANNING FOR SELF DEVELOPMENT

● FOLLOWED BY …PROGRAM EVALUATION
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ALONG THE PATH
WE SHARED…

● A NUMBER OF ENERGISERS

● A FEW GAMES

● SOME OF OUR EXPERIENCES

● A LOT OF SONGS & JOKES

● A FEW YAWNS….

● AND A LOT OF FUN !!

● BUT THIS IS NOT THE END

● IT IS ONLY THE BEGINNING OF THE JOURNEY…

BEST WISHES
TO ALL JOURNEY-MATES

LET US TAKE ‘DAKSHYATA’ FORWARD…

LET US TAKE ORISSA FORWARD !!








